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Abstract 

Gene silencing, also known as RNA interference (RNAi), is a conserved 

mechanism of regulation of gene expression mediated by small RNAs (sRNA), (Fire et 

al., 1998). Silencing of transgenes and endogenous genes following introduction of 

inverted repeats, antisense constructs and artificial miRNAs has been reported in diatom 

species, including the model species P. tricornutum (De Riso et al., 2009; Kaur and 

Spillane, 2015). The presence of an endogenous RNAi pathway has been suggested after 

comprehensive and combinatorial analyses of sRNAs, gene expression and DNA 

methylation in P. tricornutum (Veluchamy et al., 2013; Rogato et al., 2014). This RNAi 

pathway in P. tricornutum may play a role in the regulation of protein coding genes and 

TEs expression with possible consequences for the acclamatory response to nutrient 

limitation (Maumus et al., 2009). Homologues of the RNAi-key genes DICER (DCR), 

ARGONAUTE (AGO) and RNA-Dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) have been 

previously identified by in silico analysis (De Riso et al., 2009). However, the validation 

of their gene models, the characterization of their functions and the possible 

physiological role of RNAi in diatoms are still lacking. 

In this study, extensive in silico analysis of genomic and transcriptomic information 

available in P. tricornutum suggests the presence of a single PtDCR, PtAGO and PtRDR 

coding gene. Mining and phylogenetic analysis of DCR, AGO and RDR homologues in 

diatoms from all publically available to date sequence datasets suggest an unanticipated 

diversification of the RNAi pathway in these organisms. PtDCR/AGO/RDR cDNA were 

cloned and splicing isoforms of PtDCR and PtAGO were identified. Subcellular 

localization of PtDCR-/AGO-/RDR-YFP was investigated by confocal microscopy. 

Functional characterization of PtDCR and PtAGO was first attempted by heterologous 

expression in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the plant Nicotiana bethamiana 

hosts. In a second step, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis approach, recently 

developed in P. tricornutum, was successfully harnessed to generate PtDCR-KO and 

PtAGO-KO (KnockOut) lines. Growth phenotype of PtDCR-KO lines were investigated 

under optimal and nitrate depleted culture conditions and during recovery from UV- 

mediated stress. In parallel, mRNA and small RNAs whole transcriptome analyses were 

carried out. Culture experiments suggest that PtDCR may play a role in the response to 
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nitrate starvation. Transcriptomic analysis revealed that both sRNA and mRNA 

transcriptomes were affected in PtDCR-KO line. At the global scale, sRNA size 

distribution was found to shift towards larger fragment size in PtDCR-KO line. In 

addition, the abundance of sRNA mapped to TEs was found dramatically reduced in 

PtDCR-KO mutant and a concomitant increase in mRNA abundance of some TEs was 

observed. Interestingly, PtDCR-KO sRNA transcriptome also presented changes in 

tRNA-derived sRNA populations, suggesting a possible role of DCR in their processing 

in diatoms. TE mobilization has been proposed to play a pivotal role in diatom species 

diversification and capacity for adaptation to various environments. Taken together, our 

results indicate that the single DCR encoding gene present in P. tricornutum plays a 

major role in the production of TE-derived sRNAs and possibly TE mobilization, with 

important consequences for diatom acclamatory response and evolution. 
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1.1. Diatoms 

1. Introduction 

Diatoms (class Bacillariophyceae) are unicellular, photosynthetic phytoplankton 

that are dominant within both freshwater and seawater ecosystems. They form the basis 

of many food webs and have played a vital role in the global ecosystem for millions of 

years (Armbrust et al., 2004). Diatoms represent the largest group of phytoplanktonic 

organisms responsible for approximately 40% of marine carbon fixation and play a major 

contribution to the silica geochemical cycle through their cell wall construction 

(Battarbee, 1988; Sarthou et al., 2005; Seckbach and Kociolek, 2011). They generate a 

hard outer silica-based cell wall called the frustule which consists of two asymmetrical 

halves assembled like a Petri dish. The larger half is called the epitheca and the inner one 

the hypotheca. The physically strong frustule is offering protection since silica cannot be 

attacked enzymatically. During diatom mitotic division, two daughter cells are produced, 

with each cell keeping one of the two halves and forming a smaller half within it. This 

results in a population of continuously decreasing cell size. When a certain minimum size 

is reached, sexual reproduction involving the combination of male and female gametes 

produces a diploid auxospore to re-establish the original cell size. Frustules present a 

distinguish species specific silicon-based pattern design that is used also for their 

taxonomical classification. 

Diatoms are currently classified within the Chromalveolata supergroup of 

eukaryotes, as a group of heterokonts (or Stramenopiles) which also include non- 

photosynthetic organisms such as the plant pathogens Phytophthora sp, and Plasmodium 

sp. 
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Figure 1. Eukaryote phylogenetic tree, adapted from Baldauf (2003). Red arrow points to 

Diatom group. 

Diatoms are further classified based on their symmetry i.e. centrics (radial 

symmetry), and pennates (elongated) with or without a raphe involved in cell mobility 

(raphids or arapids, respectively). Diatom genome evolved via secondary endosynbiotic 

events between a non-photosynthetic host and red/green algae engulfment. As a 

consequence, diatoms exhibit a mosaic genome with genes orthologues to both animal 

and plant lineages (Moustafa et al., 2009; Bowler et al., 2010). Moreover, horizontal gene 

transfer from bacteria seems common among diatoms, since 5% of P. tricornutum 

genome presents bacterial homologues. 
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Figure 2. Electron microscopuy pictures (SEM) of diatoms grown at University of Crete 

within the frame of the PhD. Top row: centric diatoms of genus Thalassiosira. Second row 

(from left) the araphid pennates Amphiprora sp., Entomoneis sp. and the raphid pennate 

Haslea ostrearia. 

 

Diatom plastids are surrounded by four membranes (Falciatore and Bowler, 2002), 

in contrast to three in the plant lineage. Novel gene combinations enabled the rise of 

novel metabolic traits. Diatoms can regulate uptake and storage of nitrogen and possess a 

urea cycle, a feature that they share with animals. Although animals excrete urea to 

remove excess nitrogen, diatoms possess an active urease and can grow with urea as the 

unique source of nitrogen. (Armbrust et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2006, 2011). The lipid 

content in certain diatom species can reach more than 60% of their total dry weight that 

in combination to their fast growth rates makes them potential candidates for biofuels 

production. Diatom mitochondria exhibit a partial mitochondrial glycolysis, only found in 

stramenopiles (Bártulos et al., 2018), and the bacterial Entner–Doudoroff pathway 

(Fabris et al., 2012). Apart from their conventional role in energy maintenance, diatom 

mitochondria are apparently tightly coupled metabolically and physically with the 

plastids by constantly shuttling energy and reducing equivalents between both organelles 

(Bailleul et al., 2015); Flori et al., 2017). 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of diatom evolution, adapted from Bowler et al. (2010). 

The chimeric diatom genome finds its origins in successive gene transfers following 

endosymbioses between red and green algae and a host heterotrophic cell (Moustafa et al. 

2009). Gene transfer from prey nuclei to host nucleus as well as from organelles to nucleus 

has been proposed. Acquisition of genes through lateral gene transfer both before and after 

the diversification of pennates and centrics. Abbreviations: N, nucleus; Nm, nucleomorph. 

Their chimeric background has also resulted in their high divergence from other 

eukaryotic lineages, like Archeaplastida (plants, green algae, and red algae) and 

Opisthokonta (animals and fungi) (Armbrust et al., 2004). In addition, faster rates of 

divergence seem to occur even among heterokonts in comparison to other lineages. 

Indeed, Bowler et al. (2008) have shown that the pennate P. tricornutum shares only 57% 

of its genes with the centric diatom T. pseudonana. Based on fossil records, it has been 

proposed that pennate diatoms evolved from the centric forms, and the raphid pennates 

evolved latter on from the araphid pennates. The pennate diatoms are the most diversified 

and have habited both benthic (attached to the sea bottom) and pelagic niches (floating in 
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the water column). The formation of the raphe was probably a determining asset that led 

to subsequent diversification and although it likely evolved in benthic diatoms to glide on 

surfaces, many raphid pennates have been shown to be able to colonize planktonic 

environments. 

 

Figure 4. The evolutionary divergence of diatoms, adapted from Tirichine et al. (2017). 

Sequences from 57 diatom species were used to generate a phylogenetic tree using the 

Neighbor-Joining method. The tree was generated using 18S rRNA gene. Boxed in red 

color, the tree is rooted to Bolidophytes, sister lineage to diatoms. Black diamonds indicate 

pennate diatom species and others are centric diatoms. Black arrow points P. tricornutum. 

The tree is clustered into four subclasses of diatom, based on their valve morphology. 

The apparent ecological success and dominance of diatoms has been proposed to 

result from their capacity to rapidly adapt to the continuously changing 

microenvironments of the ocean. They produce silicate cell walls, have a very efficient 

photosynthetic machinery producing lipids and an advanced photoprotection system to 

avoid UV damage. They possess a urea cycle and can regulate nitrate uptake. Pennate 

diatoms present a cyanobacterial ferritin-like gene involved in iron storage (Marchetti et 

al., 2008). 
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In addition to their ecological success, diatom present a wealth of applications in 

biotechnology (Bozarth et al., 2009; Athanasakoglou and Kampranis, 2019). Their 

fossils, known as diatomaceous earth, are used in insulation, abrasives and filtration 

(Maher et al., 2018; Pytlik and Brunner, 2018). Their ability to produce lipids via 

photosynthesis makes them a good source of renewable biofuels and of Omega-3 oils as 

dietary supplements. They are being used in nanotechnology and medicine, both for their 

silicate frustules and for their bio-active compounds. Diatoms are also used in water 

quality assessment and forensics based on their tolerance of environmental pressure and 

their robust exoskeleton that indicates classification and habitant, respectively. For all the 

above reasons, but also for understanding the distinct molecular mechanisms that evolved 

in diatoms and armed them with such a successfully adaptive system, studies are focusing 

on these organisms with a continuously increased interest. 

Among diatoms the representative model species are the pennate Phaeodactylum 

tricornutum and the centric Thalassiosira pseudonana. A wealth of genomic information 

is available for these diatoms including sequencing data of their whole genome, 

messenger and small RNAs transcriptomes (Armbrust et al., 2004; Bowler et al., 2008). 

Comparative genomic studies have revealed little synteny and no major duplications 

events between centric T.pseudonana and pennate P. tricornutum. This suggests that 

mobilization of transposable element may be in part responsible for diatom 

diversification. As sequencing technologies have become more accessible to the scientific 

community, whole genome sequence information has been gained in additional diatom 

species including the pennate Fragilariopsis cylindrus (Mock et al., 2017) and, 

Pseudonitzschia multiserie, Pseudonitzschia multistriata, Thalassiosira oceanica, 

Cyclotela cryptica, Fistulifera solaris. A milestone in diatom transcriptomic information 

has been reached with the Marine Microbial Eukaryotic Transcriptome Sequencing 

project, MMETS, which has put together over 650 assembled, functionally annotated 

transcriptomes amongst which 92 diatom species (Keeling et al., 2014). The growing 

amount of diatom sequences represents a valuable resource for functional and 

comparative genomics studies that can elucidate evolutionary histories and reveal more 

metabolic peculiarities. 
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In this thesis, the diatom under study is the model pennate Phaeodactylum 

tricornutum. P. tricornutum has been used in laboratory-based studies of diatom 

physiology for several decades. P. tricornutum genomic and transcriptomic information 

is available and it is amenable to genetic transformation and genome editing. 

 

1.2. RNA interference 

1.2.1.  The discovery of RNA interference 

RNAi pathway was incidentally discovered in the development of new gene 

knockdown technique in animals and plants. This phenomenon was initially described in 

plants (Napoli et al., 1990; Lindbo et al., 1993) as co-suppression and homology induced 

resistance. 

It had been shown that injecting antisense RNA into Caenorhabditis elegans could 

inhibit the expression of complementary mRNA (Fire et al., 1998). Fire et al., (1998) 

went further showing that double stranded RNA (dsRNA) was able to suppress gene 

expression even more efficiently than sense or antisense RNA alone. One year later, 

siRNAs were found for the first time in plants (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 1999). The 

term RNAi interference (RNAi) stemmed from these pioneering studies. While the initial 

model proposed that antisense RNA alone could complement mRNA and block 

translation, Andrew Fire and Craig Mello hypothesized that dsRNA was involved in a 

more complex and conserved mechanism working at the post-transcriptional level. Their 

contribution to unveiling the general principle of RNAi was acknowledged globally when 

they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2006. Two years after 

their hypothesis Hammond et al. (2000) characterised the RNAi core molecular 

apparatus, the RNA Induced Silencing Complex (RISC). At the same period, plant 

biologists reported the presence of a phenomenon similar to RNAi which was coined 

post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) (Jorgensen et al., 1996; Que and Jorgensen, 

1998). A similar mechanism called quelling was proven to be present in fungi (Fulci and 

Macino, 2007; Nicolas et al., 2010). The presence of RNAi in animals, PTGS in plants 

and quelling, suggested the presence in their eukaryotic ancestor of conserved proteins 

involved in a RNA-based regulatory mechanism in (Mello and Conte, 2004). 
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1.2.2.  The canonical RNAi pathway 

RNAi is triggered by dsRNA processed by RNase-III-type endonucleases. These 

proteins comprise a family that includes DICER (DCR) and DROSHA which cleave the 

long dsRNAs at specific points into smaller RNAs. The long dsRNAs are referred to as 

precursors and small RNAs produced by DCR-like proteins as the mature sequence. 

Then, one strand of the sRNA is incorporated into a protein complex called the RNAi 

silencing complex (RISC), along with the Argonaute (AGO) protein. AGO bound sRNA 

guides the RISC to its mRNA target and prevents its translation either by translational 

arrest or transcriptional cleveage (Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009). 

 

Figure 5. Core Features of miRNA and siRNA Silencing, adapted from (Carthew and 

Sontheimer, 2009). (A) Common aspects of all miRNA and siRNA pathways. Double- 

stranded RNA precursors are processed by a DCR protein into short (20−30 nt) fragments. 

One strand of the processed duplex is loaded into an AGO protein, enabling target RNA 

recognition based on sequence complementarity. Once the target is recognized, its 

expression is modulated by one of several distinct mechanisms. (B) The domain 

arrangement of most DCR enzymes is shown at the top, while the crystal structure 
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corresponds to Giardia DCR that carries only one PAZ and two RNase III domains. (C) The 

canonical arrangement of AGO domains is shown at the top. Below is the crystal structure 

of the Thermus thermophilus AGO protein, bound to its guide and RNA target. 

 

1.2.3.  Sources of small regulatory non-coding RNAs 

Small RNAs size range varies between organisms and even different silencing 

pathways within the same organism (Meister and Tuschl, 2004). Small RNAs are mostly 

produced from inverted repeats and TE loci. sRNAs are also produced from 

complementary transcripts (generated in cis i.e. convergent transcription but also in trans, 

protein-coding genes, ncRNAs such as tRNAs, and self-complementary transcripts with 

a hairpin structure). RNA dependent RNA polymerases (RDR) also produce small RNAs 

using as templates the already RNAi targeted transcripts. RDRs have been characterized 

in plants but seem to be absent in insects and mammals. The three major classes of small 

RNAs are micro-RNA (miRNAs), Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs_ and Piwi- 

interacting RNAs (piRNAs). They present differences in biogenesis, the selection of 

Argonaute proteins, and the silencing mechanisms. 

1.2.4.  Small interfering RNAs 

siRNAs are generated from long perfectly base-paired dsRNAs which derive from 

viruses, transgenes, endogenous transcripts of inverted repeat elements (Carthew and 

Sontheimer, 2009; Borges and Martienssen, 2015). Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) 

were originally discovered in plants, where they showed to trigger antiviral post- 

transcriptional gene silencing (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 1999). siRNAs were also found 

to derive from repetitive elements, particularly Trasposable Elements (TEs), that are 

often capable of independent replication across the genome and therefore must be 

repressed (Malone and Hannon, 2009). The production and maturation of siRNA requires 

DCR and sometimes the RNA dependent RNA polymerases (RdRs) to amplify secondary 

siRNAs (Tang et al., 2003, Sijen et al., 2001). Whole genome analyses indicate that 

DCR, AGO and RDR encoding genes have expended through duplication events in some 

organisms (e.g. plants, C.elegans), or been lost all together in other organisms (eg. 

S.cerevisiae). In organisms encoding more than one DCR, maturation of siRNA and 

miRNAs may require different DCR homologs (i.e. sub-functionalization). In Drosophila 
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two DCR homologs, Dicer-1 and Dicer-2, are independently in charge of miRNA and 

siRNA biogenesis, respectively (Lee et al., 2004). In plants, this phenomenon occurs 

often as several Dicer-like proteins are usually present (Fukudome and Fukuhara, 2017). 

In Arabidopsis, DCL1 produces miRNA but can also generate siRNAs that repress 

complementary mRNAs post-transcriptionally (Vazquez et al., 2004; Henderson et al., 

2006). DCL2 and DCL4 generate 21 and 22nt siRNAs from transgene RNAs, viruses or 

endogenous precursors (Xie et al., 2004, 2005; Parent et al., 2015). DCL3 processes 

mostly endogenous dsRNAs from TEs into 24nt siRNAs, which trigger RNA-directed 

DNA methylation and transcriptional repression of target TEs (Xie et al., 2004). All 

DCR-generated siRNAs are perfectly complementary to their target and possess the 

typical 5’-monophosphate termini and the 2’-Omethylation as well as the 2nt 3’- 

overhangs (Li et al., 2005; Horwich et al., 2007). 

 

1.2.5.  Micro-RNAs 

Mature miRNAs are usually 21-24nt in length. Gene silencing mediated by miRNA 

was initially discovered in C. elegans in 1993 (Lee et al., 1993; Wightman et al., 1993) 

with the second miRNA identified in 2000 by Reinhart et al. (2000). Both research 

groups showed that a 22nt ncRNA was negatively regulating several heterochromatic 

genes through RNA/RNA interactions in their 3’UTRs. Soon, they were shown to 

represent a large class of ncRNA and were named microRNA (miRNA) (Lagos-Quintana 

et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2001; Lee and Ambros, 2001). Contrarily to siRNAs which are 

processed from a long dsRNA, miRNA’s precursor is always a hairpin structure (Kim, 

2005). Many miRNAs were subsequently found in plants and animal with some being 

conserved between the 2 kingdoms (Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001; Llave et al., 2002; 

Reinhart et al., 2002). Later on, unicellular organisms including Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii and Dictiostellium discoideum were shown to present miRNAs (Hinas et al., 

2007; Molnár et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007). MiRNAs play pivotal roles in diverse 

biological processes, ranging from cell proliferation to organism development, (He and 

Hannon, 2004; Filipowicz et al., 2008). The miRNA pathways have diverged between 

plant and animal lineages. In animals, dsRNAs are processed by the two RNAIII-type 

endonucleases, DROSHA and DCR [Kim, 2005] and are required to present a specific 
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RNA folding to stem-loop structure, referred to as the primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) 

(Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009). DROSHA, as part of the microprocessor complex in 

the nucleus (Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009), cleaves the precursor stem-loop (pre- 

miRNA) from specific positions so that a 2-nucleotide long 3’ overhang is left at the end 

of the hairpin secondary structure (Meister and Tuschl, 2004). Subsequently, the pre- 

miRNA is exported from the nucleus where DCR cleaves and produces a short dsRNA 

with 3’-end 2-nucleotide overhangs. One of the RNA strands is incorporated into the 

AGO of RISC complex and the other is degraded. In plants, DROSHA is absent and 

miRNA maturation requires DCR only. DCR alone is processing the pri-miRNA into pre 

and mature miRNA in the nucleus (Baulcombe, 2004). Because miRNAs have been 

found so far in only two of the six eukaryotic supergroups, and with distinct biogenesis 

pathways, miRNAs have been proposed that have independently evolved in animal and 

plants (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006). 

 

1.2.6.  Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA) 

PiRNAs are 29-30nt small RNAs associated with Piwi (P-element-induced wimpy 

testis) proteins which comprise a subclade of the large Argonaute protein family (see 

below) and were initially discovered in the germline of mouse (Lin and Spradling, 1997; 

Aravin et al., 2006; Grivna et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2006). To date, piRNA have been 

found only in animals (Saito et al., 2006; Brennecke et al., 2007). They present many 

differences to miRNAs and siRNAs. First, piRNAs are slightly longer and have a strong 

bias for uridine at the 5’end and adenine in the tenth position of nucleotides (Brennecke 

et al., 2007). Second, their biogenesis involved PIWI but not DCR and DROSHA. Third, 

they originate from piRNA clusters found in discrete intergenic loci and TEs (Brennecke 

et al., 2007; Goriaux et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2017). The “ping pong” model proposes 

that sense transcripts from TEs and antisense transcripts from piRNA master loci fuel an 

amplification cycle involving a Piwi-containing RISC complex and RDR polymerases 

(Hartig et al., 2007). They associate only with PIWI proteins in order to silence TEs in 

germline cells (Brennecke et al., 2007; Kuramochi-Miyagawa et al., 2008; Sienski et al., 

2012). However, they carry a 2’-O-methylation at their 3’ends like siRNAs and plant 

miRNAs (Horwich et al., 2007). 
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1.2.7.  TE-derived siRNAs 

Transposable elements (TEs) are the major constituent of many eukaryotic 

genomes, known to create extra copies in the genome. Many TEs are autonomous 

elements since they encode for the proteins necessary for transposition, like transposase 

protein (Vitte et al., 2014). The replication cycle of most TEs initiates with transcription 

of genomic copy by the host’s RNA polymerase II. The mRNAs of TEs are subjected to 

both translation and reverse-transcription (Grandbastien, 1998). As a result of reverse- 

transcription, the linear and double-stranded DNA is produced and then transported back 

to the nucleus and integrate to genomic chromosomal DNA by the integrase protein. 

Since TE mobilization can be mutagenic, the host genomes have evolved elaborate 

mechanisms to suppress their activities (Matzke and Mosher, 2014). In plants, TEs are 

primarily repressed by the epigenetic silencing pathways including histone modification 

and DNA methylation. In plants, the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway 

plays a central role in TE silencing. Genomic regions marked by DNA methylation are 

recognized by the plant-specific RNA polymerase, RNA PolIV, which transcribes 

relatively short RNAs (Blevins et al., 2015; Zhai et al., 2015). The transcribed RNAs 

become dsRNAs by the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR) 2 avtivity and 

subsequently sliced to 24 nt small interfering (si) RNAs by DCL3 protein. These 24 nt- 

siRNAs guide AGO4 proteins to the nascent RNA transcribed by the RNA PolV. AGO4 

then recruits multiple proteins including SU(VAR)3-9 HOMOLOG (SUVH) 4/5/6 and 

DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLASE (DRM) 1/2 that mediate repressive histone 

modification (H3K9me2) and DNA methylation, respectively, thus contributing to 

reinforcement of the silenced state of TE chromatins (Zilberman et al., 2004; Tran et al., 

2005; Zhong et al., 2014). TEs escaped from silencing or newly introduced to the genome 

are recognized by the RDR6-RdDM pathway that post-transcriptionally degrades TE 

mRNAs. RNA PolII-transcribed TE mRNAs are processed to 21 or 22 nt-siRNAs by the 

RDR6 and DCL2/4 (Creasey et al., 2014). These 21 or 22 nt-siRNAs associate with 

AGO1 and target TE mRNAs for degradation. In mammals, PIWI-interacting sRNAs 

regulate a large number of mRNAs and long non-coding RNAs in testis, suggesting 

widespread regulatory roles of TE-derived small RNAs in both plants and animals 

(Watanabe et al., 2015). 
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1.2.8.  tRNA-derived small RNAs (tsRNAs) 

In addition to the aforementioned classes of sRNAs, new classes of sRNAs 

deriving from transfer RNA (tRNAs) (Cole et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009b; Haussecker et 

al., 2010), messenger RNA (mRNA), and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) have been 

identified. Some of these recently identified sRNAs are considered to be associated at 

least to some steps of the RNAi pathway. 

sRNAs that derive from tRNAs, termed tRNA-fragments (tRFs) have been 

identified in several studies (Cole et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009b; Haussecker et al., 2010), 

(Lee et al., 2009b). tRFs have been found to correspond to either the -3 fragments from 

matching exactly to the 3’ end, tRF-5 fragments mapping exactly to the 5’ end of the 

tRNA, and tRF-1 fragments that map to the 3’ end of the pre-tRNA sequence. tRF-3 

fragments present the CCA motif that is post- transcriptionally added to the 3’ end of 

tRNAs, confirming that tRF-3 fragments are at least processed from mature tRNAs. tRFs 

are usually found as 13-22nt RNAs (Tuck and Tollervey, 2011). Others tRFs are tRNA 

halves that are generated after cleavage at the anticodon loop. tRF-halves have been 

shown to be produced under stress conditions (Thompson and Parker, 2009). The proteins 

responsible for this cleavage are stress-activated nucleases, like RNY1 in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, part of the RNAse T2 family, and angiogenin in mammals, part of the RNAse 

A family. It has been shown that tRF-halves can inhibit translation activity in eukaryotes 

(Zhang et al., 2009). Although the function of tRFs is more elusive, there is evidence 

suggesting that they compete with other sRNAs for AGO proteins (Haussecker et al., 

2010). 

 

 

1.2.9.  DICER 

DICERs (DCRs) generate sRNAs including siRNAs and miRNAs, of 21-25 nt and 

presenting ~2nt 3’ overhangs and a 5’ phosphate group. In C.elegans, mammals, yeast 

and some other organisms, one DCR is responsible for the production of miRNAs and 

siRNAs (Tomari and Zamore, 2005), but in other organisms like plants and Drosophila 

melanogaster, different DCRs generate different sRNAs (Lee et al., 2004; Xie et al., 

2004). 
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DCR-like proteins are members of the RNase III family, a group of proteins that 

catalyze the cleavage of dsRNA (Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009). All members of the 

RNaseIII family contain a characteristic ribonuclease domain, which has a highly 

conserved stretch of nine amino acid residues known as the RNaseIII signature motif. 

RNaseIII proteins vary widely in length, from 200 to 2000 amino acids (Filippov et al., 

2000) and have been subdivided into four classes based on domain composition. Class I 

is the simplest and the smallest. It includes bacterial RNases III and contains a single 

RNaseIII domain and a dsRNA-binding domain (dsRBD). Class II is identified by the 

presence of a highly variable N-terminal domain extension and includes the S. cerevisiae 

Rnt1 and S. pombe Pac1 proteins (Rotondo and Frendewey, 1996), which are longer than 

bacterial RNaseIII with an additional ∼100 amino acid fragment at the N-terminus. 

ClassI and II enzymes function as homodimers (Jaskiewicz and Filipowicz, 2008). Class 

III, including DROSHA proteins (Filippov et al., 2000), has a dsRBD and two RNaseIII 

domains. Class IV RNaseIII are the largest and includes typical DCR proteins 

(Nicholson, 1999; Filippov et al., 2000) that act as monomers (Jaskiewicz and Filipowicz, 

2008). Typical (conserved) DCR domains are a) the PAZ domain, shared with AGO 

proteins, that binds RNA duplex ends based on their characteristic overhangs and b) two 

RNase III domains that excise the sRNA from its precursor at a specific length based on 

the distance between PAZ domain and processing centre of the protein (MacRae et al., 

2007). At their C’ terminus DCRs usually contain a dsRNA binding motif (dsRBD) and 

at the N’terminus usually an ATPase/helicase domain and a domain of unknown function 

(DUF283). 

PAZ domain binds dsRNA ends and positions it for each RNaseIII domain to 

cleave one strand, thus generating new ends with 3’ 2 nt overhangs. The distance between 

the PAZ domain and the RNase III domains serves as a molecular ruler to produce 

sRNAs of specific length (Lingel et al., 2003; Ma et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004; Macrae 

et al., 2006; Macrae and Doudna, 2007). The role of ATPase/helicase and DUF283 

domains in sRNA generation is still elusive, since not all DCRs require ATP for 

endonucleolytic cleavage (Tomari and Zamore, 2005). 
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DCR domains are generally conserved in eukaryotes but their structure and 

organization vary (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006). The greatest variability is the 

absence of the dsRBD, PAZ and ATPase/helicase with DUF283 domain. The dsDBS of 

S.pompe DCR is not required to process dsRNA in vitro (Colmenares et al., 2007) and 

deleting the dsRBD from human DCR does not abrogate its catalytic efficiency in vitro 

(Zhang et al., 2004). Giardia intestinalis (excavate) DCR consists of a PAZ followed by 

two RNase III domains processing 25-27nt sRNAs (Macrae et al., 2006) and 

Tetrahymena thermophila (ciliate protozoan- chromalveolate) DCR only contains two 

RNase III domains and a dsRBD domain (Mochizuki and Gorovsky, 2005). Finally, the 

highly divergent Trypanosoma brucei (excavate) encodes only two RNaseIII domains 

(Shi et al., 2006). These findings suggested that the minimal domain requirements for 

DCR dsRNA cleavage are the two RNaseIII domains (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006). 

However, a DCR protein from classI RNase III enzymes has been identified is 

Saccharomyces castellii containing two dsRBDs and acting as homodimer (Drinnenberg 

et al., 2009). Another protein containing only one RNaseIII domain presents dsRNA 

cleavage activity and mediates RNAi in a heterologous system has been recently 

characterized in Entamoeba hystolytica (Pompey et al., 2015a). 
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Figure 6. Classification of RNase III family enzymes into four classes, modified from Doyle 

et al. (2012) Class I contains bacterial RNase III orthologs ClassII contains and fungal yeast 

Dicer with elongated N’ terminus, all containing a single RNase III domain. Class IV 

contains Dicer and Class III Drosha proteins containing two RNase III domains. 

1.2.10.  DROSHA 

DROSHA proteins have been identified only in metazoan organisms and are 

thought to have evolved from DCR (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006). In animals, 

homologs of DROSHA and the dsRNA binding protein DGCR8 (DiGeorge syndrome 

critical region 8) are the major components of miRNA maturation (Han et al., 2004). 

DGCR8 recognizes pri-miRNA and facilitates their binding on the microprocessor, where 

DROSHA cleaves both strands through its two RNase III domains (RIIIDs) (Han et al., 

2004, 2006; Nguyen et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2016b). The product of this cleavage is a 

Class I 
Class II 

Class III 
Class IV 
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~70nt hairpin precursor (pre-miRNA), with a 5’-monophosphate and a 3’- hydroxyl 

(OH), presenting a 2nt-overhang at its 3’-ends. Subsequently, the hairpin precursor is 

transported to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5 (Exp5) (Yi et al., 2003; Lund et al., 2004) 

where is further processed by DCR. However, studies during the last decade have 

revised the functions of DROSHA and DGCR8 concluding that are not limited to pri‐

miRNA processing (Lee and Shin, 2018). DROSHA can partially regulate RNA 

metabolism, by post-transcriptional control of RNA stability (Han et al., 2009; Kadener 

et al., 2009; Chong et al., 2010; MacIas et al., 2012; Heras et al., 2013; Johanson et al., 

2015; Kim et al., 2017; Marinaro et al., 2017), transcriptional activation (Gromak et al., 

2013), alternative splicing (MacIas et al., 2012; Havens et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2017), 3′- 

end processing and transcriptional termination (Ballarino et al., 2009; Dhir et al., 2015). 

DROSHA can promote defense against viruses (Lin and Sullivan, 2011; Shapiro et al., 

2014; Aguado and Benjamin, 2017) and regulate the expression of retrotransposons 

(Heras et al., 2013). Moreover, cleavage-independent functions of DROSHA have been 

reported, including possible recruitment of positive regulators to promote transcription 

(Gromak et al., 2013) and alternative splicing (Havens et al., 2014), and binding to its 

substrates enabling access to other proteins to exert their inhibitory roles (Aguado and 

Benjamin, 2017; Lee et al., 2017). Finally, indications of cytoplasmic functions of 

DROSHA are under study as its translocation has been reported under stress condition 

and a small fraction of DROSHA protein due to alternative splicing is present in the 

cytoplasm even under normal conditions (Dai et al., 2016; Link et al., 2016; Lee et al., 

2017). 

1.2.11.  Argonaute 

sRNAs bind to Argonautes (AGOs) and guide the RISC complex to mediate 

silencing of its the target. AGO proteins represent a large protein family, highly 

conserved in many prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms with a key role in all RNAi- 

mediated silencing pathways (Swarts et al., 2014). Eukaryotic AGO proteins can be 

divided in three clades. The AGO clade proteins are widespread and usually load 

miRNAs and siRNAs (Bohmert et al., 1998), the PIWI clade proteins are restricted in 

animals, ciliates and amoebozoa and associate with piRNAs (Lin and Spradling, 1997) 

and a third AGO clade is identified only in C.elegans (Yigit et al., 2006). 
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AGOs are composed of four domains: a N’ terminal domain, followed by a PAZ 

domain, a Mid domain and the finally the PIWI (P-element induced wimpy testis) domain 

(Cerutti et al., 2000). The 3’ end of sRNA binds to the PAZ and MID and PIWI domains 

bind 5’ end of sRNA with strong affinity for uracil or adenine (Ma et al., 2004; Frank et 

al., 2010, 2012). PAZ domain of PIWI proteins recognizes piRNAs by the methylation at 

their 3’-ends (Simon et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2011). In many AGO proteins, the RNAse H 

fold of PIWI contains three conserved residues necessary for cleavage of the target RNA. 

Other AGOs do not cleave, but recruit other factors to promote silencing of the target 

(Ma et al., 2004; Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009). 

Most eukaryotes have multiple AGO members. Droshophila melanogaster 

expresses 5 AGO, Arabidopsis thaliana encodes 10 AGO and C. elegans has the larger 

number of 27 AGO members (Yigit et al., 2006). A few organisms, like S.pombe (Volpe 

et al., 2002), S.castellii (Drinnenberg et al., 2009) and Ectocarpus siliculosus (Tarver et 

al., 2015), express only one AGO. 

 

1.2.12.  RDR (RNA dependent RNA polymerase) 

RDRs were described initially in viruses and were later found in other organisms 

including plants (Schiebel et al., 1998; Dalmay et al., 2000; Mourrain et al., 2000), yeast 

Neurospora crassa (Cogoni and Macino, 1999) and S.pombe (Volpe et al., 2002), C. 

elegans (Smardon et al., 2000), and the protozoan Tetrahymena thermophila (Lee and 

Collins, 2007), RDR homologues, however have not been found in insects and mammals. 

RDRs are required for efficient RNAi-mediated silencing by amplifying the RNAi 

response. To do so, they use the RNAi targeted loci as templates to generate dsRNA that 

are referred to as secondary sRNAs. In organisms containing more than one RDR, like A. 

thaliana and C.elegans, different RDR polymerases generate different types of secondary 

sRNAs that are loaded onto their various AGO proteins in order to amplify and sustain 

the RNAi response throughout the organism (Sijen et al., 2001; Voinnet, 2008; Carthew 

and Sontheimer, 2009). S. pombe unique RDR generates secondary sRNAs from targets 

marked with sRNA-loaded AGOs and the newly synthetized DCR-depended sRNAs are 

required for the formation of centromeric heterochromatin (Motamedi et al., 2004). 
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1.2.13.  The evolution of RNA interference 

The presence of conserved RNAi pathways in plants, animals, yeast and other 

different lineages, indicates that the last common ancestor of eukaryotes had a functional 

RNAi machinery. Current hypothesis postulate that sRNAs originally evolved in 

eukaryotes to defend against invading viruses (Baulcombe, 2004). However, it seems that 

RNAi is not essential for all eukaryotes since it is absent in a few unicellular eukaryotes 

like Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the excavates Trypanosoma cruzi and Leishmania major, 

the Archaeplastida Cyanidioschyzon merolae, and the malaria-causing pathogen 

Plasmodium falciparum (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006). 

 

1.3. Phaeodactylum tricornutum 

P. tricornutum is a pennate diatom belonging to the class Bacillariophyceae and the 

Phaeodactulaceae family, and is the only species in genus Phaeodactylum. It can exist in 

three forms: fusiform, a normal cell type for pennate diatom with two arms, oval cells 

which have no arm, and triradiate which resembles fusiform with three arms. Because 

these cells are weakly silicified and the oval cell possesses only one theca, they were 

initially described as new genus of unicellular algae by Bohlin in 1897 (as Nitzschia 

closterium), aside from other diatom genera (Lewin, 1958). Changes in cell shape are 

induced by environmental conditions, a feature that can be used to explore the molecular 

basis of cell shape control and morphogenesis. Since P. tricornutum silicified frustules is 

non-essential, it can grow in absence of silicon, is making a good candidate for 

experimental exploration of silicon-based nanofabrication in diatoms (nanotechnology). 
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Figure 7. Pictures of P. tricornutum under light microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy 

(SEM). 

Although there is no substantial evidence for sexual reproduction of P. 

tricornutum, perhaps its ability to change morphotypes, and even in non-silicified forms, 

enables it to escape from the inevitable decrease in cell size found in other diatoms. Since 

diatom sexual reproduction is often inhibited in laboratory cultures, this feature of P. 

tricornutum explains its early investigations in laboratories across the world. Apart its 

ease of laboratory growth, this diatom can also be genetically transformed. 

The establishment of P. tricornutum as model led to many studies that brought 

insights into diatom C, N, and Fe metabolism, as well as cell cycle in diatoms. Other 

interesting biotechnological applications of this diatom include its use for production of 

biofuels and high value pharmaceuticals, where it can be used also as a platform for 

heterologous expression, as well as its cultivation as food in aquaculture (for larval 

molluscs and fish). 

Out of the ten P. tricornutum ecotypes characterized, the genome of clone 

CCAP1055/1 (Pt1) was sequenced and annotated by JGI (DOE Joint Genome Institute, 

USA), released as Phat2 version (Bowler et al., 2008) and subsequently re-annotated by a 

collaboration of Ensembl Genomes (EMBL-EBI), the Ecole Normale Superieure (Paris) 

and the J. Craig Venter Institute (San Diego) in order to provide a refined version (Phatr3 

annotation). It was the second model diatom with its genome sequenced following the 

centric T.pseudonana genome, sequenced in 2004 (Armbrust et al., 2004). Diatom 

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) became also available (Maheswari et al., 2009). 

A B 
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The P. tricornutum genome size is 27.4 Mb with a total of 12 233 coding genes and 

an average of 0.79 introns. Approximately 12.3% of the genome corresponds to repetitive 

sequences belonging mainly to copia retroelements (~62%), that include also diatom- 

specific classes (CoDi elements). Regarding the extend of horizontal gene transfer 

(HGT), 587 genes appear to be most closely related to bacterial genes, accounting for 

more than 5% of the P. tricornutum proteome. The fact that 56% of these genes were also 

found in T. pseudonana genome suggested their acquisition in the common ancestor of 

central and pennate diatoms. The further acquisition of bacterial origin genes in pennate 

diatoms including P. tricornutum has been exemplified by the recently characterized 

cyanobacterial ferritin-like gene enabling iron storage, that is absent in centric diatoms 

(Marchetti et al., 2008). Finally, the genome of P. tricornutum contains large numbers of 

diatom-specific cyclins, heat shock transcription factors (Huysman et al., 2010; Rayko et 

al., 2010), and far-red light sensors related to phytochromes (Fortunato et al., 2016). 

P. tricornutum genome is compact with small gene sizes and intergenic regions, 

and a significant proportion of transposable elements (TEs) which predominantly belong 

to class I TEs, in particular the LTR retrotransposon superfamily (Maumus et al., 2009). 

Analysis of LTR retro-elements of the copia type in both P. tricornutum and T. 

pseudonana revealed the existence of seven groups of diatom-specific TEs named CoDi 

(Copia-like elements from diatoms) (Maumus et al., 2009). In both P. tricornutum and T. 

pseudonana some of the CoDi groups were shown to be expressed under specific 

conditions suggesting a role of TEs in adaptation and diversification of diatoms (Maumus 

et al., 2009). The recent re-annotation of P. tricornutum (Phatr3 version) confirmed that 

12% of the genome corresponds to repeats, with 75% being TEs (Rastogi et al., 2018). 

Near half of the TEs are associated with repressive epigenetic marks (DNA methylation, 

H3K27me3, H3K9me2, H3K9me3) suggesting the importance of keeping these TEs 

under tight control. 

Interestingly, a significant number of genes encoding reverse transcriptases with 

additional protein domains were found in the last annotated version of P. tricornutum 

genome (Rastogi et al., 2018). Their abundance suggests that these proteins are 

transcriptionally active in diatoms, implicating a possible role in diatom evolution and 

adaptation to contemporary environments (Lescot et al., 2016). The presence of 
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additional protein domains supports previous studies (Chuong et al., 2017) which suggest 

that Rv domain-containing proteins might have originated from domesticated 

retrotransposons that evolved different functions via acquisition of various N- and C- 

terminal extensions (Rastogi et al., 2018). Novel classes of TEs were revealed in this 

annotation including Miniature inverted–repeat transposable elements (MITE), that play a 

major role in genomes organization and species evolution in plants and animals, and 

Short interspersed elements (SINE), with a role in mRNA splicing, protein translation 

and allele expression bias in mammals, plants and some invertebrates but not encountered 

in unicellular species before (Kramerov and Vassetzky, 2011). 

Epigenetic marks 

The epigenetic machinery generally found in higher eukaryotes seem to be present 

in diatoms analyzed in silico (Marron et al., 2016), suggesting the ancient origin of this 

mode of genome regulation. In P. tricornutum DNA cytosine methylation has been found 

over around 5,2% of the genome, localized at genes, intergenic regions, and TEs, and in 

all contexts (CG, CHH and CHG) but mostly in CpG. A dynamic regulation of DNA 

methylation was observed under nitrate starvation, with both genes and TEs being 

differentially methylated, suggesting a role in the acclamatory response to nutrient 

limitation (Veluchamy et al., 2013) In this study, it was shown that nitrate limitation 

induced demethylation and upregulation of the LTR-retrotransposon called Blackbeard 

(Bkb) Veluchamy et al., 2013). Some DNA methylated regions are highly covered by 

small RNAs (Rogato et al., 2014) suggesting an RNA-directed DNA methylation process 

(Rastogi et al., 2018). Functional DCR and AGO, along with other proteins, could drive 

de novo methylation. 

Post translational modifications (PTMs) of histones in P. tricornutum (Veluchamy 

et al., 2015) were identified and initially seemed to resembled to PTMs specific to plants 

and animals, thus reflecting the chimeric nature of its genome. However, whole genome 

mapping of a few key PTMs revealed a conserved histone code more similar to animals 

(Veluchamy et al., 2015)]. From this analysis came out that histone marks and DNA 

methylation co-occur to determine chromatin states that either repress or activate the 

expression of genes and transposable elements. Therefore, epigenetic regulation can 

provide diatoms the ability to adapt in changing environments. 
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Alternative splicing 

Based on recent findings (Rastogi et al., 2018), extensive alternative splicing has 

been shown to take place in P. tricornutum, including intron retention and exon skipping, 

thus increasing the diversity of transcripts generated in changing environments. P. 

tricornutum shows a higher rate of intron-retention (IR) which is prominent in plants and 

unicellular eukaryotes, rather than exon-skipping (ES) which is prominent in metazoans 

(McGuire et al., 2008). Surprisingly, it was found that genes exhibiting IR were more 

expressed than genes without exhibiting alternative splicing (Rastogi et al., 2018). This is 

opposed to the IR found in mammals which down-regulates genes expression. The 

increased functional diversity, due to the generation of alternative messenger RNAs, 

along with epigenetic marks-based regulation are likely to play a major role in responses 

to environmental changes and should also be considered during functional studies in 

diatoms. 

Genetic engineering 

Genetic engineering of P. tricornutum is enabled due to establishment of tools and 

methodologies that introduce DNA into diatom cells and ensure its integration into the 

genome for gene expression. These involve a) the construction of appropriate vectors 

carrying all the structural elements controlling transgene expression (e.g. promoters and 

terminators of transcription), b) the identification of selectable markers to isolate 

transformed cells and c) the development of efficient methods for stable DNA delivery. 

Endogenous promoters have been obtained from P. tricornutum genes encoding a 

chlorophyll a/c-binding light-harvesting complex protein, Lhcf, formerly called Fcp, a 

histone gene (h4) and the elongation factor 2 (ef2) genes. All these promoters are 

constitutive and drive high levels of transgene expression, but the Fcp promoters were 

light dependent while the ef2 promoter seems to drive the highest expression levels 

among them (Seo et al., 2015). The terminators used to date have been those of the 

Lhcf1, Lhcf9, nr (nitrate reductase), rbcL(rubisco small subunit) and Lhcr14 genes (Apt 

et al., 1996; Falciatore et al., 1999a; Zaslavskaia et al., 2000a; Poulsen and Kröger, 2005; 

Xie et al., 2014; Ifuku et al., 2015; Karas et al., 2015). Recently, expression vectors able 

to express two genes simultaneously have been developed, enabling co-localization 

studies (Liu et al., 2016) and investigation of metabolic pathways where more than one 
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gene is involved (Hempel et al., 2011). Inducible promoters switching on and off 

transgene expression are also being developed. To date, the nitrate reductase (nr) 

promoter, induced by the presence of nitrate and inactivated in the presence of 

ammonium ions (Poulsen and Kröger, 2005) exhibits a “leaky” expression (Chu et al., 

2016), while iron-starvation induced promoters have also been described (Yoshinaga et 

al., 2014). Heterologous promoters, like the use of the Lhcf1 promoter from 

Cylindrotheca fusiformis, can be used in order to maintain P. tricornutum endogenous 

regulatory networks (Kadono et al., 2015). Finally, although P. tricornutum does not 

seem to get infected by any known virus, promoters from diatom-infecting viruses, like 

the ClP1 promoter, have shown that can drive stable expression and in levels higher than 

those with endogenous diatom promoters (Kadono et al., 2015) ,. 

Reporter genes that have been widely used in diatoms are the bacterial b- 

glucuronidase gene (GUS) for which expression can be monitored on the basis of 

enzymatic activity (Zaslavskaia et al., 2000b) and the luciferase (LUC) gene (Muto et al., 

2013). Monitoring protein localization in vivo was enabled by using as reporters the 

fluorescent proteins such as the green fluorescent protein (GFP), the cyan 

fluorescentprotein (CFP) and the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP). The most commonly 

used selectable markers conferring resistance to antibiotics in diatom transformed cells 

are nourseothricin (nat), neomycin (nptII), phleomycin/zeocin (sh ble) (Falciatore et al., 

1999b) and the most recently added blasticidin (blast) (Buck et al., 2018). A Gateway- 

based system incorporating the above basic features was constructed for P. tricornutum 

transformation (Siaut et al., 2007) and recently a GoldenGate system based on Type IIS 

restriction enzymes became available (Pollak et al., 2019). 

The initial methodologies for nuclear transformation were based on biolistics (Apt 

et al., 1996; Falciatore et al., 1999b) but recently transformation procedures via 

electroporation and bacterial conjugation have also been established (Zhang and Hu, 

2014; Karas et al., 2015). In biolistics, also known as ‘particle bombardment’, particles 

(microgold or tungsten) coated with DNA are used to deliver transgenes directly into 

diatom cells. Electroporation is based on the application of a strong electrical field to 

enhance pore formation in the cell membrane. While these methods induce integration of 

the introduced plasmid in the genome, the third method is based on episome delivery of 
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DNA via bacterial conjugation. In this case, the introduced genes can be expressed 

without the uncontrolled genetic modifications caused during random genomic 

integration of plasmids. Chloroplast transformation is also developed in P. tricornutum 

(Materna et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2014). The chloroplast presents a high homologous 

recombination frequency facilitating gene insertion, an “operon” type organization of 

genes and absence of epigenetic marks. 

Most studies on the molecular biology of diatoms use reverse genetics as they are 

usually interested in linking physiological processes to gene functions, and therefore to 

investigate the consequences a particular gene’s change in order to infer its function. Two 

approaches are commonly used: (i) the overexpression of endogenous or heterologous 

genes and (ii) the down-regulation of endogenous genes and genome-editing 

technologies, based on the use of double-strand-break (DSB) mechanisms efficiently 

providing targeted modifications (Huang and Daboussi, 2017a). The expression of a 

specific gene leads a) to study the localization of a protein fused to a fluorescent marker, 

b) to assess the consequences of this overexpression for metabolism, c) to complement 

loss of function in a mutant strain, (d) to investigate gene functions by exploring 

functional conservation in heterologous expression experiments, and (e) to create new 

functions through the introduction of foreign genes controlling a metabolic pathway 

(Huang and Daboussi, 2017a). 

 

Targeted genome engineering with site-specific nucleases 

The use of double-strand DNA break (DSB) repair mechanisms has emerged as a 

revolutionary method for highly efficient targeted genome modifications. Homologous 

recombination in microalgae is not very frequent (less than 10-6), but molecular scissors 

able to induce DSBs at a specific locus increases this frequency by at least three orders of 

magnitude (Daboussi et al., 2014). There are three classes of sequence-specific nucleases 

that have been used to successfully induce targeted modifications in diatom genomes: 

meganucleases, TALENs and CRISPR/Cas9 enzymes. 
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Meganucleases (MNs) and Transcriptional Activator-like Effectors (TALENs) 

Meganucleases (MNs) derived from the endonucleases involved in the lateral 

transfer of introns in yeasts (Silva et al., 2011). TALENs derived from the transcriptional 

activator-like effectors produced by the plant pathogenic bacterium Xanthomonas, which 

promotes transcription of a plant gene to enable bacterial infection (Christian et al., 

2010). The targeted genome modification in P. tricornutum by using MNs and TALENs 

showed a high frequency of both targeted mutagenesis and homologous recombination 

(Daboussi et al., 2014). Application of these methodologies in metabolic engineering 

soon led to inactivation of one gene involved in the storage of energy and the creation of 

a P. tricornutum strain producing large amounts of lipids. Since then, TALEN technology 

in P. tricornutum has been used in several studies (Daboussi et al., 2014; Weyman et al., 

2015; Fortunato et al., 2016). 

 

CRISPR/Cas9 system 

The CRISPR/Cas9 system derived from a bacterial/ archaeal defence system 

against bacteriophages. It is based on an RNA-guided DNA cleavage by endonuclease 

Cas9 and storage of the foreign DNA in their genome memory, at the CRISPR locus 

(Deltcheva et al., 2011; Jinek et al., 2012; Doudna and Charpentier, 2014). The 

CRISPR/Cas9 system is very efficient, can produce multiple gene modifications and 

acquires only the expression of a Cas9 protein and a single guide RNA (sgRNA). The 

custom sgRNA contains a targeting sequence (crRNA sequence) homologous to the 

genomic region to be modified, and a Cas9 nuclease-recruiting sequence (tracrRNA). The 

binding specificity is based on the sgRNA and a 3-nucleotide downstream sequence 

called the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), which is NGG, in the case of S. pyogenes 

Cas9. The Cas9 nuclease carries two nuclease domains (HNH and RvuC) and cleaves 

both DNA strands generating DSBs at sites defined by the 20-nucleotide guide sequence. 

CRISPR/Cas9 system has been successfully used in P. tricornutum to knock out the 

chloroplast signal recognition particle 54 (CpSRP54) and in T. pseudonana to knock out 

the urease gene (Hopes et al., 2016a; Nymark et al., 2016a). For genome editing in P. 

tricornutum, the Cas9 nuclease and a guide RNA directing the nuclease to a specific 

DNA sequence were expressed from the same vector in order to increase the probability 
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of co-delivery during biolistic transformation. The diatom codon-optimized Cas9 was 

placed under the control of an Lhcf2 promoter and the guide RNA was placed under the 

control of the endogenous U6 snRNA promoter (Nymark et al., 2016a). 

 

Figure 8. Schematic of Cas9/gRNA genome editing.adapted from (Ding et al., 2016) Cas9 is 

directed to its DNA target by base pairing between the gRNA and DNA. A PAM motif 

downstream of the gRNA-binding region is required for Cas9 recognition and cleavage. 

Cas9/gRNA cuts both strands of the target DNA, triggering endogenous DSB repair. For a 

knockout experiment, the DSB is repaired via the error-prone NHEJ pathway, which 

introduces an INDEL at the DSB site that knocks out gene function. In a knock-in 

experiment, the DSB is repaired by HDR using the donor template present, resulting in the 

donor DNA sequence integrating into the DSB site. 

In order to avoid the random integration and long-term expression of Cas9 nuclease 

with no ability to perform outcrossing, since Phaeodactylum exhibits only asexual 

reproduction, a DNA-free genome-editing approach was recently developed. This method 

relies on the simultaneous co-delivery of multiple CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleoproteins 

(RNP) by biolistic, one targeting an endogenous gene for which inactivation confers 

positive selection, and the others targeting genes of interest (Serif et al., 2018). 
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Genome editing in diatoms can be complicated due to that most DSBs are repaired 

faithfully. Therefore, the initially transformed cell is not necessarily immediately mutated 

and each resulting colony is a mixed population of cells with or without mutations and 

with mutations of different types (mosaicism). Consequently, a subsequent additional 

streaking step is required (Figure 9)(Huang and Daboussi, 2017). 

 

Figure 9. Illustration of the mosaicism concept within a colony obtained from 

transformation with an engineered nuclease, adapted from (Huang and Daboussi, 2017). 

The majority of the double-strand breaks induced by the nucleases are repaired by faithful 

re-ligation such that there is no mutation. However, some double-strand breaks are 

repaired by the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) mechanism, in which the broken 

chromosomes are rejoined, often imprecisely, thereby introducing nucleotide changes at the 

break site. Consequently, each colony is a mixed population of cells with or without 

mutations and with mutations of different types (the mutation m1, m2, m3 and m4 can be 

different). The inactivation of one gene requires a mutagenic event in both alleles, which is 

not the most frequent case observed within a colony. In addition, the simultaneous 

introduction of nuclease and a DNA template with sequences displaying similarity to the 

targeted sequence leads to the formation of colonies harbouring a mixed population of cells 

with or without integrating DNA matrix and with or without mutation induced by NHEJ. 
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1.4. RNAi in P. tricornutum 

A review of Cerutti et al. (2011) summarized what was currently known about the 

existence of the core components of the RNAi machinery in algae, while RNA-mediated 

silencing processes was implicated in defense mechanism against transposon 

mobilization in several algal species (Maumus et al., 2009). The RNAi pathway is often 

exploited in experimental biology to down-regulate target genes, and since it does not 

totally abolish expression of the gene, this technique is usually referred as generating a 

"knockdown", to distinguish it from "knockout" procedures of genomic mutagenesis. 

 

1.4.1.  A functional RNA silencing mechanism 

The presence of an efficient RNA silencing mechanism in diatoms was first 

described in P. tricornutum by the group of Angela Falciatore (De Riso et al., 2009). In 

this seminal work, they showed that a GUS reporter gene expressed in a transgenic line 

can be successfully silenced following ectopic expression of homologous sequences in 

inverted repeat (IR) or antisense (AS) orientations. GUS transgene seemed to be silenced 

by PTGS and/or TGS mechanisms since it presented lower levels of GUS transcripts but 

also de novo methylation primarily in its targeted loci (targeted by AS and IR constructs). 

Additionally, they demonstrate that two endogenous P. tricornutum genes, encoding 

phytochrome (Dph1) and cryptochrome/photolyase family 1 (CPF1), can also be silenced 

by expressing homologous sequences in IR orientation, by PTGS mechanisms including 

translational arrest and mRNA degradation, respectively. The same study presented an in 

silico characterization of one putative Dicer-like, one AGO gene and one RDR gene of 

this species (De Riso et al., 2009). Since then, many groups have used this approach to 

downregulate genes of interest (Bailleul et al., 2010; Huysman et al., 2013; Trentacoste et 

al., 2013; Claycomb, 2014; Levitan et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) and the successful 

RNAi-mediated silencing was achieved by artificial miRNAs, too (Kaur and Spillane, 

2015). 
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1.4.2.  small RNAs 

Analysis of P. tricornutum sRNAs repertoire has been performed either exclusively 

by Next Generation Sequencing data (Lu, Y. Z. and Liu, 2010; Huang et al., 2011), or in 

combination to experimental validation as well (Rogato et al., 2014). In this last study, 

the most abundant sRNAs population corresponded to 25-30 nt sRNAs principally 

mapped to TEs. Although the introduction of artificial miRNA in P. tricornutum 

successfully silences an endogene (Kaur and Spillane, 2015), canonical miRNAs were 

not found, apart from two putative candidates whose predicted precursors could not be 

experimentally confirmed (Rogato et al., 2014). The presence of tRNA-derived sRNAs 

(tsRNA ) was also detected. These tsRNA were represented mainly by tRNA fragments 

(tRFs) of 19nt, while some longer tRFs of 30–35 nt were detected mostly under iron 

starvation. 

 

Figure 10. Small RNAs in P. tricornutum, adapted from Rogato et al. (2014)Fragment 

lengths distribution of reads (histogram, center) is reported in a grey color scale 

distinguishing the five experimental conditions (LL, HL, NL, −Fe, D). The distribution of 

fragment location is also reported (pie chart, right) with a color scale indicating genes, 

intergenic regions, repeat regions, tRNA genes, ncRNAs and other loci. 

 

 

Interestingly, some of these 25-30 nt sRNAs display a 180 nt-long periodic 

distribution at several methylated locations in the genome of P. tricornutum (Rogato et 

al., 2014) suggesting a possible nucleosome-related distribution of sRNAs as described 
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previously for DNA methylation (Veluchamy et al., 2013). The analysis of genome-wide 

DNA methylome in this diatom revealed also the potential role of DNA methylation in 

regulating gene expression, transposon mobilization under specific growth conditions 

(Veluchamy et al., 2013). Thus, these sRNAs may be involved in the repression of genes 

and TEs by RNA directed DNA methylation (RdDM) and play an important role during 

the acclimatory response to environmental stress (Rogato et al., 2014; Veluchamy et al., 

2013). 

Conclusively, the existence of an RNAi mechanism has been proven, but its basic 

players, their function and the possible RNA silencing pathways in which they contribute, 

remain to be discovered. 

 

 

AIM OF THIS THESIS 

 
The aim of this thesis was primarily to identify the direct role of DCR and AGO genes in 

the RNAi and RdDM pathways in P. tricornutum through a reverse genetic approach, as 

well as to unravel the RNA silencing physiological roles in this model organism. To this 

end, P. tricornutum DCR and AGO gene candidates were cloned and their activity was 

assessed through heterologous expression in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the 

plant Nicotiana bethamiana. In parallel, we generated P. tricornutum knock-out lines for 

DCR and AGO genes by performing CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis. The 

phenotypic characterization of the CRISPR/Cas9 mutants included analysis of growth 

under a) normal conditions, b) nitrate limitation, and c) after UV-induced damage, and 

analysis of the large and small RNAs in wild type and mutant lines by next generation 

sequencing. The later analysis provided insights into the effect of DCR presence/absence 

to small RNA populations and their correlation to differential gene/TE expression 

between wild type and mutant lines. Furthermore, a phylogenetic analysis of DCR, AGO 

and RDR proteins from diatoms and other species was contacted, in order to elucidate 

their placement onto the evolutionary pathway. Finally, their subcellular localization was 

investigated by introducing DCR, AGO and RDR genes fused to YFP chromophore into 

P. tricornutum and study them with confocal microscopy. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

All the organisms and viroids used in this study: 

Diatom 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum CCMP623 

Yeast 

Sacharomyces cereviciae 

Plants 

Nicotiana bethamiana 

Bacteria 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 

Escherichia coli DH10b, JM109, STELAR 

Viroid 

Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) 

 

 

2.1. Media, Cultures, Transformation and other procedures 

2.1.1.  Diatoms 

2.1.1.1.  Media, Cultures, Cell counting and Harvesting 

 

Liquid media F/2 medium: modified from Guillard, 1975 

Fresh Sea Water (FSW) was provided by HCMR institute, where natural sea water 

is filtered through rock and passes through UV radiation before collection. The collected 

FSW got diluted with DDW in order to reach salinity of 32-33%o and placed in 1Lt glass 

bottles before autoclave. 

Since P. tricornutum is not heavily silicified its cultures do not require the addition 

of Na2SiO3, 9H2O. In this case a medium of F/2-Si was prepared. Components of F/2 

medium are listed in Tables 1,2 and 3. 
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Table 1. Composition of F/2 medium. 
 

Reagents Final concentation Working Stocks in 1Lt 

Fresh Sea Water 

(FSW), Salinity ~40%o 
80% 

 
800ml 

Double Distilled 

Water (DDW) 
20%l 

 
200ml 

Autoclave and the add from the working stocks: 

NaNO3 1 mM 1M 1ml 

NaH2PO4,H20 36 μM 36mM 1ml 

Na2SiO3,9H2O 0,1 mM 106mM 1ml 

Trace Metals stock 

CuSO4,5H2O 

ZnSO4,7 H2O 

CoCl2,6 H2O 

MnCl2,4 H2O 

Na2MoO4,2 H2O 

FeCl3 6H2O 

Na2EDTA 2H2O 

 

19nM 

38.25 nM 

21nM 

0.65μM 

14.4nM 

0.117 μM 

0.117 μM 

  

 

 

 

1ml 

Vitamins stock 

Biotin 

B12 

Thiamine 

 

0.4 nM 

0.73 nM 

0.59 μM 

 

0.4μM 

0.73μM 

0.59mM 

 

0,5ml 

Table 2. Preparation of trace metals primary stocks x 1000. 
 

Reagents Primary Stock 1Lt 

DDW - Up to 1Lt 

CuSO4,5H2O 1,9 g in 200 ml (=38mM) 1ml 

ZnSO4,7 H2O 4,4 g in 200 ml (=76.5mM) 1ml 

CoCl2,6 H2O 2 g in 200 ml (= 42mM) 1ml 

MnCl2,4 H2O 36 g in 200 ml (=1.30M) 1ml 

Na2MoO4,2 H2O 1,26 g in 200 ml (=28.8mM) 1ml 

Table 3. Preparation of vitamin working stocks. 
 

 Primary Stock 1Lt 

DDW  Up to 1Lt 

Biotin 10 mg in100 ml (=0.4 mM) 1ml 

B12 10 mg in 10 ml (=0.73mM) 1ml 

Thiamine Hcl  200 mg 

Primary stocks were stored at -20°C. Working stocks were filter-sterilized, 

aliquoted in 1.5 ml tubes and stored at -20°C. 
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Liquid Cultures 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum Bohlin CCMP632 strain was obtained from the Provasoli- 

Guillard National Center for Culture of Marine Phytoplankton. Cultures were grown in 

glass flasks with F/2-Si medium at 18-20οC under white fluorescent lights (80 mmol m–1 

s–1) and a 12 h:12 h dark–light cycle. 

 

Cell Counting 

15 l of culture were placed on Malassez cell for counting cells under a light 

microscope. If needed, diluted 1/10 (100 l culture in 900 l ƒ/2 medium). 

 

Harvesting 

Diatom cells were collected simultaneously after reaching the exponential phase of 

growth and optimally 4 h after the beginning of the light period. Harvesting was 

performed by: 

a) Filtration: used Glass fiber filters, Whatman GF/C (pore 1.2um, diameter 4.7cm) 

b) Centrifuge: Cultures were centrifuged in 50ml falcons at specific velocity and 

time, according to the downstream processes. 

 

Solid media 

Media of F/2 agar plates were prepared as described in Table 4. 

Table 4. Composition of F/2 agar plates. 
 

ƒ/2 medium (1Lt) 100% Sea Water 50% Sea Water 

DDW 200ml 600ml 

NaNO3 (stock 1M) 1 ml 1 ml 

NaH2PO4,H20 (stock 36mM) 1 ml 1 ml 

Na2SiO3X9H2O (stock 106mM) 1 ml 1 ml 

Trace Metals stock 1 ml 1 ml 

Fresh Sea Water ~800ml ~ 400ml 

 

 

Autoclaved. 0.5 ml from vitamins stock was added, as well as antibiotics if needed, 

before pouring the medium in petri dishes (20-25ml/dish). 
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Cultures on agar plates 

From a P. tricornutum culture in log phase a new subculture was prepared. When 

subculture reached log phase (1-2,5 x106 cells/ml concentration) cells were centrifuged in 

50ml falcon, at 3000 rpm for 15 min (or 25000 rpm, 20 min). Supernatant was discarded, 

leaving only a drop of medium in the falcon, for the cells to get resuspended. By using a 

sterile pipette, cells were transferred on a plate of F/2 50% SW or F/2 100% SW and 

gently spread with a spatula (made by glass Pasteur pipettes). After getting dry under the 

hood, plates were sealed with parafilm and incubated under optimal conditions (18-20oC, 

12:12 light:dark). Growth was obvious after 5-10 days. 

 

2.1.1.2.  Contamination Test 

1 ml of diatom cultures was added in a 50ml falcon containing 10 ml of the 

autoclaved medium described in Table 5. Tubes were put in a dark box and checked for 

bacterial growth after 2-3 days and after 1-2 weeks. 

 
Table 5. Medium F/2 for contamination test (500ml) 

 

Reagents Final volume 

DDW 100ml 

NaNO3 (stock 1M) 0,5 ml 

NaH2PO4, H20 (stock 36mM) 0,5 ml 

TRIZMA stock (0.413 M) 2,5 mλ 

Peptone 0,5 g 

Fresh Sea Water Up to 500ml 

TRIZMA working stock: 

5% TRIZMA (25g in 500 ml DDW) titrate to pH 7,8 with H2SO4 (=0.413 M) 

 

 

2.1.1.3.  Cryopreservation 

1 to 10 ml of diatoms culture in exponential phase (1-2x106 cell/ml) were 

centrifuged and then resuspended in 900 l ƒ/2 medium and 100 l DMSO (10% final). 

Tubes were put at 4°C for 1 hour, at -20°C for 1 hour and finally at -80°C. 
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2.1.1.4.  Transformation via Biolistic Bombardement 

Biolistic particle delivery is a method of transformation that uses helium pressure to 

introduce DNA-coated microcarriers into cells. In this study, the Biolistic PDS-1000/He 

system uses high pressure helium, released by a rupture disk, and partial vacuum to 

propel a macrocarrier sheet loaded with millions of microscopic tungsten toward target 

cells at high velocity. The microcarriers are coated with DNA for transformation. The 

macrocarrier is halted after a short distance by a stopping screen. The DNA-coated 

microcarriers continue traveling toward the target to penetrate and transform the cells. 

The launch velocity of microcarriers for each bombardment is dependent upon the helium 

pressure (rupture disk selection), the amount of vacuum in the bombardment chamber, 

the distance from the rupture disk to the macrocarrier, the macrocarrier travel distance to 

the stopping screen, and the distance between the stopping screen and target cells. 

Protocol was adapted to transform P. tricornutum (Apt et al., 1996; Falciatore et al., 

1999a). Rupture disks 1350 psi were used, vacuum in the bombardment chamber was 25 

inHg (where 30inHg=100% vacuum), the macrocarrier launch assembly was set by 

inserting all extra rings between macrocarrier and stopping screen and the target shelf 

with the cells to be transformed was placed at L2. 

 

Figure 11. GeneGun chamber used for transformation of P. tricornutum via biolistic 

bombardment. 
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P. tricornutum was grown in exponential growth phase 1-2,5 x106 cells/ml. 

Preferably cultures with cell concentration of 2 x106 cells/ml were used. 

In order to collect and transform 50x106 cells: 

The appropriate volume of culture was centrifuged in 50 ml falcon at 3000 rpm for 

15 min (or 2500rpm, 20min). Supernatant was discarded and cells were resuspended in a 

remaining drop of medium in the falcon. By using a sterile pipette, cells were transferred 

on a plate of f/2 50% SW and gently spread on the middle of the plate with a spatula (1/3 

of the surface, where they were left to dry). Plate was incubated for some hours or 

overnight in growing chamber, at 18oC, 12:12 light:dark until the time of shooting. 

In the present study, co-transformation was employed, with at least two plasmids 

introduced, one or more carrying the genes of interest and another one carrying the 

selective marker. Tungsten particles M17 were used for coating with plasmids. Tungsten 

particles M17 were prepared according to manufacturer’s directions, dispensed into 

aliquots of 3mg in 50μl and stored at -20oC. 

For the coating procedure, tungsten aliquots were thawed on ice before the addition 

of DNA (2μg of each plasmid in 5-20 μl DDW), 50 μl 2.5 M CaCl2 and 20μl of 0.1 M 

spermidine under continuous vortexing for 3 minutes. Tubes were spin down, supernatant 

was discarded and coated microparticles were resuspended in 250 μl 100% ethanol. After 

another round of centrifuge for 1 minute at top speed and removal of supernatant, coated 

particles were resuspended in 60 μl 100% ethanol and placed on ice until the 

bombardment (1-2 hours max). 

The GeneGun chamber, the Laminar Flow surface and all the tools were sterilized 

with 70% ethanol and UV radiation. Rupture discs (1350 psi) and macrocarriers were 

briefly dipped in 100% ethanol and left to dry. Stopping screens and macrocarrier holder 

were autoclaved. 

The bombardment was performed by following the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Every f/2 50% plate was shot 3 times in slightly different places by dividing the coated 

microparticles in 3 parts and loading 20μl at the center of the macrocarrier each time. 

After transformation, plates were sealed with parafilm and incubated in the growth 

chamber with 18oC and 12:12 light:dark for 48 hours, in order to recover. 

Finally, cells were collected from the plate by resuspension in 1 ml f/2 liquid 
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medium and then gently spread on 2 selective plates 50% SW f/2 containing 300 μg/ml 

NAT (or 8 μg/ml Blasticidin). After 2-3 weeks the first colonies of positive clones started 

to appear. Transformants were kept on plate or liquid f/2 medium containing 100 μg/ml 

NAT (or 8 μg/ml Blasticidin). 

2.1.2.  Yeast 

2.1.2.1.  Media and Cultures 

All yeast media preparation followed the protocols from Treco and Lundblad, 

(1993). 

Yeast cells were cultured in: 

1) YPD medium, composed of 1% Yeast extract, 2% Peptone and 2% D-(+)- 

glucose monohydrate 

2) complete minimal medium, composed of 0.13% dropout powder, 0.67% Yeast 

Nitrogen Base without amino acids and 2% D-(+)-glucose monohydrate or 2% galactose 

and 1% raffinose. 

Dropout powders had all essential amino acids, based on each yeast clone’s 

auxotrophy. pH was set at 5,8-6,2 with addition of NaOH. Solid media had also 2% agar- 

agar. Yeast cultures were incubated for 2-3 days at 30oC and liquid cultures were also 

under orbital shaking at 200-250 rpm. 

 

2.1.2.2.  Yeast Trasnformation with Lithium Acetate 

In the present study, yeast was transformed by using the lithium acetate method, 

which is based on the fact that alkali cations make yeast competent to take up DNA. 

Protocol modified from Becker and Lundblad (1994). 

Grow and prepare yeast cells 

Two days before the experiment, 5 ml YPD medium were inoculated with a single 

yeast colony of the strain to be transformed and grown overnight at 30°C to saturation. 50 

ml YPD medium in a 250ml sterile flask was inoculated with the appropriate amount of 

the saturated culture in order to have an OD600= 0,2. Grew for ~3 hours (depending on 

the strain) in order to reach OD600= 0.5-0.6. Cells were centrifuged for 5 min at 4000 × 

g in room temperature. Supernatant was discarded, pellet was resuspended in 10 ml 

DDW and cells were centrifuged again for 5 min at 4000 × g in room temperature. 
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Supernatant was discarded and pellet was rinsed with solution1 (1:1:8, 1 TE buffer 10x, 

pH 7.5, 1 lithium acetate stock solution 10x, 8 sterile water). Cells were centrifuged for 5 

min at 4000 × g in room temperature, supernatant was discarded and cells to be 

transformed were resuspended in 400μl solution1 per 50ml culture (cells can be stored in 

solution 1 for ~3 hours). 

Transform yeast cells 

For each transformation, 200μg denaturated carrier DNA were mixed with ≥5 μg 

transforming DNA in a sterile 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tube. Total volume of DNA was 

kept ≤20μl. To each tube 80μl yeast suspension were added along with 350μl PEG 

solution, freshly prepared (8:1:1, 8 PEG 50%, 1 TE buffer 10x, pH 7.5, 1 lithium acetate 

stock solution 10x). Mix was incubated for 45 min at 30 oC with shaking and then heat 

shocked exactly for 15 min at 42oC. After a centrifugation for 2 min at 2000rpm at room 

temperature, supernatant was discarded and yeast cells were resuspended in 150μl of TE 

buffer 1x. Finally, cells were spread onto selective agar plates and incubated at 30oC for 

2-3 days. 

 

2.1.3.  Bacteria 

2.2.3.1. Media and Cultures 

The bacterial strains used in this study (E. coli: DH10b, JM109, STELAR and 

A.tumefaciens: C59C1) were grown in/on LB medium (1% Tryptone, 1% NaCl, 0,5% 

Yeast extract and for solid media 1.5 % agar‐agar) with antibiotics was added as selective 

markers when appropriate. Cultures were incubated overnight at 37 °C for E.coli and for 

at least 48 hours at 28 °C for A.tumefaciens. Liquid cultures were incubated with orbital 

shaking at 200-250 rpm. 

 

2.1.3.2.  E.coli 

2.1.3.2.1  Transformation of chemically competent E.coli cells 

An aliquot of 100μl chemically competent cells was thawed on ice and mixed with 

the appropriate amount of plasmid to be transformed. The bacteria/DNA mixture was 

incubated on ice for 20 minutes, incubated in a 42 °C for 30-45 seconds, and quickly 

chilled on ice for 2 minutes. Then, 900 μl of room temperature LB was added, followed 
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by 1 hour incubation at 37°C with shaking at 250 rpm. The transformed bacteria were 

centrifuged at 2000g for 1-2 minutes, 900μl of supernatant was discarded and the 

remaining 100μl with all resuspended cells were spread on selective LB-agar plates and 

incubated over night at 37 °C. 

2.1.3.2.2  Preparation of chemically competent of E.coli cells 

A single colony of a chemically competent E.coli strain that has grown on LB-agar 

plate was inoculated in a 3 ml LB medium and incubated at 37oC overnight with shaking. 

From this preculture, 2 ml were inoculated in 200 mL of LB medium in a 1Lt flask and 

incubated at 37oC with shaking until O.D.600 reached 0.6-0.8 (2-3 hours). Then, culture 

was centrifuged for 10 min at 210g and at 4oC. After discarding the supernatant, the cell 

pellet was resuspended in 60 ml cold solution 1 (CH3COOK 30mM, RbCl 100mM, 

MnCl24H2O 50mM, CaCl22H2O 10mM, glycerol 15%, pH=5,8 with CH3COOΗ) and 

incubated in ice for 30 min. Next, the mixture was centrifuged for 10 min at 210g and at 

4oC, supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in 8 ml solution2 

(MOPS 10mM, CacL22H20 15mM, RbCl 10mM, glycerol 15%, pH=6.5 with KOH). 

Cells were dispensed into aliquots of 100 μL in 1.5 mL sterile eppendorfs, flash-frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. 

 

2.1.3.3.  Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

2.1.3.3.1.  Transformation of A.tumefaciens cells 

An aliquot of 100μl chemically competent cells was thawed on ice and after the 

addition of the appropriate amount of plasmid (preferably 5μg of plasmid), it was flash- 

frozen in liquid nitrogen for some seconds. Then, the cells were incubated at 37°C for 30 

minutes. After the addition of 900 mL LB medium, the cells were incubated at 28 °C 

with shaking for 2 hours and then centrifuged for 2 min at 2000g. Supernatant was 

discarded and the remaining 100μl was spread on LB/rifampicin plates containing 

appropriate selective antibiotics and incubated for 2 days at 28 °C. 

2.1.3.3.2.  Preparation of chemically competent of A.tumefaciens cells 

A single colony of a chemically competent A.tumefaciens strain that has grown on 

LB-agar plate with rifampicin (100 μg/ml) was inoculated in 3ml LB liquid with 

rifampicin (100 μg/ml) and incubated at 280C overnight with shaking. 2ml of this 
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preculture were inoculated in 50ml LB with rifampicin (100 μg/ml) and incubated at 

28oC with shaking until O.D.600 reaches ~0.6 (6-7 hours). Cells were centrifuged for 10 

min at 210g and 4oC, supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 

ml of cold Solution1 (20 mM CaCl2, pH=5,7). Finally, cells were dispensed into 100 μl 

aliquots, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. 

 

2.1.4. Plants 

2.1.4.1.  Media and Cultures 

N. benthamiana plants were cultivated under greenhouse conditions. Seeds were 

sown on potting soil and covered with plastic bags to create a high humidity environment 

for germination. At the two-leaves stage, seedlings were separated to individual pots and 

again covered with plastic bags. Over the course of 1-2 weeks the bags were slowly 

opened to facilitate the acclimation of the plants to normal humidity levels. Once fully 

accustomed, individual plants were re-potted to fresh soil (consisting of 2 parts potting 

soil: 1 part peat moss: 0,5 part Perlite and fertiliser) and grown to maturity. 

 

2.1.4.2.  Agroinfiltration 

Agroinfiltration is a technique used to ectopically express a gene or a pathogen of 

choice in plants, via A. tumefaciens cells. Agro-infiltration-induced expression is 

confined to the infiltrated space(s) and does not spread. In this way, specific regions can 

be exposed to expression of the transgene, while adjacent regions in the same leaf will 

not be affected and may serve as controls. 

A liquid culture of transformed agrobacteria that contain the sequences of interest 

was incubated at 28oC with shaking for ~2 days. Cells were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 

2.700 rpm and 4oC and then supernatant was discarded. The cell pellet was resuspended 

in an equal volume of ΜΜΑ (MS 1X, 10 mM MES pH=5.7 and 200 μM AcS) and 

incubated for at least 1 hour at 28οC with shaking. Then, cells were centrifuged for 10 

minutes at 2.700 rpm and 4oC, supernatant was discarded and pellet was resuspended in 

half volume of 10 mM MgCl2. This step was repeated two more times. Finally, cells 

were resuspended in the appropriate volume of 10 mM MgCl2 in order to have an 

O.D600=0.2-0.5, depending on the experimental requirements. 
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This working suspension of A.tumefaciens was injected into leaves of Nicotiana 

benthamiana using sterile 1 mL syringes. Optimally, plants that were used for 

agroinfiltration had not been watered the previous 6-8 hours and they were watered right 

after agroinfiltration. When transformed agrobacteria carried GFP sequences alone or 

fused to the genes of interest, GFP expression was visible after ~2 days under UV 

radiation and was captured with a Nikon D5100 camera. 

 

2.1.4.3.  PSTVd (viroid) infection in Nicotiana bethamiana 

Infection with Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) strain PH106 was induced in 

young N.benthamiana plants that were agroinfiltrated at the stage of 4-6 leaves, in order 

to achieve greater efficiency of infection and the presence of characteristic phenotype. 

Full systemic infection of the plants established approximately 3-7 weeks post infection 

and persisted until senescence. 

 

2.2. Basic Molecular Biology techniques 

2.2.1.  Polymerase chain reaction 

The enzyme used for PCR amplification was Taq polymerase (Minotech) and, 

when needed, High Fidelity Polymerase Kapa Hi-Fi (Kapa Biosystems) according 

manufacturer’s instructions. PCR primers were designed using the Oligo Analyser. 

 

2.2.2  cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription 

2-5 μg RNA was used a template to synthesize cDNA by using the reverse 

transcriptase PrimeScript™ RT-PCR kit (TaKaRa) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Primers were random exams or oligod(T) (Invitrogen) . 

 

2.2.3.  Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Gels with an agarose concentration of 0.6-2.5 % (w/v) were prepared from 1x TAE 

and a final concentration of ethidium bromide 0,01% (w/v). Gels were run in 1x TAE 

running buffer at 20-100 V depending on gel size and application. DNA/RNA bands were 

visualized using a UV-based documentation system. 
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2.2.4.  DNA Isolation from agarose gel 

DNA was extracted from agarose gels by using the kit “NucleoSpin®Gel and PCR 

Clean-up” (Macherey-Nagel). 

 

2.2.5 Ligation of DNA fragments 

Standard ligation reactions were performed by incubating insert DNA fragments 

and restriction enzyme-cut vector at a ratio of 3:1 with addition of ligase (T4 DNA ligase, 

Promega) and buffer at 1x concentration at 4 °C overnight. 

 

2.2.6.  Plasmid preparation-mini scale 

Plasmid preparations (mini scale) were performed using a NID prep protocol (Lezin 

et al., 2011) or the kit “NucleoSpin® Plasmid” by Machery-Nagel according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

2.2.7.  Plasmid preparation-midi scale 

For larger scale plasmid preparations the NucleoBond® Xtra Midi Kit by 

Macherey-Nagel was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

2.2.8.  Cleavage of dsDNA with restriction endonucleases 

Endonucleases from Minotech or New England Biolabs were used for site-specific 

cleavage of dsDNA, according to manufacturer’s protocol. Typically 1 μg of DNA was 

incubated with 1 u of a restriction enzyme for 2h at the enzyme’s activity optimal 

temperature. 

 

2.2.9.  Phenol extraction and Ethanol Precipitation of nucleic acids 

At the DNA solution to be purified an equal volume of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl 

alcohol (PCI, 25:24:1) is added and then it gets centrifuged for 5 min at 12000g. The top 

aqueous phase containing the DNA is transferred in a new tube, gets mixed with an equal 

volume of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (CI, 24:1) and gets centrifuged for 5 min at 

12000g. 1/10 volume of NaAc 3M, pH 5,2 (sodium acetate) and 2,5 volumes of 100% 
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ethanol (-20oC) is added in a new tube containing the top aqueous phase and then placed 

at -20oC for 30 minutes to overnight (or in -80oC for 30 min) . Tubes were then 

centrifuged for 20 min at maximum speed at 4oC and supernatant was removed. Pellet 

was washed with 70% ethanol, briefly centrifuged to remove supernatant and then let to 

dry before resuspension in the appropriate volume of water. 

 

2.2.10.  Gateway (Invitrogen) Cloning system 

The Gateway system was used for cloning DNA constructs in vector pENRT3C 

(Invitrogen) and then transfer them in specific destination (expression) vectors through 

recombination mediated by LR Clonase II (Invitrogen), according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

 

2.3. Diatom DNA extraction protocol with CTAB 

Frozen cell pellets (up to 300mg) were resuspended in 750μl of CTAB lysis buffer 

(2% CTAB, 100 mM Trsi pH=8,0, 20 mM EDTA, 1.4M NaCl, 1% PVP-40) after the 

addition of 2-mercaptoethanol and Proteinase K at final concentration of 0,2% and 

100μg/ml, respectively. Tubes were incubated at 60oC for 1hour and then briefly cooled 

on bench. An equal volume of phenol: chloroform: isoamylalcohol (PCI, 25:24:1) was 

added, tube was centrifuged for 10 min at 13000g and the upper aqueous phase was 

transferred to a new tube. This extraction step with phenol was repeated and then 

followed the addition of an equal volume of chloroform: isoamylalcohol, centrifugion for 

10 min at 13000g and transfer of the upper aqueous phase to a new tube. 2/3 volume of - 

20oC isopropanol was added, mixed and put to -20oC overnight for precipitation of DNA. 

Then, tubes were centrifuged at 13000 g for 20 min at 4oC and supernatant was removed. 

The DNA pellet was washed once with 70 % ethanol and subsequently resuspended in 

500 μL water containing 100 μg/mL RNase A. The DNA/RNase A solution was 

incubated at 37 °C for 30-60 minutes, followed by standard phenol/chloroform extraction 

and isopropanol precipitation. The RNase A-treated DNA pellet was finally resuspended 

in 100 μL water and the DNA concentration was determined using the NanoDrop® 

spectrophotometer. 
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2.4. RNA extraction 

2.4.1  Nicotiana bethaniana RNA extraction with TRIZOL 

Total RNA from plant material was extracted following TRIzol method 

(Chomczynski and Sacchi, 1987). 100 mg of grounded tissue was resuspended in 1 mL 

Trizol reagent (phenol pH:7 38%, Guanidine thiocyanate 0.8M, Ammonium thiocyanate 

0.4M, Sodium acetate pH:5 0.1M, glycerol 5%) by vortexing for 30 seconds. After 

incubation for 10 minutes, cellular debris was pelleted by centrifugation at 12.000g for 10 

minutes and supernatant was transferred in a new tube. Supernatant was mixed with 200 

μL chloroform by vortex, incubated for 10 minutes, and centrifuged at 12.000g for 10 

minutes. The clear supernatant was mixed with 500 μL isopropanol and incubated at -80 

for 1 hour, in order to precipitate the small RNAs, too. After centrifugation at 12.000 g 

for 10 minutes at 4oC, the RNA pellet was washed once in 70 % ethanol, centrifuged at 

12.000 g for 5 minutes and subsequently resuspended in 40 μL of water. RNA’s 

concentration was estimated by a spectrophotometer (ND-1000, NanoDrop). In cases 

where higher clarity of RNA was needed, the purification protocol of phenol and 

chloroform was used (described above). 

 

2.4.2  Phaeodactylum tricornutum RNA extraction 

a) Total RNA for cDNA synthesis and Northern blot analysis was extracted from 

100mg cell pellet (from culture in log phase, ~2x106 cells/ml) according to the 

Trizol method, as described above. 

b) Total RNA for preraration of DNA libraries of large and small RNAs was 

extracted from 35-45mg grounded cells with the “Total RNA Purification” kit 

from Norgen. DNaseI treatment was performed on column (Norgen). 

 

2.4.3  Sacharomyces cereviciae RNA extraction with Hot Acidic Phenol 

Total RNA from yeast for Northern blot analysis was isolated from intact cells by 

extraction with acidic phenol (pH 5) and SDS at 65°C, as described from Collart and 

Oliviero, 1993. 
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2.5. Northern analysis 

Northern blot technique was employed for comparative gene expression analysis. 

RNA samples were size-fractionated on denaturing gels, transferred to nylon membranes, 

hybridized with specific radioactively labeled probes and imprinted in film. 

 

2.5.1.  Denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis for mRNA adetection 

10-20 μg total RNA with 5x RNA loading dye containing bromophenol blue, 

boiled for 5 min and cooled on ice, were size-fractionated on 1.2 % agarose gels (Table 

6). Gels were run at approximately 110 W in 1x MOPS with formaldehyde. For the 

capillary blotting procedure 10x SSC (1.5 M NaCl, 150 mM Sodium citrate, pH=7) was 

used while the gel and (soaked in 2xSSC membrane and appropriately sized whatman 

were assembled. RNAs transferred in nylon membrane (pore 0.45 μm) were crosslinked 

with Stratalinker device (1200 mJ/cm², radiation 254 nm, UV crosslinker, Stratagene). 

Table 6. Solution composition for electrophoresis of denaturating agarose gel 
 

Solution Composition 

 

 

5Χ loading dye 

40 µl 0,5 M EDTA, pH 8.0, 360 µl 37% formaldehyde, 1 

ml 100% glycerol, 1542 µl formamide, ·2 ml 10 x MOPS, 

0,25% β/ο xylene cyanol και 0,25% w/v bromophenol 

blue, ddH2O up to 5 ml 

10Χ MOPS 
200 mM MOPS, 50 mM CH3COONa, 10 mM EDTA, 

pH=7 with ΝaOH 

Denaturating 

agarose gel 

1X MOPS, 0.7% formaldehyde, 0,035μg ethidium 

bromide/ml gel 

Running buffer 1X MOPS, 0.7% formaldehyde 

20Χ SSC 3 M NaCl, 0,3 M citric acid, pH=7,0 

 

2.5.2.  Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) for small 

RNAs detection 

20-60 μg total RNA mixed with 2x RNA sample loading dye (PAGE), boiled for 5 

min and cooled on ice, was size-fractionated on denaturating polyacrylamide gels (14% 
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acrylamide: bisacrylamide 38:2, 7 M Urea, 1x TBE (0.2 M Tris, 0.2 M boric acid, 4 mM 

EDTA), 250 μL APS, 25 μL TEMED). Gels were run initially at 22 W and after 40 min 

at 35V in 1x TBE, keeping the gel temperature at 50 °C. RNA was blotted onto nylon 

membranes (pore 0.2μm) by semi-dry blotting in an SD20 Semi Dry Midi unit. Gel, 

membrane and appropriately sized whatman paper soaked in 1x TBE were assembled and 

RNA transfer was achieved by applying conductive surface of 2 mA/cm2 for 35 min at 

4oC. Finally, membranes were crosslinked with Stratalinker device (1200 mJ/cm², 

radiation 254 nm, UV crosslinker, Stratagene). 

The RNA transfer was validated by incubation for a few minutes in a methylene 

blue solution (0,03% methylene blue, 0,3 M acetic acid ph=5,2) and then membrane was 

ready for hybridization with the appropriate probe. 

Table 7. Solution composition for electrophoresis of denaturating polyacrylamide 
 

Solution Composition 

 

 

2Χ loading dye 

80% formamide, 10 mM 

EDTA pH=8, 1 mg/ml 

bromophenol blue, 1 mg/ ml 

xylene cyanol 

5Χ ΤΒΕ 
1,1 M Tris, 900mM Boric 

acid, 25 mM EDTA, pH=8.0 

 

 

2.5.3.  Radioactive labeling of nucleic acid probes 

For the detection of RNA sequences during Northern analysis, specific probes were 

labeled radioactively with ³²P. Template of 100 ng PCR product mixed with 3μg random 

primers (Invitrogen) was denaturated at 100oC for 5 min briefly cooled down on ice. 1 μl 

of each nucleotide (0.5 M GTP, TTP and ΑTP), 20 units Klenow enzyme (Minotech), 1x 

Klenow buffer (125 mM Tris‐HCl pH 6.8, 12,5 mM MgCl2, 25 mM β‐mercaptoethanol) 

and 5 μl [α-32P]CTP was added to the mixture with 50 μl final volume. They reaction 

was incubated for 1 hour at 37oC and then got purified with Microspin, G-sephadex 25, 

(700ul) (Biorad) in order to discard non incorporated nucleotides. Purified DNA probes 

were denatured at 95°C for 5 minutes and quick-chilled on ice before being added to the 

hybridization buffer. 
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2.5.4.  Hybridization, washing, and exposure of northern membranes 

Membranes were pre-hybridized in pre-warmed Church hybridization buffer (Table 

8) for 1 hour at temperatures dependent on the size of the RNA to be detected and/or the 

length of the probe used. Typically, mRNA northerns were hybridized at 65°C, while 

small RNA northerns were hybridized at 48-50 °C. After addition of denaturated probes, 

the hybridization took place for 14-16 hours and then membranes were washed twice 

with Washing solution 1 for 30min and 20 min and once with Washing solution 2 for 10 

min. All washing steps were performed at hybridization temperature. Washed membranes 

were rinsed in 2x SSC, sealed in plastic bags while still wet and then exposed to X-Ray 

films. Exposure times were determined empirically and X-Ray films were developed 

automatically using a Curix 60 developer (Agfa). 

 

 

 
Table 8. Composition of Hybridization and Washing solutions 

 

Solutions for mRNA for small RNA 

 

Hybridization 

5X SSC, 1%SDS, 

1XDenhardt’s, 2.5mg/t 

RNA 

5 X SSC, 7% SDS, 20 

mM ΝαPi 

pH=6.8, 1x Denhardt’s 

Wash 1 2x SSC/0.3 % SDS 2x SSC/0.1 % SDS 

Wash 2 1x SSC/0.3 % SDS 1x SSC/0.1 % SDS 

10 X Denhardt’s 
1% BSA, 1% PVP-40, 1% 

Ficoll 

 

10 x tRNAs 10 mg/ml tRNAs  
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2.6. Diatoms under optical, electron and confocal microscopy 

Diatom cells were observed and counted alive with a Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope. 

Diatom cells were fixed by Microscopy Lab’s personnel and were analyzed with a 

JEOL JEM-100C Electron Microscope operating at 80 kV. 

 

To examine the expression and subcellular localization of the proteins under study, 

P. tricornutum DICER (DCRa), AGO and RDR genes were amplified from cDNA 

without their stop codon, they were fused in frame with eYFP at their C-terminus and 

cloned in pKS_FcpB_eYFP_At vectors. WT cells were co-transformed with 

pKS_FcpB_(DCRa/AGO/RDR)_eYFP_At and pNptII vectors via microparticle 

bombardment. Clones grown on selective nourseothricin plates were validated for the 

presence of DCR/AGO/RDR-YFP constructs by PCR amplification of the fused area 

(800 bp). Cultures from positive clones were grown under optimal conditions with low 

light that enhances expression under FcpB promoter. 1 ml of cells at early log phase was 

collected after 8-9 hours from the initiation of photoperiod. Without further dilution or 

washes, the cells were stained 5 min before observation with 0,5μg/ml Hoechst 33342 

(Invitrogen) that is permeable in live cells and stains the nuclei by biding on adenine- 

thymine Cells were observed alive in the inverted Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope 

Leica TCS SP8 (lasers: UV 405nm Diode, DPSS 561nm, He-Ne 633nm, Argon 458-476- 

488-496-514nm) and software LAS AF 3. Images were captured using a 63X oil 

objective with sequential scanning and excitation/emission settings (in nm): 405/412-490 

for Hoechst, 405/650-750 for chlorophyll and 514/521-575 for YFP. Images were edited 

by ImageJ and were all adjusted identically. 
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2.7. Phylogenetic analysis 

2.7.1.  Selection of DCR, AGO and RDR genes and proteins in P. tricornutum 

and other organisms 

P. tricornutum DCR, AGO and RDR proteins were searched in NCBI database 

(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), DOE JGI database (genome.jgi-psf.org) and Ensemble database 

by using keywords, TBLASTN and BLASTP searches. Various queries were used, 

including full-length sequences or RNase III, PIWI, PAZ and RDRP domain sequences 

from species such as Arabidopsis thaliana, Homo sapiens, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 

Ectocarpus siliculosus, saccharomyces castellii, Aquifex aerolicus and more. 

Homologues of these proteins from other organisms were selected from the 

aforementioned databases and included in phylogenetic analysis. 

More diatom species were searched for RNAi key-genes from the Marine Microbial 

Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Project, MMETSP, (Keeling et al., 2014), which 

provided their predicted proteome and more recently updated versions of their 

transcriptome, too. 

Data from MMETS are in “fasta” format and cannot be handled online. So, fasta 

files were downloaded and formed a “local database” in BioEdit tool. Queries through 

BLASTP and TBLASTN were performed in BioEdit’s interface for MMETS data and 

best hits were manually found and transferred from the original MMETS fasta files to 

new smaller ones. All aminoacid sequences were separately tested for their protein’s 

domain prediction at Pfam and CDD tool (Conserved Domain Database, NCBI), online. 

2.7.2.  Alignments of DCR, AGO and RDR proteins 

Predicted domains were isolated manually form each sequence peptide and 

transferred in a new fasta file. Alignmens were performed with MUSCLE from MEGA 

version 7 (Kumar et al., 2016) in default parameters and MAFFT online 

(www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/) in default parameters. Sequences were manually 

trimmed at the N’ and C’ ends, while amino acid positions which were absent in a 

majority of the analyzed species were removed from the alignment. 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/)
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2.7.3.  Phylogenetic Trees of DCR, AGO and RDR proteins based on 

conserved domains 

Condensed domain alignments were used for Bayesian phylogenetic analyses using 

MrBayes-3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003). All 

analyses shared common settings: mixed amino acid model of evolution with invariant 

gamma rates, unconstrained branch lengths, sample frequency of 100, 2 runs with 4 

chains each, temperature of 0.2, and diagnostic frequency of 1000. The concatenated 

RNase IIIa/b analysis ran for 32 million generations with a final burn-in of 

25%, the PIWI analysis ran for 32 million generations with a final burn-in of 25%, and 

the RDRP analysis ran for 32 million generations with a final burn-in of 25%. 

2.7.4.  Phylogenetic analysis of diatom 18S rRNA gene and their RNAi-gene 

sets 

Extra diatom Dicer-like, AGO-like and RDR-containing peptides were grouped and 

analyzed separately from non-diatom organisms, in order to investigate the different set 

of RNAi-genes, their distribution and diversion among diatom taxa. Sequences were 

aligned with MUSCLE and phylogenetic trees were created with Neighbour Joining (NJ) 

and Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis in MEGA. Results of the above analysis were 

summarized in a table indicating the presence/absence and type of each RNAi 

component. 

Transcriptome-derived nucleotide sequences of the 18S gene of every diatom 

species in this study were downloaded from MMETSP, except from diatoms with their 

whole genome sequenced and their 18S sequence available in NCBI, JGI or Ensemble. 

Manually isolated sequences containing V4-V7 variable regions (775bp-1435bp) of 

diatom 18S gene (1.7Kb) provide enough diversity to taxonomically separate diatom 

species and provide complementary information regarding the evolution of their RNAi- 

gene sets. Haptophyte species Emiliania huxleyi and Gephyrocapsa oceanica were used 

as an out group. Sequences were aligned with MAFFT and a phylogenetic tree was 

created with Maximum Likelihood analysis in MEGA with 1000 x Bootstrap replications, 

Tamura-Nei model, uniform rates and complete deletion of missing data. 
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2.8. Heterologous expression systems: Sacharomyces cereviciae and 

Nicotiana benthamiana 

 
2.8.1.  Reconstitution of a functional RNA silencing pathway in S.cerevisiae 

by introducing PtDCR and PtAGO genes. 

Yeast strains and integrative plasmids in Tables 9 and 10 were kindly provided by 

Dr. Bartel ((Drinnenberg et al., 2009). 

Table 9. Yeast strains S. cerevisiae W303-1B. 
 

Strain Genotype Phenotype 

DPB249 

DPB258 

DPB271 

DPB272 

DPB276 

MAT α leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3::EGFP(S65T)-KanMX6 ade2-1 

his3-11,15 

MAT α LEU2::pTEF-Dcr1 TRP1::pTEF-Ago1 can1-100 

ura3::EGFP(S65T)-KanMX6 ade2-1 his3-11,15 

MAT  α  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  can1-100  ade2-1  his3-11,15 

MAT α leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ade2-1 HIS3::pGAL1-hpSC_URA3 

MAT α LEU2::pTEF-Dcr1 TRP1::pTEF-Ago1 can1-100 ade2-1 

HIS3::pGAL1-hpSC_URA3 

• GFP expressed 

 

• ScAGO+ScDCR silence 

GFP transgene 

• URA3 expressed 

• URA3 expressed 

• ScAGO+ScDCR silence 

URA3 endogenous gene 

 

Table 10. Yeast integration plasmids 

 

Plasmid Description 

pRS404-PTEF -Ago1 

pRS405-PTEF -Dcr1 

pRS403-PGAL1  -weakSC_GFP 

pRS403-PGAL1 -strongSC_GFP 

pRS403-PGAL1 -hpSC_URA3 

S. cerevisiae integrating plasmid, S. castellii AGO1 under TEF promoter 

S. cerevisiae integrating plasmid, S. castellii DCR1 under TEF promoter 

S. cerevisiae integrating plasmid, weak GFP silencing construct under GAL1 promoter 

S. cerevisiae integrating plasmid, strong GFP silencing construct under GAL1 promoter 

S. cerevisiae integrating plasmid, hairpin URA3 silencing construct under GAL1 promoter 

The weak GFP silencing construct represents 275 bp of GFP sequence from pFA6a 

was then cloned in the sense orientation, while the strong GFP silencing construct 

represents the same 275 bp of GFP sequence cloned both in the sense and antisense 

orientation with a 73-bp sequence spanning intron from S. pombe rad9. In the same way, 

hairpin URA3 silencing construct was made from 339 bp of URA3 sequence cloned in 

sense and antisense orientation. For this study PtDCR and PtAGO were cloned in order to 

replace ScDCR and ScAGO in the integrative vectors pRS405-PTEF -Dcr1 and pRS404- 
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PTEF -Ago1, respectively. Genes of S.castellii DCR and AGO and P. tricornutum DCR 

and AGO were also clone in the double episomal vector p2WGT (carrying both genes) 

kindly provided by Dr.Kampranis. 

2.8.1.1.  Silencing the endogenous URA3 gene in S.cerevisiae 

For this study the same DPB271 strain (containing URA3) and DPB272 strain 

(containing URA3 and URA hairpin) were transformed with pRS405-PTEF –PtDCR, 

pRS404-PTEF –PtAGO and either the Ura hairpin construct (Hp) or no silencing 

construct (Ø). Strain DPB276 was used as positive control, but was also recreated by 

transforming the initial DPB272 strain with all pRS404-PTEF –Ago1 and pRS405-PTEF 

-Dcr1 or by transforming the DPB271 strain with all pRS404-PTEF -Ago1, pRS405- 

PTEF -Dcr1 and pRS403-PGAL1 -hpSC_URA3, in order to validate our transformation 

process. Transformation procedures, cultures and media preparation with the appropriate 

selection are described above. 

2.8.1.2 Silencing the GFP transgene in S.cerevisiae 

For this study the same DPB249 strain (GFP expressing) was transformed with 

pRS405-PTEF –PtDCR, pRS404-PTEF –PtAGO and the strong GFP hairpin construct 

pRS403-PGAL1 –strongSC_GFP (Hp) or no silencing construct (Ø). Negative control 

was DPB271 strain (URA3, without GFP). Strains were generally grown in glucose 

media and then transferred in galactose media in order to induce hairpin production and 

get tested for GFP expression. During experiments, all yeast strains were grown in both 

liquid glucose and galactose media, in order to compare induced (galactose) and not 

induced (glucose) hairpin expression. 

GFP fluorescence measured at spectrophotometer: 

From recently streaked plates, colonies were picked up and inoculated 3ml cultures 

of glucose for each strain before grown overnight (recipes and conditions described 

above). From these precultures, new cultures were started in 3ml galactose and glucose 

media Cells were collected by centrifugation, and resuspended in TE before measuring 

their OD, that was around 4 or more. All strains we brought to an OD:4 and also prepared 

three dilutions: 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 in an ELISA plate. Absorbance (cell density) and 

GFP fluorescence was measured by Spectrophotometer Systems with parameters (565T): 

excitation 485/20 and emission 530/20. 
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GFP fluorescence measured Live-during yeast growth at spectrophotometer: 

From recently streaked plates, colonies were picked up and inoculated 3ml cultures 

of glucose for each strain before grown overnight. From these precultures, new cultures 

of 100μl galactose and glucose media were started with an OD: 0.01 in Elisa 96 well 

plate. Two biological repetitions for each sample were included. Cells were incubated at 

30oC and orbital shaking for 48 hours. Measurements of absorbance (cell OD) and GFP 

fluorescence were taken every 30 min. Systems parameters (565T) for GFP 

documentation were: excitation 485/20 and emission 530/20. 

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 

From recently streaked plates, colonies were picked up and inoculated 3ml cultures 

of glucose for each strain before grown at 30oC and orbital shaking overnight. Their OD 

was measured and then 1 ml of each culture was centrifuged at 3min for 1-2 min and 

cells were resuspended in the galactose medium. From these glucose or galactose 

resuspended precultures, new cultures of 4 ml and 20 ml galactose and glucose media 

(four in total) were started with an OD: 0.1. Cultures 4ml galactose for strains with 

ScDCR/AGO, PtDCR/AGO and PtDCR+ScAGO were made in duplicates in order to test 

different periods of galactose induction. Cells were incubated at 30oC and orbital shaking 

overnight. After 13 hours the aforementioned duplicates of 4ml galactose cultures with 

OD: 1.5-2 were collected, while all the rest were left to grow for 20 hours reaching OD: 

3-5. Yeast cells in TE with OD: ~1 were counted to correspond to ~2x 107 cells/ml for 

the strains in this study. So, cell pellet from 0.5 ml culture (4ml cultures) was washed 

twice and resuspended in TE before further analysis in FACS, performed by qualified 

personnel in IMBB. 

Northern blot analysis of GFP small RNAs 

The 20ml galactose and glucose cultures after 20 hours of incubation with OD: 3-5, 

were centrifuged in 50ml falcons at 3000 rpm for 3 min and resuspended in 2ml sterile 

H2O to wash out remaining media. Then, they were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 2 min, 

supernatant was discarded and cell pellets were flash freezed in liquid nitrogen. 

RNA extraction was performed by following the hot acidic phenol extraction, as 

described before. 
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2.8.2.  RNA silencing in N.benthamiana DCL2/3/4i knockdown by PtDCR 

complementation 

Nicotiana benthamiana transgenic lines with downregulation of DCL2, DCL3, 

DCL4, were generated in our lab after crossing DCL2/4.5(x)3.10i lines (Katsarou et al., 

2016, 2019). S. castellii DCR, as positive control, and P. tricornutum DCRb and DCRc 

spliceoforms were cloned into pENTR3C vector and then into GATEWAY vectors 

pB2WG7 after LR reaction. A. tumefaciens C58C1 strain was transformed with these 

constructs was then agroinfiltated in N. bethamiana WT and DCL2/3/4i healthy or 

PSTVd infected leaves. GATEWAY cloning, agroinfiltration and PSTVd infection are 

described above. 

 

2.9. Generation of PtDCR KO mutants via CRISPR/Cas9 

technology 

Recent development of CRISPR-Cas9 mediated mutagenesis methodology in P. 

tricornutum was described in (Nymark et al., 2016a). 

2.9.1.  Construction of CRISPR-Cas9 vectors for DCR/AGO/RDR-KO 

mutants 

Single guide RNAs (sgRNA) targeting DCR, AGO and RDRP (sgRNA- 

DCR/AGO/RDR) were designed using the PhytoCRISP-Ex application tailored for 

analysis in algae including diatoms (Rastogi et al., 2016). Results were double checked 

with CRISPOR (http://crispor.tefor.net/) and CHOPCHOP (chopchop.cbu.uib.no) 

applications and the best common candidates were used (Table 11). After identifying the 

best candidates, an amplicon of the targeted area from genomic DNA was sent for Sanger 

sequencing, in order to verify the absence of polymorphisms. 

http://crispor.tefor.net/)
http://crispor.tefor.net/)
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Table 11. Table of sgRNA used in this study with parameters given from PhytoCRISPR- 

EX. 

 

Targeted 

gene 

Orienta 

tion 

Position 

gDNA 

 

Guide seq +PAM 
Specificity 

Score 

Predicted 

Efficiency 

ut of 

frame 

score 

Off-targets 

for 0-1-2-3-4 
mismaches 

Dicer rev 345-367 
GAGTGAACTCGAC 

CCGAAAT TGG 
100 30/41 9 0 

Dicer fw 887-909 
GTTTAGGACGGGA 

CGCCGTG CGG 
100 68/65 79 0 

AGO fw 1327-1340 
TCCGTGGAACTAG 

ATTCTTG TGG 
100 71/19 70 0 

AGO fw 1662-1684 
TGTAGACTTGTTC 

AAACTCG TGG 
100 51/53 60 0 

AGO rev 1992-1972 
ACGGTTGCTTGCA 

TTTGCAG CGG 
100 62/55 54 0 

RDR Fw 2590 
TCGAACGAGCCGA 

TCCTATTGTGG 
100 

67/62 54 0 

RDR Fw 2262 
CCATGTGGGATCG 

CACCCGT TGG 
100 

67/18 73 0 

 

 

Each sgRNA was cloned in the pKSdiaCas9 vector, kindly provided by Dr. 

A.Falciatore, in which expression of the Cas9 gene and sgRNA are placed under the 

control of the pFcpB and ubiquitin 6 promoters, respectively. sgRNAs were initially 

designed and prepared as 5’phosphorylated primers with four extra specific nucleotides at 

5’end, that were used as complementary overhangs in cloning. Complementary ssDNA 

“primers” were denaturized and then slowly annealed together in ds DNA with 

overhangs. PKS diaCas9 vector was digested with BsaI restriction enzyme, leaving 

complementary overhangs for ligation with the sgRNA constructs (protocol described in 

Nymark et al. 2016). Positive colonies were screened by colony PCR using the Fw 

sgRNA primers and M13Rv primer: CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC, producing a 548 bp 

amplicon. 
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Figure 12. Cloning of sgRNA construct in pKSdiaCas9 with BsaI enzyme. 

 

2.9.2.  Transformation and molecular characterization of KO lines 

pKSdiaCas9_sgRNA-DCR/AGO/RDR vectors and a vector carrying the selection 

marker were co-delivered by biolistic transformation in P. tricornutum cells. The vectors 

with selection markers were a) pNptII, containing the nptII gene under the control of 

pFcpB to transform the WT line, and b) pZeo, containing the zeocin gene under the 

control of pFcpB to transform the GUS and GUS/RNAi line. Transformants were 

selected on solid media with the appropriate antibiotics (transformation protocol 

described above) and individual colonies were recovered after 2-3 weeks. 

Single transformant colonies were transferred on less stringent selective plates, in 

order to grow faster (1 week) and provide enough material for analysis. Lysates were 

prepared in 96 well plates, as follows: 

P. tricornutum transformant cells were picked up with a sterile tip and transferred 

in 20μl of fresh lysate buffer solution (Table 12) in a 96 well plate. Incubation at 4oC for 

15 min, then at 95 for 10 min and finally cool down to room temperature (a PCR machine 

was used). Lysates were diluted with addition of 80 μl and stored at -80oC before use. 
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Table 12. Lysate Buffer composition 

 

Reagents Final volume (1ml) 

Triton x100, 10%dilluted 100μl 

TrisHCL 1M, pH=8 20μl 

EDTA 0.5M 4μl 

H2O up to1ml 

 

Lysates were used as templates for colony PCR, in order to amplify a 496bp piece 

of Cas9 gene with primers Fw_diaCas9: CGAACCGCGAGACGAAGATA and 

Rv_diaCas9: CGGGAAGTTGCGCAATCAAA. 

The lysates from Cas9 positive clones in previous analysis were used as templates 

for colony PCR amplification of the DCR/AGO/RDR targeted locus. Forward primers 

upstream the 1st sgRNA target and reverse primers downstream the 2nd sgRNA target, 

were used in candidate KOs and WT lysates as well. 

Table 13. Primers used for screening Pt DCR/AGO KO mutants. 

 

Primer Name (Tm) Primer Sequence 

PtDCR sgRNA-all INS Fw (Tm:55,7) ACCAGGAGCTTGGTATTTCCAG 

PtDCR sgRNA-all INS Rev (Tm:57,6) ACCATAATCCAGTCAATCGCTGG 

PtDCR sgRNA-all OUT Fw (Tm:59,6) AGACTGGCATGAATTCGAGGAACTC 

PtDCR sgRNA-all OUT Rev (Tm:57,6) AGCGATTGCGCAAGATGTCG 

DCL target ins Fw (Tm:57,8) ACGGTCAATTTGATGGTCGCAG 

DCL target ins Rv (Tm:57,4) GAGCTTTGTATAATTGCTTTTCTCG 

PtAGO sgRNA-all INS Fw (Tm:57,5) ATGGATTTGCTCCCGCACG 

PtAGO sgRNA-all INS Rev (Tm:56,6) ATGTCTTTCTCCGTTGTTGATTCC 

PtAGO sgRNA-all OUT Fw (Tm:58) AATTACAGGGCTGAACGTAAGTGC 

PtAGO sgRNA-all OUT Rev (Tm:57,7) AATCTCATCCTTTGACATATCCAACAC 

 

HRMC, High Resolution Melting Curve analysis 

P. tricornutum mutant candidates demonstrating a WT-like size amplicon in 

agarose gel electrophoresis were tested with high resolution melting curve (HRMC) 

analysis for small single point INDELs. HRMC analysis detects the release of a 

fluorescent dye bound to dsDNA when it reaches the melting point, which is sequence 
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specific and very sensitive. Primers were designed to amplify smaller amplicons (100- 

200bp) surrounding the targeted locus excluding any single nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs), that are frequent in P. tricornutum genes. Templates from WT clones were 

always included as controls and three technical replicates per sample were performed. 

2.9.3.  Phenotypic analysis of KO lines 

2.9.3.1.  Growth under normal conditions or under nutrient starvation 

Growth of P. tricornutum lines under normal conditions or nutrient starvation was 

observed in order to highlight any differences in growth rate and morphology between 

WT and mutants. Cultures were made in triplicates, starting with 10 x104 cells/ml and 

grown at 19°C and 12:12 light:dark (80 µmol m-2 s-1). Cell density was measured daily 

under a light microscope, enabling the observation of cell size, morphotypes and general 

health of each culture. 

Liquid media used were a) F/2 without NaNO3 and b) F/2 complete. 

2.9.3.2.  Growth after UV induced damage 

P. tricornutum lines were tested for their ability to recover after exposure to UV 

radiation on agar plates, as described in De Riso et al. 2009. Cells were collected from 

cultures in exponential phase ~2x106 cells/ml and were concentrated to 30 x 106 cells/ml. 

Dilutions were prepared in order to make spots of 10μl on F/2 agar plate containing 

5x105, 3x105, 2x105, 1x105, 0.5x105 cells of each line. An identical pair of plates was 

prepared in order for one plate to be exposed to UV radiation (1200 mJ/cm², radiation 

254 nm, UV crosslinker, Stratagene) and the other one to be kept as control. Then, plates 

were sealed with parafilm and placed in chamber at 19°C and 12:12 light:dark (80 µmol 

m-2 s-1) for 2 weeks. Photographs were taken every five days and three independent 

repeats were performed. 

2.9.3.3.   Sequencing (NGS) of large and small RNA of P. tricornutum DCR KO 

mutants 

2.7.3.3.1.  RNA extraction 

Axenic cultures 300 ml of P. tricornutum in exponential phase 1,8-2,4x106 cells/ml 

grown under optimal conditions in glass flasks were harvested with centrifugation, flash 
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frozen in liquid nitrogen and grinded in fine powder. RNA was extracted with ‘Total 

RNA Purification” kit by applying DNaseI on column (Norgen). RNAs were quantified 

in NanoDrop, run in a 1,2 % MOPS/formaldehyde gel to validate the absence of RNA 

degradation and finally run in a Bioanalyser (Agilent) gel to define more accurately their 

quality and RIN numbers. 

2.9.3.3.2.  cDNA libraries preparation 

Small RNA cDNAlibraries were prepared from 1μg total RNA with “NEBNext 

Multiplex Small RNA Library Prep Set for Illumina” (New England Biolabs). All 

ligation steps, reverse transcription and PCR amplification were executed by following 

manufacturer’s basic instructions. Adaptors were not diluted; 14 cycles of PCR were 

performed (proved to be optimal for P. tricornutum after standardizing the protocol) and 

cDNAs were eluted in 30μl H2O. cDNAs were size fractionated in a 6%PAGE gel, 

where pieces of 140-160bp (containing 20-30bp sRNAs with 120-127bp adaptors) were 

clearly separated from adaptor/primer dimmers. Small RNA cDNA libraries were 

extracted from polyacrylamide gel, purified with “NucleoSpin®Gel and PCR Clean-up” 

(Macherey-Nagel) and eluted in 15μl H2O. cDNA template before and after size 

selection was kept for analysis in Bianalyser Agilent. Expected results after size selection 

would be a single peak of ~155bp without any contaminations of different sized 

fragments. 

3prime quant RNA-seq libraries were prepared by IMBB sequencing facility 

personnel, according to manufacturer’s protocol (Lexogen 3prime quant forward for 

Illumina library kit). This protocol needs 500ngr total RNA input and generates highly 

strand-specific next-generation sequencing (NGS) libraries close to the 3’ end of 

polyadenylated RNAs. Only one fragment per transcript is generated, directly linking the 

number of reads mapping to a gene to its expression. Library generation is initiated by 

oligo-dT priming and then first-strand synthesis and RNA removal is followed by 

random-primed synthesis of the complementary strand (second-strand synthesis). 

Illumina-specific linker sequences are introduced by the primers and the resulting double- 

stranded cDNA is purified with magnetic beads. The libraries were generated with 14 

cycles of PCR, as 14 were the optimal cycles for P. tricornutum (after standardizing the 

protocol specifically to diatoms RNA) and validated in Bioanalyser. 
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2.9.3.3.3.  Illumina Sequencing 

All samples were sequenced with Illumina NextSeq500 Sequencer technology, in 

IMBB, FORTH. 3prime quant RNA-sequencing was performed with single 1 x 100 bp 

run and aimed for 10 million reads. Small RNA-sequencing was performed with single 1 

x 55 bp run and aimed for 5 million reads. 

2.9.3.3.4.  Bioinformatic Analysis 

Bioinformatic analysis of both 3prime quant-RNA sequencing and small RNA 

sequencing was performed by Dr. Hugues Richard (as. Professor, Computational and 

Quantitative Biology Laboratory, University Pierre & Marie Curie, Paris). 

The reads were aligned to the P. tricornutum genome version 2 (Phatr2) with BWA 

version 0.7.17-r1188 (Li and Durbin, 2009). The command line used to align the small 

RNA (sRNA) libraries was bwa mem -k 12 -t 7 -A 1 -L 2 -T 13 <Phatr2 genome> 

<reads_file>. The RNA-Seq sequences were aligned with default parameters. For the 

sRNA libraries, the reads were subsequently filtered by keeping reads with a PHRED 

mapping quality of at least 5. 

Read coverage and fragment length was computed using the set of quality filtered 

reads. For each aligned read, the length of the fragment is the length of the alignment 

from end to end (e.g. taking out soft clipped ones on both ends). 

For the RNA-Seq sequencing experiment, due to the protocol, the sequences were 

enriched in the 3’ UTR regions of the genes. However, those regions are rarely annotated 

in the gene annotation, so we could not simply count the number of reads aligning within 

a gene. Thus, a simple strategy to estimate gene expression was devised. Strand specific 

contiguous regions that are covered by at least 10 reads in one of the conditions were 

extracted. Then, these regions were merged across experiments and the number of reads 

overlapping them, were counted. Each region was associated to its nearest 5’ gene. 

Differential expression analysis was carried out with DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014). 

As genome reference, the Phatr v2.0 from JGI was used with the corresponding 

gene annotation (Bowler et al., 2008), and non-coding RNA annotation from RFam v11.0 

(Gardner et al., 2011). Additionally, tRNA genes were all reannotated using 

tRNAscan(Lowe and Eddy, 1997). All data analyses were done using a combination of 

python, R and shell scripts, and the bedtools suite (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). 
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2.9.4 GUS histochemical assay 

Protocol was followed as described in Falciatore et al., 1999. Briefly, diatom 

cultures of 106 cells/mL were concentrated to 5x106 cells/mL, spotted (5μl) on F/2 agar 

plate without selection and let to grow in optimal conditions for 3-5 days. Then, pieces of 

agar containing one culture spot were extracted from petri dish by using a cryotube (for 

uniform cuts between spots) and placed in wells of a 24 well plate. 100 µl X-Gluc 

solution (100 mM Na-phosphate, pH 7.0, 10mM Na2 ethylenediaminetetracetic acid 

(EDTA), 5 mM K 4Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.3% X-Gluc 

(Clontech)) were added at the bottom of each agar piece, in order to slowly absorb it, and 

the plate was incubated at 37°C in dark, overnight. Blue spots were obvious and blue 

cells were also detected by microscopy. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Cloning of P. tricornutum RNAi-key genes 

P. tricornutum RNAi-key genes were identified and cloned, in order to validate 

their sequence and a) investigate their function by expressing them in heterologous 

expression systems and by generating P. tricornutum Knock-Out (KO) mutants via 

CRISPR/Cas0 genome editing, and b) investigate their subcellular localization by 

expressing them fused to a fluorescent protein in P. tricornutum. 

A single P. tricornutum DCR gene (PtDCR), an AGO gene (PtAGO) and a single 

RDR domain-containing gene (PtRDR) were initially identified in silico by De Riso et al. 

(2009) and the absence of any extra gene candidate was validated after thorough search in 

P. tricornutum genome. This search utilized specific keywords (e.g.DCR, RNseIII, PIWI) 

and known conserved sequences from related and unrelated species using the BLASTP 

and TBLASTN algorithms initially in the Genome Portal of JGI (genome.jgi-psf.org) that 

provides the Phat2 annotation and subsequently in the Ensembl 

(http://protists.ensembl.org) database that provides the Phat3-annotation. 

Primers were designed in order to amplify the coding region (first ATG to stop 

codon) of PtDCR, PtAGO and PtRDR genes. For the amplification process the following 

three templates were used: genomic DNA and cDNA from P. tricornutum culture strain 

CCAP 1055/1 grown in the lab and a cDNA library synthesized from mRNA of the same 

strain by Frederic Verret at the MBA- Plymouth. 

3.1.1. PtDCR gene 

The PtDCR gene was amplified from genomic DNA, cloned in TOPOII vector and 

validated by Sanger sequencing, which confirmed the sequence proposed by JGI’s 

Genome Portal except from some polymorphisms that produce only silent mutations. 

PtDCR gene amplified from cDNA library was also cloned in TOPOII and sequenced, 

revealing a smaller length of the first intron (95bp) than the one predicted in Phat2 

(212bp); this discrepancy was corrected in the Phat3_annotation in Ensembl. Moreover, 

Sanger sequencing of multiple cDNA clones revealed the presence of two distinct PtDCR 

spliceoforms: PtDCRb (2541 bp) and PtDCRc (2556 bp) (Figure 13). The proposed 

spliceoform (PtDCRa) could not be amplified. The PtDCRb spliceoform was produced 
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when alternative splicing resulted in retention of the second intron towards the 3’ end of 

the gene and introduction of a stop codon. Spliceoform PtDCRc was produced when 

alternative splicing resulted in removal of the second intron along with some nucleotides 

of the third exon that changed the frame and introduced a stop codon. None of the 

sequenced cDNA clones corresponded to the predicted-spliced full length gene model 

and PtDCRa could not be retrieved (Figure 13). A recent publication shed some light on 

the extensive alternative splicing events in this organism (Rastogi et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 13. Alignment of PtDCR genomic DNA sequence and PtDCR spliceoforms a, b, c at 

the alternatively spliced intron area. Introduced stop codons are indicated in red boxes. 

PtDCRa-c functional domains were screened in silico with Pfam (EMBL-EBI) 

(pfam.xfam.org) and CDD (NCBI) (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml), and 

only a single RNaseIII domain was predicted in all three spliceoforms. A second 

RNaseIII domain could be predicted in DCRa when the E-value threshold was increased 

to 1. This second less conserved domain, however, was interrupted in PtDCRb and 

PtDCRc predicted proteins. The high E-value associated with the prediction of the second 

RNase III domain in DCRa, however, questioned its presence. In addition, independent 

RT-PCR and sequencing of both full-length cDNA clones and cDNA fragments including 

the intron-exon junction encoding the predicted second RNase III domain could not 

experimentally confirm its presence. Moreover functional DCRs presenting a single 

RNase III domain have been characterized in the single cell eukaryotes S.castellii 

(Drinnenberg et al., 2009) and Entamoeba hystolytica (Pompey et al., 2015b). It was 

concluded that P. tricornutum presents a single DCR gene, transcribed into two 

spliceoforms, both encoding a single RNase III domain. At that stage of the PhD, 

experiments on the DCRb and c functional characterization in yeast and plants were 

carried out. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml)
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Figure 14. PtDCRa-c gene models. Asterisks indicate stop codons introduced by alternative 

splicing of the second intron. Predicted 3’UTR is indicated in grey color. 

During an EMBO short fellowship visit in Dr A. Falciatore’s lab in UPMC, Paris, 

where the effect of diatom circadian clock on gene expression was studied and analogous 

alternative splicing patterns were previously observed, we decided to test the PCR 

amplification of PtDCR spliceoforms during the circadian clock. 

The template used was a mix of seven cDNAs that were derived from RNAs 

collected every ~4 hours from the same P. tricornutum culture during 24 hours 

(representative of the circadian clock). In this case, the proposed-spliced gene (PtDCRa) 

was amplified, validated through Sanger sequencing and cloned into a pUC19 vector 

(Figure 15). In addition, PtDCRb was amplified and found equally abundant to PtDCRa, 

while PtDCRc was not found (Figure 15). However, when traces of DNA between 

PtDCRa and PtDCRb bands were extracted and analyzed by Sanger sequencing, the 

chromatogram showed a mix of PtDCRa and PtDCRb sequences. The chromatogram 

sequence was uniform until the slicing point and then a mixture of the two sequences 

followed, whose biggest peaks could be read as the PtDCRc sequence. 

Although it seems as a common PCR artifact, the sequence of PtDCRc from the 

cDNA library was clear (not a mixture) and found in six clones. This finding suggests 

either a PCR artifact introduced in cDNA library, or indeed spliceoform PtDCRc was 

produced from P. tricornutum strain in Plymouth. 
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Figure 15. PtDCRa and PtDCRb spliceoforms amplified from the circadian cDNA mix in 

equal level. 

MMETSP available transcriptomes and predicted proteomes from diatoms 

(described below) were queried for DCR genes that validated the presence a DCR-type 

protein with a conserved RNAseIIIa domain and a less conserved RNaseIIIb domain. 

Interestingly, a diverged PAZ domain not predicted using common tools, except when a 

much higher E-value is applied, was identified that appeared conserved among these 

DCR proteins. Based on these findings, the PtDCR gene model is illustrated in Figure 16. 

Interestingly, Pt DCR protein architecture resembles the protist-like DCRs that are 

characterized by a shorter N’ terminal domain and the absence of some domains usually 

present in multicellular eukaryotic DCRs. 
 

Figure 16. The identified PtDCR gene and protein models. Predicted 3’UTR is indicated in 

grey color. 
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In the present study, PtDCRb and PtDCRc spliceoforms were expressed in yeast 

and plant heterologous expression systems, while all other experiments were performed 

with PtDCRa. 

3.1.1. PtAGO gene 

The PtAGO gene (ATG to stop codon) was amplified from genomic DNA, cloned 

in TOPOII vector and validated by Sanger sequencing that confirmed the proposed 

sequence with some polymorphisms producing only silent mutations. However, the 

amplification of the proposed PtAGO (PtAGOa) from cDNA library was not successful, 

even after testing with either different primers upstream/downstream of the proposed 

ATG, or under various annealing temperatures. Downstream, in frame ATGs were 

identified and forward primers were designed to hybridize at these positions. Finally, 

PtAGO gene was efficiently amplified from cDNA library with the forward primer 

hybridizing at the ATG in position 150bp (which is the fourth ATG in frame) of the 

predicted coding gene (position 223bp in genomic sequence, after the first intron). At the 

time, 13 introns were identified in contrast to 16 introns predicted in Genome Portal, a 

finding that was later confirmed in the Phat3 Ensembl database. Since multiple tests and 

repeats produced the same results and no UTR regions were annotated, the truncated 

PtAGOb was studied assuming the PtAGO cDNA transcription initiated downstream to 

its prediction. 

As described before for the PtDCR spliceoforms, the amplification of the full 

proposed PtAGOa gene was achieved when the circadian cDNA mix was used as 

template (Figure 17). Morover, PtAGOa was cloned in PUC19 vectors and new PtAGO 

sliceoforms were identified after validating multiple clones with Sanger sequencing, all 

of which demonstrated truncated forms of PtAGO protein caused by alternative splicing. 

These findings underline once again the importance of considering the circadian clock 

effect on gene expression. It would be interesting to analyze each time point sample 

individually in order to investigate the presence/absence of each spliceoform. 
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Figure 17. The identified PtAGO gene and protein model. Predicted 5’UTR is indicated in 

grey color. 

In the present study, PtAGOb was expressed in yeast heterologous expression 

system, while all other experiments were performed with PtAGOa. 

 

 

 

3.1.1. PtRDR gene 

PtRDR gene was amplified from genomic DNA and circadian mixed cDNA and 

cloned in TOPOII vectors. Validation by Sanger sequencing confirmed the proposed 

sequence (Ensemble, Phat3) and the absence of introns. 

 

 

Figure 18. The identified PtRDR gene and protein model. 
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In summary, cloning of PtDCRa-c, PtAGOa-b and PtRDR genes enabled us to 

proceed to their functional characterization and identification of their subcellular 

localization, but also provided some original data in the following aspects: 

• Based on extensive search in updated genomic and transcriptomic information, that 

became only recently available, the findings of De Riso et al (2009) on the probable 

presence of a single DCR/AGO/RDR gene in P. tricornutum were confirmed. 

• Since Pt DCR/AGO/RDR genes were cloned from cDNA they are probably 

producing active proteins. 

• Identification of alternative splicing in PtDCR and PtAGO genes, that was later 

confirmed by findings on the extensive alternative splicing events taking place in P. 

tricornutum (Rastogi et al., 2018). 

• Alternative splicing of PtDCR and PtAGO seem to be influenced by circadian clock. 

• Pt DCR presents a protist-like DCR architecture with shorter N’ terminal domain and 

the less functional domains compared to multicellular eukaryotic DCRs. 
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3.2. Phylogenetic Analysis of P. tricornutum RNAi-key genes 

In order to support a representative phylogenetic analysis of these genes, other 

organisms, from close diatom relatives to some well-studied distant species (like plants 

and animals), were searched for the basic three RNAi-key genes. Apart from the 

aforementioned databases that contain a large number of usually well studied organisms, 

the Marine Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Project, MMETSP (Keeling 

et al., 2014), provided a vast amount of transcriptomic information and predicted 

proteome of unicellular marine eukaryotes and among them, diatoms. This created an 

opportunity to make a deeper search on RNAi proteins among diatom taxa, accompanied 

with their 18S phylogenetic analysis for clarification of their evolutionary distances. Data 

from MMETS were downloaded and formed a “local database”, where queries through 

BLASTP and TBLASTN were performed. The best hits were validated by prediction of 

their protein’s domains. Predicted amino acid sequences from MMETS were usually 

incomplete but still included in phylogenetic analysis, as long as the aligned domain was 

almost intact. Sequence with partial domains were removed from further phylogenetic 

analysis, but still taken into account for a presence/absence analysis of these proteins 

among diatom taxa. For broad species analyses, a few representative diatom proteins 

were selected, in order to avoid bias and keep a basic amount of data in the process. 

Phylogenetic analyses of DCR, AGO and RDR contained sequences that derived from 

the same set of species, with exceptions where species lacking specific genes were 

replaced by close relatives. In order to reduce errors introduced by the presence of partial 

sequences and to moderate the computational load, amino acid positions which were 

absent in a majority of the analyzed species were removed from the alignment (Baurain et 

al., 2010). 

Nomenclature of genes followed (Zong et al., 2009) the proposed format of “Gens” 

(the first three letters of the genus name followed by the first letter of the species name). 
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Figure 19. Pipeline of DCR/AGO/RDR Phylogenetic Analysis. 
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3.2.1.  Phylogenetic analysis of P. tricornutum DCR protein 

DCR homologs minimally had to contain two RNase III domains and DROSHA 

homologues were also included in this analysis. Cases with one RNaseIII were also kept 

for further analysis, including bacteria and the functional S. castellii DCR1. Research in 

different organisms resulted in different naming conventions (DCR and DCL). The 

annotated provided name was retained, while for the new identified proteins we used the 

DCR designation. Validation of diatom DCR candidates by domain prediction showed 

relatively low conservation of their domains. In some cases, the E-value had to be very 

loose in order to predict specific domains, especially some RNaseIIIb, or PAZ domains. 

For analysis including organisms other than diatoms, the conserved concatenated 

RNase IIIa and RNase IIIb domains were aligned following the deletion of their linking 

sequences. DROSHA homologues were included in this analysis, as they have the same 

double RNaseIII domain structure, while proteins containing only one RNaseIII domain 

were excluded. Condensed domain alignments were used for Bayesian phylogenetic 

analysis and the produced tree is illustrated in Figure 20. 

 

The phylogenetic analysis of DCR proteins clearly leads to three conclusions: 

1) DCR proteins in general have greatly diverged, since only closely related organisms 

or previously duplicated DCRs are clustered together with confidence. Thus, the 

origin of diatom DCRs from phosynthetic algae or animal-like ancestor cell cannot be 

clarified. However, the extent of diatom DCR divergence from other stramenopiles 

was not expected. 

2) Diatom DCRs form two distinct groups with different types of DCR protein. In Group 

A, diatoms have a typical “domain architecture” of DCR found in multicellular 

eukaryotes, that contains two conserved RNaseIII domains, a Helicase-C domain, a 

dicer dimerization domain and a PAZ. In Group B, diatoms have shorter, protist-type 

Dicer that contains only two RNaseIII domains and a PAZ. 

3) There are diatom species that have one or the other type of DCR, DCRa or DCRb, 

and then there are diatoms that possess both types of DCRs. 
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Diatoms with their whole genome sequenced were included in this analysis, to 

ensure the liability of these genes being present/absent in the genome. Out of these, 

Fragilariopsis cylindrus, Pseudonitzschia multiseries and Thalassiosira oceanica have 

DCRa, Phaeodactylum tricornutum and Thalassiosira pseudonana have DCRb and 

Cyclotela cryptica and Fistulifera solaris have both DCRa and DCRb. 

 

Figure 20. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of DCR proteins. Colored taxonomical groups are 

indicated on the right along with their representative domain architecture. 
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Based on the Bayesian analysis of the RNaseIII domains, no conclusions could be 

drawn regarding the progeny of each diatom group or about the evolutionary relationship 

between DCRs in diatoms and other organisms. However, Group A DCRs contained all 

typical DCR domains, which were more conserved and thus easily predicted with 

currently available tools. On the other hand, Group B only had the RNaseIIIa domain 

clearly conserved and predicted with traditional tools. In this case RNaseIIIb and PAZ 

domains were predicted only when E-value limit was set to 1 and they were still 

predicted as partial. Based on these observations, Group A DCRs would be expected to 

be more closely related to canonical plant and animal DCRs than those of Group B. The 

lower conservation of Group B DCRs laid on their more diverged RNaseIIIb and the 

level of differentiation was clearly shown in alignment of only separate RNaseIIIb 

domains (Figure 21). 

 

Figure 21. Alignment of RNaseIIIb domains from various DCRs, DROSHAs and bacterial 

RNaseIIIs (70% similarity highlighted). RNaseIIIb domains from Diatom Group B 

(including P. tricornutum, red arrow) and are less conserved. 
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3.2.2.  Phylogenetic analysis of P. tricornutum AGO protein 

All selected AGO homologs featured a PIWI domain and preferably also a PAZ 

domain. For broad species analysis, only the PIWI domains were aligned and a Bayesian 

analysis and phylogenetic tree were produced (Figure 22). 

 

The phylogenetic analysis of AGO proteins lead to three conclusions: 

1) Diatom AGOs formed two distinct groups. In Group B, diatoms had a typical 

AGO protein that was grouped with all other eukaryotic AGOs (with posterior 

probability 0.92). In Group A, diatoms had an AGO that contained the necessary 

PAZ and PIWI domains but had diverged from other known AGOs and did not 

relate to any other group. A posterior probability of 0.82 in this phylogenetic tree 

was not high enough to support a meaningful relation with the PIWI clade 

proteins. 

2) Diatom species that only had DCRa had also AGO type A (AGOa), those who 

had only DCRb had only AGO type B (AGOb) and those who had both types of 

DCR had also both types of AGOs. Thus, a “set” of DCR/AGO RNAi key-genes 

presenting the same phylogeny seems to be variably distributed among diatom 

taxa. 
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Figure 22. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of AGO proteins (rooted). Colored taxonomical 

groups are indicated on the right. 
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3.2.3.  Phylogenetic analysis of P. tricornutum RDR protein 

RDR proteins and all RDR-containing proteins were included in this analysis, but 

only the RDR domains were aligned. RDR proteins are usually absent in animals, except 

from some basal animals, that have been included in this analysis. Some diatom and red 

algae species, that were used in DCR and AGO phylogenetic analysis, lack RDRs and 

have been excluded or replaced with close relatives, for this analysis. 

A scattered distribution of RDR has been previously noticed among different 

organisms (citation needed) and it was anticipated in this study, too. The classification of 

RDRs in three types: α, β and γ was followed, based on Zong et al. (2009). The RDR 

domains were aligned and Bayesian analysis produced the phylogenetic tree in Figure 23. 

The phylogenetic analysis showed that: 

1) The majority of diatom RDRPs is grouped together and they belong to type γ 

RDR proteins, independently of their DCR-AGO type protein set as described 

above. 

2) A few diatoms, specifically Leptocylindrus danicus, Cyclotela cryptica and 

Thalassiosira oceanica have also RDR proteins that belong to type α. All of them 

have, exclusively or not, DCRa and AGOa proteins. 

3) Diatoms Fragilariopsis cylindrus and Pseudonitzschia multiseries have 

exclusively DCRa and AGOa proteins and lack an RDR protein. 
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Figure 23. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of RDRP proteins (unrooted). Colored 

taxonomical groups are indicated on the right along with their RDR type classification. 
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3.2.4.  Phylogenetic analysis of RNAi-key proteins among diatoms 

Based on the DCR and AGO broad species phylogenetic analyses, a larger number 

of diatoms from different taxonomical groups were analyzed. Considering the 

phylogenetic diversity among diatom taxa, the analysis of more diatom species covering 

a range of evolutionary diversified representatives would provide insights into the 

evolution of RNAi key-genes among these organisms. Predicted peptides from MMETS 

were identified and the two RNaseIII domains (DCR) the PIWI domain (AGO) and RDR 

domains were isolated and aligned as described above. Phylogenetic analysis was 

performed only among diatoms species with Neighbor Joining method, as the more 

reliable Bayesian analyses had previously validated the two diatom groups for DCR and 

AGO proteins. The RNAi-key protein distribution among diatoms is summarized in 

(Table 14). 

A Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of their diatomaceous partial 18S 

gene was performed in order to correlate their taxonomical place with their acquired 

RNAi protein set and uncover the evolutionary pathway of this mechanism in diatoms 

(Figure 24). 
 

Figure 24. Phylogenetic tree of diatom partial 18S, generated with Maximum Likelihood 

method. 
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Table 14.Summary of DCR, AGO and RDR protein distribution among diatom taxa. DCR 

peptides with a single RNaseIII domain intact are indicated as: GramoDCRa(b), Thaf 

DCRb(b), TharDCRb(b), Tham DCRb(b), AstrDCRb(b). DCR peptide with only one 

broken RNaseIIIb domain is designated as ThagDCRa*(b). 

 

Group  Subclass Species DCR-A DCR-B AGO-A AGO-B RDR-α RDR-γ 

 

C
en

tr
ic

 

 

Coscinodisc 
ophyceae 

 

Corethrophycidae 
Corethron hystrix 1(b)  2 1 2 1 

Corethron pennatum 1  2 3  2 

Rhizosolenianae Rhizosolenia setigera 2  2 1  1 

  

M
ed

io
p

h
yc

ea
e 

 

 

 

Chaetocerotophycidae 

Chaetoceros affinis 2 2 1 2 3 

Chaetoceros debilis 1 1 1 1 3 

Chaetoceros neogracile 2  1  4 

Leptocylindrus danicus var. danicus 1  1  1 1 

Cymatosirophycidae Extubocellulus spinifer 1 1 1 1  4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thalassiosirophycidae 

Ditylum brightwellii 2  2 1 1 2 

Cyclotella cryptica 1 1 1 1 1 4 

Odontella sp 2 1 2 1 1 3 

Thalassiosira antarctica 1 1 2 2  3 

Thalassiosira gravida *1(b) 1 1 1  2 

Thalassiosira miniscula 1 (b) 1 1  3 

Thalassiosira oceanica 1  1  2 1 

Thalassiosira pseudonana  1  1  4 

Thalassiosira rotula 1 1(b) 1 1 2 

Thalassiosira sp StrainNH16 1 1 1 1 5 

Thalassiosira weissflogii 1 1 1 1 5 

 

P
en

n
at

e 
ar

ap
h

id
 

  

B
ac

ill
ar

io
p

h
yc

ea
e 

 
 Bacillariophycidae  

Amphiprora paludosa 1 1 1 1  1 

Amphiprora sp 1  1   1 

Urneidophycidae Asterionellopsis glacialis  1(b)  1  2 

Bacillariophycidae Fistulifera solaris 1 1 1 1 4 

 

 

 

 

Fragilariophycidae 

Thalassionema nitzschioides 1  2 1 2 

Thalassionema frauenfeldii 1 (b) 2 1 1 

Thalassiothrix antarctica 1 (b)  2 1 2 

Astrosyne radiata 1 (b)  1 1 

Grammatophora oceanica 1(b) 1 1   2 

Staurosira complex sp 1 2 1 1 3 

 

P
en

n
at

e 
ra

p
h

id
 

  

B
ac

ill
ar

io
p

h
yc

ea
e  Fragilariopsis cylindrus 1  1   

 Fragilariopsis kerguelensis 1 2  

 Nitzschia punctata 1 1  1  

Bacillariophycidae Phaeodactylum tricornutum  1  1  1 

 Pseudonitzschia australis 1  1   

 Pseudonitzschia fradulenta 1 1 
 Pseudonitzschia multiseries 1 1 
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Diatoms arose 250 million years ago and diverged in centric and pennate clades 90 

million ago. Centric diatoms are the ancestral group, while the raphid pennates have 

evolved more recently. From the data summarized in Table 14 we can propose the 

following evolutionary pathway: 

Diatoms originally possessed both A and B type of DCR/AGO genes and lost type 

B genes along the way, with the most ancestral ones having lost type B and the most 

recent ones having evolved only with type A genes. 

This hypothesis can be further supported by the presence of type B AGO, but not 

DCR, in the more ancestral centric species, as evidence of the type B RNAi genes 

“traces”, while both type B genes are entirely lost in the most recent raphid pennates. 

Moreover, the more recent Bacillariophycidae, with exclusively type A RNAi gene 

set (except P. tricornutum), seem to have lost or never obtain a RDR protein, while the 

later is present in ancestral lines and kept even in higher numbers in species with an 

active type B RNAi gene set. Gene duplication has taken place in all taxonomical groups, 

perhaps more extensively in Coscinodiscophyceae. 

Interestingly, Phaeodactylum tricornutum and Thalassiosira pseudonana, both 

model diatoms on which most studies have focused and most genomic data (including 

small RNAs, Transposable Εlements and methylome analysis) are available, represent 

exceptions among their taxonomic groups possessing only type B DCR/AGO proteins. 

 

Conclusively two RNA silencing pathways (type A and B) seem to be present 

among diatoms that are differentially lost or conserved between species. Phaeodactylum 

tricornutum, the species under study in this thesis, although it is the best-studied model 

diatom, it represents an exception when it comes to RNAi among raphid pennates and 

highlights the necessity of future studies on RNAi in more diatom species. 
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3.3. PtDCR and PtAGO functional characterization in heterologous 

expression systems. 

At the time of intitiation of this study, targeted mutagenesis for P. tricornutum was 

not feasible. Therefore, it was envisioned to functionally characterize PtDCR and PtAGO 

candidates in heterologous expression systems. Yeast S. cerevisiae offered a “clear” 

RNAi lacking system. In parallel, N. bethamiana provided a well controlled system for 

DCR complementation analysis. 

3.3.1.  Reconstitution of a functional RNA silencing pathway in S. cerevisiae 

by introducing PtDCR and PtAGO genes. 

S. cerevisiae is an RNA silencing deficient yeast species. but previous studies have 

demonstrated a RNA silencing pathway can be established by ectopic expression of DCR 

and AGO homologue from yeast species S. castellii and Homo sapiens (Drinnenberg et 

al., 2009). The same approach was used, in order to express P. tricornutum DCRb and 

AGOb genes simultaneously in S. cerevisiae and assess the ability of the introduced genes 

to replace S. castellii genes in RNA silencing targeting a GFP transgene and the URA3 

endogenous gene. 

3.3.1.1.  Silencing the endogenous URA3 gene in S. cerevisiae 

S. cerevisiae strains that contain functional URA3 genes (URA3) are autotroph for 

uracil and can grow on plates with media SC-Ura (lacking uracil), while mutant lines for 

URA3 genes (ura3) are auxotrophes. Conversely, URA3 strains are sensitive to 5FOA 

while ura3 are not. So, uracil and 5FOA allow the selection/counter-selection for the 

expression of URA3 gene in yeast. 

As previously described by Drinnenberg et al (2009), the system of reconstituting RNA 

silencing in S. cerevisiae is constructed in the following way: S. cerevisiae strains 

expressing S. castellii AGO and Dicer genes and either the galactose induced Ura hairpin 

construct (Hp) or no silencing construct (Ø), were tested for Ura3p expression by plating 

serial dilutions on galactose complete medium (SC), medium lacking uracil (SC–Ura) 

and medium containing 5-FOA (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. S. cerevisiae strains with nonfunctional ura3 or functional URA3 genes, 

expressing S. castellii DCR/AGO genes and either the hairpin construct (Hp) or not (Ø), 

were tested for Ura3p expression, based on their uracil autotrophy or sensitivity to 5-FOA, 

on galactose complete medium (SC), medium without uracil (SC–Ura) and medium 

containing 5-FOA (Drinnenberg et al., 2009). 

 

As expected, all strains grew on complete medium. Strains with ura3 gene were not 

able to grow on SC-U medium but were able to grow on complete medium containing 5- 

FOA. Since, the URA3 strain expressing DCR and AGO managed to grow on complete 

medium containing 5-FOA but not on SC-U medium when the hairpin was expressed, 

indicating that the URA3 gene was silenced. The small amount of growth of the two first 

colonies on SC-U can be explained as a lag in growth due to the amount of time needed 

by RNA silencing to take place and due to traces of already produced URAp in the cells. 

The opposite effect was observed when the hairpin was absent, validating the presence of 

a functional URA 3 gene. 

 

In this study, the yeast strains and vectors were kindly provided by Dr. Bartel lab in 

order to test the function of PtDCRb and PtAGOb. As a control, we attempted to 

recapitulate RNAi with ScDCR and ScAGO by introducing them in the URA3+Hp strain 

(DRB72 strain). However, after multiple transformation attempts to introduce S. castellii 

DCR and AGO with integrating vectors, the same results could not reproduced (Figure 

26). To overcome this issue, it was decided that S. castelli genes would be cloned 

together in a binary episomal vector with a tryptophan marker and transform the 

URA+Hp strain. However, the silencing of the URA3 gene failed to take place. The 

problem appeared to be the hairpin construct (with HIS3 selection) that was unstable and 

was lost after new rounds of transformation. The issue was resolved by performing all 
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rounds of transformation in the URA3 strain without the integrated hairpin (strain 

DPB271) sequentially, starting with the introduction of ScDCR, continuing with ScAGO 

and finally with the URA hairpin. Both the integrative and episomal vectors carrying 

ScDCR and ScAGO were tested (Figure 26). When URA3 strain was transformed with 

either integrative or episomal vectors carrying ScDCR, ScAGO and then the integrative 

URA hairpin, the RNA silencing pathway was reconstituted and URA3 gene was 

silenced as shown in (Figure 26). 

 

Figure 26. S. cerevisiae URA3 and ura3 strains, expressing hairpin construct (Hp) and 

ScDCR/ScAGO were tested for Ura3p expression, based on their uracil autotrophy or 

sensitivity to 5-FOA, on galactose complete medium (SC), medium without uracil (SC–Ura) 

and medium containing 5-FOA. Episomal and integrative vectors carry ScDCR/ScAGO. 

S. cerevisiae URA3 strains with the Hp integrated before ScDCR/ScAGO introduction didn’t 

demonstrate RNAi. Only when Hp was introduced after the ScDCR/ScAGO the RNA 

silencing of URA3 took place. 

During the process of setting this system up and recreating the previously published 

RNAi efficient strains, a variety of technical issues were observed: a) inconsistency in the 

growth of yeast strains, b) inconsistency in the silencing efficiency of the transformants, 

c) inability to reproduce positive results, d) reversion of the tryptophan mutation and 

therefore loss of auxotrophy and most importantly e) loss of the silencing ability that the 

RNAi positive clones had over time and during storage at -80 oC. Thus, the exploitation 

of the transgene GFP silencing system in strains carrying GFP+Hp was decided. 
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3.3.1.2.  Silencing the GFP transgene in S. cerevisiae 

In the system of Drinnenberg et al (2009), a S. cerevisiae GFP-transgenic strain that 

expressed either a strong (St) or a weak (Wk) silencing construct under galactose 

induction, generated GFP siRNAs when ScDcr1 was introduced (Figure 27). When both 

ScAGO and ScDCR were present, silencing of GFP could also be measured by 

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), with the strong GFP construct repressing 

fluorescence to background autofluorescence (Figure 27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A B 

Figure 27. A. RNA blot demonstrates production of GFP siRNAs in S. cerevisiae strains 

expressing either no S. castellii genes (WT) or the indicated integrated S. castellii genes, and 

either a GFP hairpin (St), a GFP antisense construct (Wk), or no (Ø) silencing construct. B. 

FACS histograms showing GFP fluorescence in the S. cerevisiae galactose-induced strains 

(WT, GFP, GFP+DCR, GFP+DCR+AGO) expressing the indicated silencing constructs 

(color boxes) (Drinnenberg et al., 2009). 

 

For this study, the same DPB249 strain (expressing GFP) was transformed with 

pRS405-PTEF –ScDCR, pRS404-PTEF –ScAGO and the strong GFP hairpin construct 

pRS403-PGAL1 -strongSC_GFP (Hp) or no silencing construct (Ø). Strains grew in 

galactose medium to induce hairpin production and were subsequently tested for GFP 

expression by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and for GFP siRNAs generation 

by Northern blot analysis. Due to the growth, transformation and efficiency issues 

described above it was decided to test complementation by both integrative and episomal 

vector based expression. Initially, it was attempted to introduce the integrative GFP 

hairpin before ScDCR/ScAGO genes without successful establishment of RNAi. 

Subsequently, the integrative GFP hairpin was introduced last and in linear form. 
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Because the GFP transgenic lines were silenced at the same level with both 

integrative and episomal vectors (data not shown), the episomal plasmids p2WG- 

ScDCR/ScAGO and p2WG-PtDCR/PtAGO were preferred for further analysis. A 

p2WGT-PtDCR/ScAGO plasmid was additionally prepared in order to test for PtDCR 

activity separately. The positive RNAi strains with integrative vectors were stored at - 

80oC. Cultures grown for different time periods under galactose induction were prepared 

before the FACS analysis of GFP producing cells versus GFP silenced cells (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28. FACS analysis of S. cerevisiae strains): WT, expressing GFP, expressing GFP 

+Hp  +ScDCR/ScAGO,  expressing  GFP+Hp  +PtDCRb/ScAGO  and  GFP+Hp 

+PtDCRb/PtAGOb. Levels of autofluoresence are indicated in WT and represent the 100% 

silencing of GFP transgene. So, efficient silencing would “swift” levels of GFP fluorescence 

in GFP strains growing in galactose to the WT-fluoresence levels when strains grew in 

galactose (inducing Hp expression). Boxed numbers indicate the higher level of GFP 

fluorescence (green) and the lower levels close to cell autofluoresence (red). 
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GFP strain transformed with ScDCR, ScAGO and the hairpin presented incomplete 

GFP silencing after 20 hours of galactose induction. Expression of PtDCRb/ PtAGOb or 

PtDCRb/ScAGO did not show any silencing effect, as the small peak with lower 

fluorescence corresponded to dead cells. The partial silencing efficiency demonstrated by 

the positive RNAi strains with ScDCR/SCAGO is in contrast to the almost 100% 

silencing efficiency reported by Drinnenberg et al, 2009. 

During this experiment, analyzed transformants were always “fresh” after 

transformation procedures, different sequential transformations were tested introducing 

first or last the hairpin construct and immediate cryopreservation was performed in order 

for positive clones to maintain RNAi activity. However, the system appears to be 

unstable. This observation was confirmed by the Roth lab working on human RNAi in 

yeast that encountered the same problems. 

The transcription of PtDCR and ScDCR in S. cerevisiae strains was validated by 

Northern blot analysis (Figure 29). In order to explore the possibility that PtDCRb can 

produce sRNAs, but truncated PtAGOb is not functional and ScAGO is unable to use the 

specific PtDCRb produced sRNAs, total RNA was extracted from the same strains before 

FACS analysis (Figure 28) and Northern blots were performed to detect the presence of 

GFP sRNA (Figure 30). 

 

Figure 29. Northen Blot for PtDCRb and ScDCR. S. cerevisiae GFP transgenic strains were 

transformed with PtDCRb or ScDCR genes and GFP Hp. Two different transformed strains 

were tested (numbers 1 and 2). 
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Figure 30. Northern Blot analysis of GFP small RNAs in the transgenic GFP yeast strains 

transformed with GFP HP and either PtDCR/AGO or ScDCR/AGO or PtDCR+ScAGO (two 

different strains of each transformation, 1 and 2). N. bethamiana (Nb) transgenic GFP line 

(16C) transiently expressing GFP Hp was used as positive control for the detection of GFP 

sRNAs (red arrow). 

Northern blot analysis (Figure 30) demonstrated that although PtDCR was 

transcribed, it did not produce small RNAs like ScDCR, either in combination with 

PtAGO or with ScAGO. Analysis was conducted using 23μg RNA and the film was 

overexposed (5 days) in order to maximize the detection of GFP sRNA. Together, these 

results in S. cereviciae system indicate that possibly either the PtDCRb spliceoform was 

not functional or it needs other cofactors to efficiently produce small RNAs in this host. 

3.3.2.  PtDCR expression in plant N.bethamiana 
 

RNA silencing is relatively well known in plants. Functional complementation 

assay of a transgene RNAi that is not targeted by the endogenous system would be 

instrumental in deciphering the function of key RNAi components. 

N.benthamiana transgenic lines Nb DCL2/3/4i with downregulation of DCL2, 

DCL3, DCL4 have been previously generated and validated in the lab. Since PtDCR is so 

divergent from NbDCLs, the silencing constructs used for NbDCLs downregulation could 

not target PtDCR based on sequence similarity. Thus, this plant heterologous expression 
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system seemed optimal to explore the possibility of having a functional PtDCR. In 

addition, eventual cofactor needed for PtDCR function may also be present in 

N.bethamiana in order to drive an efficient RNAi pathway. NbDCL1 is normally 

expressed (as its downregulation is proven lethal) along with NbAGO set of proteins and 

every other component participating in N.bethamiana RNA silencing mechanisms. Nb 

DCL2/3/4i line was shown to produce only 21 nt small RNAs from DCL1 activity while 

22 and 24 nt were absent (Figure 31b) and had a suppressed RNAi mechanism. 

 

Figure 31. a) Fluorescence of transiently expressed GFP without (left) and with (right) 

silencing construct in wild type N.bethamiana (Bazzini et al., 2007), b) PSTVd small RNA 

population in N.bethamiana wild type and DCL2/3/4i lines after PSTVd infection (Katsarou 

et al., 2016). 

Based on the possible compatibility between the two photosynthetic organisms, 

PtDCR was tested to check whether it could complement the function of another 

downregulated NbDCL, when acting in a RNAi efficient environment. In this case, only 

the P. tricornutum DCR function could be evaluated and S. castellii DCR was used as a 

positive control, since it has an experimentally validated Dicer activity. 

PtDCR and ScDCR were transiently expressed by agroinfiltration in N.benthamiana 

wild type and the mutant line DCL2/3/4i. Together with ScDCR or PtDCR, a GFP 

transgene and a GFP hairpin were transiently co-expressed (Figure 32). GFP fluorescence 

was monitored over time under UV lamp (Figure 31a). In parallel Northern blot analysis 

was conducted to test for the presence of GFP sRNAs. Importantly, GFP sRNA could 

still be present even in absence of observable GFP silencing because of PtDCR produced 

sRNAs being non-compatible with NbAGOs. This analysis would also provide the size 

estimation of small RNA population produced by PtDCR. 
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Figure 32. Representation of the agroinfiltrated DCR genes and GFP constructs. On top, 

there is GFP only as a control of tissue quality and plant’s growth conditions. All spots were 

agroinfiltrated with the same OD (0,2max)of agrobacteria by adding bacteria carrying 

empty vectors, when needed. 

 

 

Expression of ScDCR or PtDCR did not complement DCL2/3. In the WT line a 

GFP transgene and a GFP hairpin did not show any effect of DCR complementation and 

GFP silencing activation in the mutant line. PtDCR did not alter GFP fluorescence at all 

in dcl2/3/4i line and probably delayed GFP silencing in the WT line (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33. N. bethamiana WT (left) and dcl2/3/4i (right) lines transiently expressing GFP 

transgene, GFP hairpin and PtDCR. Photos were captured under UV radiation, at 3rd and 

5th day after agroinfiltration. 
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In this agroinfiltration experiment, levels of GFP fluorescence were relatively low 

and the WT line was silencing the GFP transgene too quickly for observation. After 

repeating the experiments, the agrobacterium carrying the GFP construct was revealed to 

be problematic and was subsequently replaced. The Northern blot analysis of Hp GFP 

small RNAs was carried in Nb WT and Nb dcl2/3/4i lines transiently expressing a GFP 

hairpin and either ScDCR or PtDCR or empty vector. No increase of small RNA 

populations in WT or any new population of small RNAs in Nb dcl2/3/4i mutants after 

expressing Pt DCR (b-c spliceoforms) or ScDCR was observed (Figure 34). 

A second experiment in the same direction, that was based on RNA silencing of the 

plant-infecting viroid PSTVd (Potato Spindle Tuber Viroid) transcript, validated these 

results. Small RNAs produced in PSDVd infected N. bethamiana wild type and 

DCL2/3/4i, after transient expression of ScDCR or PtDCR were analyzed with Northern 

blot and the population of PSTVd small RNAs was investigated. In this case, a successful 

PSTVd infection was observed in N. bethamiana plants, ensuring the presence of a stable 

high level of viroid RNA, so only the transient expression of ScDCR or PtDCR or empty 

vector was required (agroinfiltration). Again, ScDCR and PtDCR spliceoforms did not 

affect the populations of sRNA in any Nb line (Figure 35). N. bethamiana was concluded 

to be an unsuitable heterologous expression system for this case and it was not used in 

any further experimental approaches. 
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Figure 34. Northern blot analysis of Hp GFP small RNAs produced in N. bethamiana WT 

and dcl2/3/4i lines after transient expression (agroinfiltration) of Hp GFP and either ScDCR 

or PtDCR or empty vector. 

 

 

Figure 35. Northern blot analysis of PSTVd small RNAs produced in N. bethamiana PSTVD 

infected WT and dcl2/3/4i lines after transient expression (agroinfiltration) of either ScDCR 

or PtDCR or empty vector. 
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3.4. Subcellular localization of PtDCR, PtAGO and PtRDR 

proteins 

P. tricornutum WT cells were co-transformed with a vector carrying 

DCRa/AGOa/RDR genes fused with YFP at their C-terminus under FcpB promoter. 

Clones grown on selective plates were validated for the presence of -YFP constructs by 

PCR amplification of the fused area (800 bp). Cultures from positive clones were grown 

under optimal conditions until early log phase and cells were collected after 8-9 hours 

from initiation of photoperiod. Cells were stained with Hoechst dye and observed with 

confocal microscopy. 

Although numerous positive clones were identified by PCR, only the YFP control 

and two RDR-YFP clones exhibited YFP fluorescence. Therefore, all putative positive 

clones were tested further by amplifying the whole fused construct from 

DCRa/AGOa/RDR ATG to the stop codon of the YFP sequence. Electrophoresis in 

agarose gel validated the presence of many broken constructs, while only the two RDR- 

YFP clones exhibiting YFP fluorescence contained the whole length construct (Figure 

36). This effect is probably caused by the introduction of long constructs via biolistic 

transformation. P. tricornutum RDR protein is localized in the nucleus, as expected, and 

specifically at nucleoli regions where transcription is very active (Figure 37). 

 

Figure 36. PCR amplification of the DCR/RDR -YFP fusion area (on the left) and of the 

whole DCR/RDR-YFP construct (on the right) from clones grown on selective plates. The 

plasmids used for transformation were also used as positive controls (Pos). 
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Figure 37. P. tricornutum RDR protein is localized in the nucleus and more specifically at 

the nucleoli. YFP expressing strain is used for positive control and WT strain as negative 

control. 
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3.5. PtDCR and PtAGO functional characterization by 

CRISPR/Cas9 generated DCR and AGO Knock-Out mutants. 

CRISPR-Cas9 mediated mutagenesis methodology in P. tricornutum was 

developed during the time of this PhD (Nymark et al., 2016a). It provided the 

unprecedented opportunity to conduct reverse genetic approach through the generation 

and phenotypic analysis of DCR, AGO and RDR knock out mutant lines. During the 

EMBO short-term fellowship (3 months) in Dr. A. Falciatore’s lab, UPMC, Paris, the 

generation of DCR/AGO KO mutants was conducted in WT lines and GUS or 

GUS/RNAi lines, previously generated in that lab (Riso et al., 2009). 

3.5.1.  CRISPR/Cas9 experimental design 

Single guide RNAs (sgRNA) targeting DCR, AGO and RDR (sgRNA- 

DCR/AGO/RDR) were designed. Mutagenesis was targeted upstream of the sequence 

predicted to encode functional domains (e.g. upstream PAZ domain of DCR) or within 

the functional domain (e.g. RDR) to promote a loss-of-function mutation, resulting from 

frameshift insertions/deletions (INDELs). For a more efficient mutagenesis and an easy 

screening method, two sgRNAs were used simultaneously per gene target, in order to 

create deletions of 300-600 bp that could be visible in an agarose gel following PCR 

amplification. Each sgRNA was cloned in a Cas9 containing vector (pKS diaCas9), 

generating pKS diaCas9_sgRNA-DCR/AGO/RDR vectors (Figure 38). 

 

 
Figure 38. Illustration of sgRNA targets in P. tricornutum DCR, AGO and RDR gene. 
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3.5.2.  Generation of PtDCR KOs and PtAGO KOs. 

Two vectors, each carrying Cas9 and a sgRNA were used per transformation, along 

with the pNAT vector for the WT line or pBlast vector for the GUS and GUS/RNAi line. 

For PtAGO gene, three sgRNAs were designed and tested in different combinations 

(Figure 39), but only the first two (Figure 38) were efficient in mutagenesis. Moreover, 

the generation of double mutants Pt DCR/AGO KOs was attempted by transforming cells 

with 5 plasmids: 2 targeting DCR, 2 targeting AGO and the pNAT vector. 

Vectors were co-delivered by biolistic transformation in WT and GUS, GUS/RNAi 

background cell lines and transformants were selected on nourseothricin containing solid 

media. Individual colonies were recovered after 2-3 weeks and screened for frameshift 

INDELs. 
 

 
Figure 39. Biolistic transformation, where tungsten microparticles coated with the plasmids 

of interest are bombarded into P. tricornutum cells. 

3.5.3.  Screening and validation of mutations in PtDCR KOs and PtAGO 

KOs 

Initially, nourseothricin resistant clones from WT background (containing the NAT 

gene) were screened by PCR for the presence of Cas9 gene that would indicate the 

presence of at least one sgRNA, too. Then, PCR amplicons containing the targeted locus 

of DCR/AGO from Cas9 positive mutant lysates were screened in simple agarose gels 

(Figure 40). Amplicons of mixed variously sized bands (appearing as a smear) were the 

product of mixed-clone lysate amplification; their corresponding primary colonies were 

re-streaked, in order to isolate single clones. Bands with smaller sizes in comparison to 

the WT-like size-band were extracted and sent for Sanger sequencing. The resulted 

chromatographs   were   mostly   mixed   sequences.   The   CRISP-ID   tool 
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(http://crispid.gbiomed.kuleuven.be/) enables the identification of two sequences, usually 

deriving from CRISPR/Cas9 differentially mutated alleles. However, more than two 

sequences were routinely present, indicating the presence of more than one clones and the 

necessity of serial re-streaking rounds in order to isolate monoclonal biallelic mutants. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40. Screening PtDCR KO mutants by amplification of the targeted locus (primers 

hybridizing upstream and downstream the targeted sequence) and agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Mutant primary colony C3 showed a clear pattern of two bands with 

smaller size in comparison to WT (green arrow), while C5 showed a smeary pattern of 

multiple smaller-sized bands (yellow arrow) that indicates a mixture of multiple mutated 

clones in this colony. 

Subsequently, PCR amplicons of the DCR/AGO targeted locus from the isolated 

monoclonal lysates run in agarose gels (Figure 41) and a) samples with obvious deletion 

size-patterns were sent for Sanger sequencing and b) samples with a WT-like size of band 

were tested with high resolution melting (HRM) curve analysis for small single point 

INDELs. 

http://crispid.gbiomed.kuleuven.be/)
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Figure 41. Amplicons of PtDCR targeted locus from monoclonal colonies, that derived from 

the C5 primary colony, were analyzed in agarose gel electrophoresis (a). Mutant colonies 

M1 and M2 showed a clear pattern of single smaller-sized band in comparison to WT band, 

indicating the presence of a big INDEL or deletion. Mutant colony M3 demonstrates the 

WT-like size of band and needs to be screened through HRMC analysis (b) in order to 

determine the presence of a small INDEL or a WT clone. In this case a WT line, M3 mutant 

and M2 mutant were analyzed to validate the sensitivity of HRMC method. 

 

 

Validation of biallelic mutations with a frameshift (preferably homozygotes) was 

performed with extraction of genomic DNA, amplification of the targeted locus, and 

cloning in vectors that were sent for Sanger sequencing (Table 15). 

 

 
Table 15. Generated and validated PtDCR and PtAGO KO mutants in WT background. 

 
 

 Primary Colonies   Mutants  

 In Frame   Out Of Frame  

Total Cas9+ Deletion+ Total Bi-allelic INDEL Deletion INDEL Deletion 

DCR 45 21 8 8 8 0 0 6 2 

AGO 13 9 3 14 14 2 3 9 0 

DCR&AGO 48 21 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 

1st sgRNA      2 0 13 na 

2nd sgRNA      0 0 1 na 

1st&2nd sgRNA      0 3 2 2 
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The majority of mutations in both DCR and AGO genes were INDELs introduced 

by the 1st sgRNA, with only two cases per gene having a deletion caused by both 

sgRNAs. However, some mutants had INDELs of up to 550 bp missing. Biallelic mutants 

were either homozygotes or heterozygotes. In this system, Cas9 gene and sgRNA 

constructs are integrated in the genome under constitutive expression, while repair 

mechanisms of the cell are constantly functioning. Thus, we preferred to proceed by 

analyzing biallelic homozygote KO mutants, when possible. 

 

In order to validate that the presence of WT alleles was not overlooked due to bias 

during PCR amplification of smaller pieces towards the longer WT, we examined the 

presence/absence of the deleted locus in genomic DNA of DCR KO mutants. Targeted 

gene sequences were amplified by using a primer hybridizing only within the deleted 

locus, upstream and downstream of the deleted locus, as well as combinations of 

hybridization outside-inside the deleted locus (Figure 42). A PCR of 40 cycles in 

genomic DNA template of WT and DCR KO mutants (1-8) was performed, in order to 

distinguish specific amplicons from enhanced nonspecific PCR products. Subclones from 

the same colony with a clear deletion pattern (primers hybridizing upstream and 

downstream targeted locus, clones 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8) indeed presented faint/weak 

amplifications of WT-sized bands in some cases (clones 1, 2, 6). Moreover, in clones 

with only one clear smaller band (clones 4, 7, 8) the deleted sequence could still get 

amplified in the genome (primers hybridizing inside the targeted locus). To clarify if this 

deleted sequence was integrated in another genomic locus or still present at the same 

location, amplification with Fw primer upstream and Rv inside the deleted locus was 

performed, as well as the reverse orientation. Indeed, in the latter case clones 4, 7, 8 

demonstrated a lower level of amplification of non-specific products, suggesting the 

transposition of the deleted sequence in the genome. Clone 7 was considered as the best 

KO candidate and was used for further analysis (mutant dcr1 below). 
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Figure 42. PCR amplification of CRISPR/Cas9 targeted Pt DICER sequence from WT and 

Pt DCR KO mutant genomic DNA. Subclones 1-8 come from the same colony. Primer 

hybridization sites are indicated with green arrows and the extent of deletion is indicated by 

the sgRNA target (red arrows). WT and WT-like clones 3 and 5 were used as negative 

controls and amplification of partial 18S sequence was used for quality and quantity 

control. Clone 7 was considered the best candidate for further analysis (in red circle). 
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All INDELs and deletions were introducing frameshift resulting in premature stop 

codon. Biallelic heterozygote mutants are considered to be generated from non- 

homologous end Joining (NHEJ) mechanism that repairs DNA double stranded brakes 

caused by Cas9 activity, while biallelic homozygote mutants are probably generated due 

to repairing mechanisms that use gene conversion. When NHEJ mechanism acts, the 

polymorphisms upstream and downstream of the breakage are conserved in each allele, 

but in the case of gene conversion only the polymorphisms of one allele are present 

around this locus, actually defining the expansion of the event. 

After genomic DNA extraction of WT, m4 and m7 mutants (described below), a 

longer piece of Pt DICER gene (2Kb), starting from ATG, was amplified, cloned and sent 

for Sanger sequencing. This analysis validated the presence of the same INDEL/deletion 

in both alleles and revealed the expansion of gene conversion per case (Figure 43). 
 

Figure 43. Alignment of partial PtDCR alleles in WT (DCR) and m4, m7 DCR KO mutants 

illustrating the SNPs (sinle nucleotide polymorphism) location while identical nucleotides 

were replaced by dots. SNPs corresponding to WT allele 1 are colored black and the SNPs 

of WT allele 2 are marked red. SNP retention after gene conversion is indicated with pink 

and the original SNPs per allele are indicated with green. 

Finally, Pt m4 and m7 mutants were validated for the absence of WT contamination 

by more rounds of re-streaking and then PCR amplification of the targeted locus from 

genomic DNA and cDNA with HF polymerase. As demonstrated in Figure 44, amplicons 

from genomic DNA and cDNA are single bands without traces of contamination or 

background. 
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Figure 44. PCR amplification of the DCR targeted locus with HF polymerase from WT, m4 

and m7 genomic DNA and cDNA. Two biological repeats of cDNA were tested. 

The phenotypic analysis of Pt DCR KO mutants towards the functional 

characterization of PtDCR gene was prioritized and designated the scope of this thesis. 

 

The following biallelic Pt DCR KO mutants were used for further analysis: 

• Pt m4: Ptdcr_344Δ625 gene is homozygote and has a deletion of 635 bp, starting at 

position 344bp. Deletion was produced by two sgRNAs. 

• Pt m7: Ptdcr_344Δ527 gene is homozygote and has a deletion of 527 bp, starting at 

position 344bp. INDEL was produced by probably the 1st sgRNA (the sequence of the 

2nd sgRNA is almost intact). 

• Pt m8: Ptdcr_345Δ53/352Δ1 gene is heterozygote and has a deletion of 53 bp, starting 

at position 3445bp in allele1 and a deletion of 1 bp at position 352 in allele2. In both 

cases INDELs were produced by the 1st sgRNA. 

• Pt m9: Ptdcr_341Δ512 gene is homozygote and has a deletion of 512bp, starting at 

position 341bp. INDELs was produced by the 1st sgRNA. 
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3.5.4.  Recapitulation of GUS RNAi system in PtDCR KOs 

The importance of DCR and AGO in the initiation and maintenance of RNAi was 

assessed by comparing RNAi efficiency in WT versus DCR/AGO-KO lines mutagenized 

before and after recapitulation of the RNAi systems, respectively. 

• P. tricornutum GUS transgenic lines and GUS RNAi silenced lines (generated by De 

Riso et al, 2009) were targeted in their DCR and AGO genes via CRISPR/Cas9 

system, as described before. Biolistic co-transformation was performed with 

pKS_Blast vector, offering blasticidin resistance. Positive GUS or GUS/RNAi 

DCR/AGO KO mutants were screened and identified as described above. 

• Generated P. tricornutum DCR KO and AGO KO lines were co-transformed with 

pKS_FcpB_GUS_At vector and pKS_Blast vector in order to integrate the GUS 

transgene. Then, vectors expressing GUS antisense or hairpin constructs and the Sh 

ble gene would be delivered by biolistic transformation and transformants would be 

selected on media containing phleomycin. GUS expressing cell lines were validated 

by PCR amplification of a 500bp GUS sequence from genomic DNA. 

The efficiency of GUS RNAi was analyzed at protein level by histochemical assay 

(Figure 45). Results demonstrate that only one positive transformant (sample 17) out of 

sixteen PCR validated clones was expressing GUS, as it turned blue. Moreover, a 

GUS/RNAi strain had lost the RNA silencing capacity (sample 2). PCR amplification of 

the whole GUS gene from genomic DNA of the analyzed strains confirmed its presence 

only in sample 17 (data not shown). The most troubling part was that the GUS transgene 

could not get fragmented only due to its integration via biolistic transformation, as in 

some cases mutagenesis was performed onto validated GUS and GUS/RNAi lines that 

were actually used as controls in this analysis (samples 2 and 3). Thus, it appears that 

GUS transgene gets fragmented or lost after subsequent rounds of biolistic 

transformation. 

Taken into consideration all the above, it was decided that this system did not 

provide the necessary stability for this type of experimentation and further analysis 

should not continue. 
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Figure 45. GUS histochemical assay of P. tricornutum WT, GUS, GUS/RNAi , DCR 

KO/AGO KO_GUS, GUS_DCR KO and GUS/RNAi_dcr lines. GUS expressing cells are 

stained blue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.5.  Phenotypic characterization of PtDCR KO mutants 

DCR-KO mutants in multicellular organisms usually exhibit obvious phenotypes. 

In animals, where DROSHA is also present, elimination of DCR induces problems in cell 

differentiation/maturation, while in plants elimination of DCL1 is lethal. In protists there 

is no information regarding the effect of DCR abrogation, except the reported inability of 

functional sRNAs to silence DCR and AGO genes in Entamoeba hystolitica (Pompey et 

al., 2014). The first diatom DCR KOs were generated in this study and since mutant lines 

were obtained, DCR does not seem to be vital in diatom growth and survival under 

normal conditions. 

Growth tests under standard conditions, nutrient starvation and after induced UV 

damage in Pt WT and DCR KO lines were performed. Finally, a deep sequencing 

analysis of small and large RNAs from the aforementioned lines was performed for the 

exploration of alterations in gene expression and in small RNA populations. 
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3.5.4.1. Growth under optimal conditions 

Triplicate cultures of P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO lines were grown in F/2 

liquid media under optimal light and temperature conditions. Cell divisions per day in 

each P. tricornutum line do not indicate a different phenotype in DCR KO mutants 

(Table 16). Cell size and morphology was observed under light microscopy. No 

differences in comparison to WT were found. 

 
Table 16. Cell divisions per day during log phase of P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO 

mutant lines. 

P. tricornutum line WT m4 m7 m8 m9 

Cell divisions/day 1.92 1.60 1.64 1.83 1.86 

 

3.5.4.2.  Growth under stress conditions 

Adaptation to NO3 Starvation 

Nitrogen (N) metabolism in diatoms is vitally linked to photosynthesis and carbon 

(C) flux. In NO3
−-limited conditions the reduction of photosynthetic capacity, C-fixation, 

N-assimilation and suspension of growth is observed (Hockin et al., 2012; Bender et al., 

2014; Alipanah et al., 2015), while proteins and nucleic acids are also affected (Mock and 

Kroon, 2002; Bertozzini et al., 2013; Mus et al., 2013). Diatoms are capable of rapid 

uptake and storage of NO3 in vacuoles (RAVEN, 1987), managing to survive in absence 

of NO3 for short periods of time. Nitrate starvation in diatoms has been well studied and 

enables the observation of diatom growth in limiting but not lethal conditions. 

Triplicate cultures of P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO lines were grown under 

optimal light and temperature conditions in liquid media of F/2 (control) and F/2 lacking 

NO3 nutrients. All lines were expected to get affected by NO3 starvation but a phenotype 

presenting greater difficulty or delay in growth was anticipated in DCR KO mutants. 

Indeed, all P. tricornutum lines grew slower in comparison to their growth in F/2 medium 

(Figure 46). m4 and m8 mutants had the slower growth, while m7 and m9 mutants 

demonstrated an intermediate growth rate (Figure 47Figure 46). 
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Figure 46. P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO mutant lines grown in normal conditions (A) 

and under NO3 starvation (B). Average cell counts per day were calculated from three 

replicate cultures. Standard deviation is denoted in error bars. 
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Figure 47. Average growth rates of P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO mutant lines in 

normal conditions (A) and under NO3 starvation (B). Average growth rate was calculated 

from three replicate cultures. Standard deviation is denoted in error bars. 

 

 

In conclusion, DCR mutants and especially m4 and m8, present a phenotype of 

slower growth in comparison to WT, when are subjected to NO3 starvation. 
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Recovery after UV-induced damage 

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation kills cells mostly by damaging their DNA (Pattison and 

Davies, 2006), but also affects other biological processes like photosynthesis (Tedetti and 

Sempéré, 2006; Häder et al., 2007; Williamson et al., 2014) while inducing the synthesis 

of fatty acids in photosynthetic microalgae (Skerratt et al., 1998). Based on the role of 

DCR protein in DNA repair mechanisms (Tang and Ren, 2012), that would be activated 

as a response to UV-mediated DNA damage, we decided to test the efficiency of 

recovery following exposure to UV radiation in the DCR KO mutants. A phenotype of 

delay or incapability to grow would be expected in the absence of a functional DCR. 

P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO mutant cells were spotted in serial dilutions on 

F/2 agar plates, in duplicates. One plate was kept as control (no damage induced) and the 

second one was exposed to UV radiation. Then, cells in both plates were grown under 

optimal conditions for 10 days. A common phenotype presenting greater difficulty or 

delay in growth after UV-induced damage in comparison to WT was anticipated in all 

DCR KO mutants. Instead, only m4 and m8 mutants showed such phenotype (Figure 48). 

Figure 48.P. tricornutum WT and DCR KO mutants growth under normal conditions 

(control) and after exposure to UV radiation (UV). 
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In conclusion, recovery after UV-induced damage seems to be slightly 

compromised in two out of four mutants, showing a delay in growth more obvious after 

10 days. However, these results are not convincing enough to support the presence of a 

strong phenotype in DCR KO mutants with compromised repair mechanisms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.3.3. Proteomic analysis in PtDCR-KO mutants 

P. tricornutum WT, m4 and m7 mutant cells from cultures in log phase were 

collected for proteomic analysis. A preliminary proteomic analysis aiming to optimize the 

protocol for diatoms was conducted with pooled biological triplicates. Total protein 

extraction was analyzed at the IMBB Proteomic facility for their protein composition. 

Deregulation of DCR-repressed protein coding genes was expected in m4 and m7. In 

addition, proteomic analysis was expected to support the absence of DCR in m4 and m7 

mutants. 

 

Figure 49. Quantification of total protein based on label-free quantitation from Proteome 

Discoverer. 
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Overall, more proteins were detected in WT than in DCR KO mutants suggesting a global 

transcriptional and/or translational decrease in m4 and m7 (Figure 49). Subsequently, peptides 

were identified and the portion of shared proteins between sample was analyzed (Figure 

50). Protein diversity was larger in m7 than in WT and m4 (Figure 51). This result 

suggests that possible genomic rearrangements induced by biolistic transformation may 

have affected m7 global proteome. Pt DCR peptides however, were not detected in any 

line, suggesting that DCR is present in low amounts in WT. Further analysis aiming to 

detect DCR peptide hence should be carried out by preliminary protein size-specific 

fractions. 

. 
 

 
Figure 50. Specific and shared proteins in WT, m4 and m7 mutants. 
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Figure 51. Heatmap of Top variable proteins (NSAF) across WT, m4 and m7 mutants 

underlying the high divergence of m7 mutant. 

 

 

 

 

3.4.3.4. Analysis of DCR KO mRNA and small RNA transcriptomes 

Total RNAs were extracted from P. tricornutum grown in liquid culture under 

optimal culture condition. Small RNA cDNA libraries were synthesized in our lab and 

cDNA libraries from messenger RNA were synthesized at the IMBB sequencing facility. 

3prime Quant sequencing was performed for large RNAs, where only one 3’ end 

fragment per transcript is generated, sequenced and counted. 
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Differential gene expression analysis in WT, m4 and m7 DCR KO mutants. 

The differential gene expression between WT and DCR-deficient mutant line was 

expected to follow a downregulation of genes involved in central metabolic processes e.g. 

cell cycle, as a response to stress, and an upregulation of genes involved in stress 

responses, transcription and TE mobilization. 3prime Quant sequencing of mRNA cDNA 

libraries yielded 7-10 million reads across samples (Table 17). Preliminary data of gene 

expression in m7 mutant showed a non-canonical diversification that mirrors the 

proteomic analysis results described above. Therefore m7 mutant was excluded from 

further analysis. 

Table 17. Yield of total reads from 3prime Quant sequencing of mRNA cDNA libraries 

(Q30=85.92). 

 

Samples 

Total reads (fastq) per technical repeat 

1 2 3 4 

WT 8148002 8029416 7737706 7354815 

m4 10105384 7915315 8219441 7032100 

m7 8639740 8799093 8704920 9346096 

 

 

In m4 mutant 658 genes were differentially expressed in comparison to WT line, 

with 285 genes upregulated (UP) and 373 genes downregulated (DOWN). Surprisingly, 

the majority of the DOWN genes was localized in chromosome 18 (Figure 52). 

 

 

Figure 52. Chromosome localization of total (grey) and UP (yellow) and DOWN (blue) 

genes. 
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A large fraction of the differentially expressed genes, both UP and DOWN, lacked 

GO annotation. In some cases however, prediction of functional domains like CLADE 

(Clade-centered models), DAMA (Domain Annotation by a Multi-objective Approach) 

and PFAM (Protein Families) would give an indication about the function of each gene 

(Table 18). Genes were filtered by keeping those with Pvalue<0.05 and 

log2ChangeFold>1 (upregulated) or log2ChaneFold<-1 (downregulated), respectively. 

 
Table 18. The 10 most upregulated (green box) and downregulated (red box) genes in m4 

mutant in comparison to WT. Manually inserted biological functions are indicated with 

grey letters. 
 

 

 

Many UP genes were predicted to be implicated in TE transposition, DNA 

integration, transcription, DNA repair as well as tRNA synthesis and modification- 

associated genes. Most of DOWN genes were predicted to be involved in metabolic 

processes and oxidation reduction processes. In both cases there were still a lot of genes 

with unpredicted biological function (Figure 53). The well-known suppression of TE 

expression and mobilization by the RNA silencing mechanism was expected to be shifted 

in the absence of DCR protein in m4 mutant. 
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Differential gene expression dcr1 mutant vs WT 

 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 log2FoldChange 

 
Figure 53. Differential gene expression between m4 mutant and WT line. Only genes with 

Pvalue<0.05 and log2FoldChange>1 or <-1 were analyzed. The basic functional groups of 

genes are indicated on the right. 
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Analysis of Small RNA transcriptomes in WT and m4 DCR KO mutant 

Analysis of the sRNAs in WT and m4 would provide seminal information on the 

role of DCR in the production of the sRNAs populations described in Rogato et al. (2014) 

deriving from mono- or dual-strand, tRNAs, TE and gene loci. sRNAs deriving from dual 

strand TE/repeat loci were the first expected to drop in m4 mutant compared to WT. 

Sequencing of WT and dcr1 small RNA cDNA libraries aimed for five million reads. 

Two samples yield more reads and were subsequently normalized (Table 19). 

 
Table 19. Yield of total reads from sequencing of small RNA cDNA libraries 

 

 

Samples 

Total reads (fastq) per technical repeat 

1 2 3 4 

WT 4399767 5357492 10952738 5634119 

m4 23410480 5531566 6658374 4150199 

Strikingly, the origin (loci/strand bias) of our sRNA dataset overlapped with the 

data reported in Rogato et al (2014) despite the different protocol used for sRNA library 

preparation and sequencing instrument, validating our experimental procedure. In this 

study, further analysis was focused on the differences of sRNA populations between the 

WT line and DCR deficient mutant m4. 

 

Global analysis of size distribution 

DCRs are expected to generate discrete size range of sRNAs. In plants and animals 

DCR-dependent sRNAs are usually 21-26nt long, but among unicellular organisms 

species specific DCR-like proteins may produce different sizes of sRNAs. In P. 

tricornutum the majority of sRNAs have 25-30 nt length and map to repetitive sequences. 

Here, global analysis of sRNA size distribution revealed a shift towards larger size in m4 

mutant from 25-30 to 33-40 nt (Figure 54). 
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Figure 54. Global length distribution of fragments illustrates the overall shift from smaller 

to larger sRNA in m4. Y axis corresponds to the number of mapped fragments and x axis to 

the sRNA length. 

 

 

By focusing on the length distribution of fragments per chromosome, some cases with 

high coverage but no change in fragment length were identified, like chr11 and chr21 

(Figure 55). These represent mostly sRNAs with single strand specific peaks mapping to 

intergenic regions and nuclear RNA loci that are considered to be DCR-independent 

(described below in functional groups). 

A decrease in small fragments that could be DCR-dependent or a swift towards 

longer fragments in m4 mutant is present in many chromosomes (Figure 55). In most 

cases a decrease in abundance is observed while only two chromosomes, chr3 and chr22 

show a shift toward longer fragments. 
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Figure 55. sRNAs length and abundance at each chromosome. Cases with high coverage but 

no change in fragment length in m4 mutant (chr11 and 21), cases with decrease of 25-23nt 

fragments in m4 mutant (red cycle), cases with increase of 35nt fragment in m4 mutant 

(green cycle) and a swift from 28nt towards 32-35nt in dcr1 mutant at chromosome 3 are 

demonstrated. Peak in purple cycle at chromosome 30 is an artifact. 
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Functional categories 

Looking more into details, the genomic loci with mapped sRNAs were analyzed 

separately, based on their functional characterization. The functional categories revealed 

which small RNA producing loci were the most affected. 

 

a) TEs 

The largest effect was observed in Transposable Element (TE) regions where the 

abundance of specific size 25-31nt small RNAs was dropped dramatically in m4 mutant. 

These sRNAs are mapped in both strands of TE loci and are DCR-dependent. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56. TE loci demonstrate a major decrease of 25-31nt sRNA coverage. 
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b) Intergenic regions and ncRNAs 

sRNAs with single strand specific peaks mapping to intergenic regions and ncRNA 

loci were equally abundant in m4 and WT mutant and are considered to be DCR- 

independent (Figure 57). 

 

 

Figure 57. Intergenic regions and ncRNA loci demonstrate a non-affected coverage of 

sRNAs. 

 

 

 

 

c) tRNAs 

While tRNA-derived sRNA abundance did not seem highly affected, they shifted 

from small fragments of 25-28nt towards larger fragments of 33-35nt, with the later 

showing a high coverage in the m4 mutant compared to WT line (Figure 58). The peak of 

33-35nt in tRNAs is also in agreement with fragments experimentally detected in WT 

line by Northern blot analysis in Rogato et al. (2014). Fragments mapped at the 3’ end of 

tRNAs were manually validated for the presence of CCA trinucleotide. 
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Figure 58. sRNA mapped to tRNA loci present a shift from 25-28nt towards 33-35nt 

fragments, with the latter demonstrating a higher abundance in m4 mutant. 

A more detailed analysis, localizing the tRNA-derived fragments (tRFs) on matured 

tRNA, revealed the shift towards longer tRNA fragments in m4 mutant from the same 

tRNA present in WT (Figure 59). Interestingly the fragments seem to be cut mostly from 

an anchor on their 3‘ end. 

 

Figure 59. Plotted tRFs based on their length and their localization on tRNA AlaCGC. The 

region of D-loop, anticodon and the TpsC loop are indicated in colored boxes. Size and color 

of circles represent the abundance of specific-sized fragments. Illustration of a tRNA and its 

derived fragments on the left. 
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TE sRNA and mRNA correlation 

sRNA coverage in TEs was dropped significantly in m4 mutant. Analysis was 

focused on 119 autonomous TEs and the vast majority demonstrated a 2fold decrease in 

sRNA coverage (Figure 60). 

 

Figure 60. MA plot illustrates the consistent 2fold decrease of sRNA coverage on most TEs 

of m4 mutant. 

Autonomous TEs are transposons still carrying their Long Terminal Repeat; thus 

they have the potential to translocate and so should be under stringent surveillance. Since 

small RNA coverage is expected to be related to RNA silencing, the next step was to 

investigate the differential expression of genes located in these autonomous TE regions. 

Indeed, autonomous TEs with lower coverage of small RNAs were generally upregulated 

demonstrationg a 2fold or 1,5foldChange (Figure 61). 
 

Figure 61. MA plot of mRNA probes mapped on autonomous TEs per chromosome in m4 

mutant, illustrates TE upregulation. Inner red dotted lines represent 1fold change and 

outer red dotted lines a 2fold change. TEs exhibiting 2foldChange (red cycles) and 

1,5foldChange (orange circles) are indicated. 
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The correlation between lower coverage of small RNAs and upregulation of TEs 

can be visualized in IGV program, where all tracks of small RNA and large RNA from 

this study but also available gene models, TEs, highly methylated regions and small RNA 

tracks from previous works (Maumus et al., 2009; Veluchamy et al., 2014; Rogato et al., 

2014) can be mapped on P. tricornutum genome (Phatr2) and visualised (Figure 62). 

 

 

Figure 62. Example of a TE with decreased sRNA and concomitant increase in mRNA 

abundance (arrow) in m4 mutant compared to WT. Tracks (from top to bottom) of sRNAs 

analyzed in this study and in Rogato et al. (2014), large RNAs negative and positive strands 

analyzed in this study, Gene models from Phath2 annotation, transposons, Highly 

methylated regions and autonomous TEs were loaded and visualized in IGV program. 

 

 

In the representative example illustrated above, an autonomous TE (CoDi6.5) 

appears to be highly methylated and covered with small RNAs in WT line leading to its 

suppression. In m4 mutant line the sRNA coverage in this region is decreased and the 

upregulation of TE expression is reflected by its increased mRNA level. Overall, these 

data suggest a role for DCR in the production of sRNA targetting and repressing TEs. 
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4. Discussion 

 
Although RNAi is well conserved in higher eukaryotic organisms, unicellular 

eukaryotes, and among them photosynthetic microalgae, being evolutionary distant to 

plants, animals and fungi may exhibit significant differences in key RNA silencing genes 

and pathways. Subsequently, small RNA diversity and specialized RNA silencing 

mechanisms have evolved in these organisms (Cerutti and Casas-Mollano, 2006; Cerutti 

et al., 2011). The presence of a PtDCR, PtAGO and PtRDR was initially proposed by the 

seminal work of De Riso et al. (2009) revealing the existence of a functional RNA 

silencing mechanism in P. tricornutum. In this study, extensive in silico analysis of a 

recently re-annotated version of P. tricornutum genome confirmed the presence of a 

single PtDCR, PtAGO and PtRDR putative coding genes in this diatom. This is in 

contrast to most multicellular eukaryotes, like plants and animals which present multiple 

DCR, AGO and RDR paralogues arising from gene duplication events followed by 

subfunctionalization (e.g. DCR1-4 in A. thaliana, and DCR and DROSHA in animals). 

Effective RNAi, however, was reported in eukaryotes presenting a single DCR, AGO and 

RDR genes, like Chlorela variabilis, Ectocarpus siliculosus (Cerutti et al., 2011), Volvox 

carteri (Dueck et al., 2016) and Entamoeba hystolitica (Pompey et al., 2015a). 

 

A peculiar RNAi machinery in Diatoms 

This study revealed the presence of two different sets of RNAi key-genes in 

diatoms. Phylogenetic analysis of DCR RNase III and AGO PIWI domains resulted in the 

formation of two distinct groups (type A and type B) for both proteins. Group A-DCRs 

present domain architecture and catalytic sites generally found in multicellular DCRs. 

Group A-AGOs are also well conserved resembling known eukaryotic AGOs in terms of 

domain composition and catalytic sites. Conversely, group B-DCRs, such as PtDCR are 

non-canonical DCRs, in which the PAZ and second RNaseIII domains have diverged. 

Finally group B AGOs present well conserved PAZ and PIWI domains, although residues 

critical for PIWI splicing activity are absent. Despite their relative good conservation 

with known eukaryotic DCRs and AGOs, diatom type A DCRs and AGOs are clustered 
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apart from most known eukaryotic homologues. On the other hand, type B DCR is clearly 

divergent but type B AGOs, with a probably non-slicer PIWI domain, cluster closer to 

known AGOs indicating evolutionary forces for its differential function and conservation. 

The fact that diatom type A-DCRs are positioned in such phylogenetic distance from 

other known DCRs, while other stramenopile DCRs cluster inside the group of typical 

DCRs, highlights the rapid evolution and divergence of these proteins in diatoms. This 

means that attempts to investigate a putative relation to plant or animal DCRs would 

likely be unfruitful. 

All diatoms present at least one type of DCR and AGO protein underlining the 

importance and conservation of an RNAi machinery in these organisms. DCRs and 

AGOs of the same group are generally present together, indicating their specialized co- 

function. Probably one type A DCR or AGO cannot substitute for the type B-DCR/AGO 

and vice versa, which suggest there are two distinct RNAi pathways at the protein level. 

Interestingly, there are diatoms having both type A and B proteins, indicating an ancestral 

origin of both sets of RNAi key-genes in diatoms and the subsequent loss of type B 

proteins in the most recently evolved raphid pennates. 

Moreover, at least one RDR protein, classified as type γ RDR (Zong et al. 2009), 

seems to be an indispensable partner of type B DCRs and AGOs, while missing in 

diatoms that possess only type A proteins. A. thaliana RDR1, RDR2 and RDR6 belong to 

type α RDRs involved in the antiviral response by converting viral‐derived ss RNAs into 

ds RNAs (Leibman et al., 2018), the biogenesis of repeat‐associated siRNAs (Matzke et 

al., 2009) and the production of phased short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Bouché et al., 

2006; Howell et al., 2007). A. thaliana RDR3, RDR4 and RDR5 belong to type γ RDRs 

of unknown function (Willmann et al., 2011). 

A more thorough phylogenetic investigation of each RNAseIII domain separately 

may shed some light on the origin of diatom DCRs. Preliminary analysis indicates that 

DCR-A RNaseIIIa and RNaseIIIb and DCR-B RNaseIIIa domains are more closely 

related between each other than with the DCR-B RNase IIIb domain. Hence, DCR-B 

seems specific to diatoms and may have evolved either from the duplication of one DCR- 

A RNaseIII domain followed by its fusion with an RNAseIII-like domain of unknown 

origin, or by duplication of two DCR-A RNaseIII domains with the second one being 
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highly diversified for functional specialization. Among other organisms evolutionary 

closer to diatoms, like Phytophthora species belonging to Stamenopiles, the only proteins 

resembling the diatom type B DCR domain architecture was Phytophthora DCR2. 

However, Phytophtora DCR2 is clustering closely to DROSHA proteins. Regarding the 

overall resemblance of DCR-B to DROSHA domain architecture, the phylogenetic 

analysis does not support a higher similarity between these proteins. Morover, recent 

studies on DROSHA structure suggest that although all RNaseIII classes may have 

evolved from ClassI bacterial RNaseIIIs, DROSHAs have most likely emerged from 

class III (DICER) in an early metazoan ancestor, allowing the generation of animal 

microRNAs (Kwon et al., 2016a). 

It is worth mentioning that besides DCR, the only other RNaseIII domain- 

containing protein we found in diatoms was miniIII, which was clearly clustered 

separately with other plant miniIII. Bacterial miniIII have been shown to present dsRNA 

substrate specificity (Redko et al., 2008; Głów et al., 2016). In plants, miniIII have been 

shown to participate in rRNA maturation and intron recycling in the chloroplast (Hotto et 

al 2015). 

Strikingly, both model diatoms P. tricornutum and T.pseudonana, from which 

derives most of our current knowledge about RNAi in diatoms, represent exceptions 

among their taxonomical groups regarding their RNAi key-genes repertoire. This finding 

highlights the need to expand the study of RNAi in more diatom species presenting either 

type A-DCR and type A-AGO, or DCR and AGO of both A and B types. Comparative 

analysis of their epigenome, sRNA transcriptome and TE landscape will shed new light 

on the evolution and importance of the RNAi machinery to their acclamatory responses 

and adaptation to contrasted environments. 

 

Alternative Splicing in P. tricornutum 

Cloning and sequencing of PtDCR and PtAGO cDNA revealed the presence of 

alternative spliceoforms. PtDCR and PtAGO alternative spliceoforms may encode non- 

functional proteins as they present an altered reading frame introducing a premature stop 

codon upstream of functional domains. Surprisingly, the R-PCR experiment indicated 

that both expected and alternative DCR spliceoforms were present at comparable levels. 
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This finding suggests that PtDCR alternative spliceoforms may be functional and 

indicates a possible regulatory mechanism of these proteins production or the generation 

of alternative functional peptides. 

A recent publication (Rastogi et al., 2018) unveiled the prevalence of alternative 

splicing in P. tricornutum. Genes in eukaryotic protists, including diatoms, present few 

and small introns (Armbrust et al., 2004; Stajich et al., 2007; Mock et al., 2017). This 

pattern of intron size and density has been proposed to mirror genome size, or 

alternatively to enhance transcriptional efficiency and splicing accuracy in metabolically 

fluctuating environments (Zhang and Edwards, 2012). P. tricornutum has ~53% intron- 

less genes and ~33% have one intron. In this study, the presence of 2 introns in PtDCR 

and 13 introns in PtAGO was validated. While intron-retention (IR) is the main 

alternative splicing code in plants and unicellular eukaryotes and exon-skipping (ES) is 

prominent within metazoans (McGuire et al., 2008), both types of alternative splicing are 

equally frequent in this diatom. IR and ES were observed in 24% and 20% of P. 

tricornutum genes, respectively (Rastogi et al., 2018). Here, Pt DCRb represented an IR 

spliceoform of the second intron and PtDCRc could represent a partially ES spliceform 

skipping a few bp of the third exon, (or represent a second intron donor site). PtAGOb, 

however, represented a transcript with alternative start of transcription, since both first 

and partially second exon were skipped. More PtAGO spliceoforms were identified in 

this study, but were not further investigated since their reading frames would not encode 

any functional protein domain. 

Another interesting outcome of Rastogi et al. (2018) is that genes in P. tricornutum 

that can undergo IR are more highly expressed than genes that do not show alternative 

splicing, which is in contrast to intron-retention in mammals that down-regulates the 

genes that are physiologically less relevant (Braunschweig et al., 2014). They show that 

under nitrogen starvation, the genes that are involved in this stress response and they 

have an upregulated expression also express more IR spliceoforms (Rastogi et al., 2018). 

Moreover, in C. elegans it has been shown an alternative function of a truncated DCR 

reduced to its C-terminus and containing only a single RNase III domain and dsRBD. 

This shortened DCR, product of the pre-apoptotic caspase CED-1 activity, can bind to 

DNA where it cleaves or promotes cleavage of one strand inducing chromosome 
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fragmentation (Nakagawa et al., 2010). Although this truncated DCR does not result from 

alternative splicing, it is tempting to speculate possible alternative functions of a similarly 

domain-composed PtDCRb-c protein. In vitro studies on the enzymatic activity of DCR 

alternative spliceoforms and the identification of their subcellular localization by 

confocal microscopy may reveal their eventual function(s). 

 

Investigation of PtDCRb-c spliceforms and PtAGOb function in heterologous 

expression systems 

The functional roles of the alternative spliceoform PtDCRb and PtAGOb were 

investigated by heterologous expression in S. cerevisiae. S. cereviciae is a unicellular 

eukaryote, lacking RNAi, but being able to sustain an introduced RNA silencing 

mechanism based on S. castellii (yeast) DCR and AGO transgenic expression 

(Drinnenberg et al., 2009), or the human DCR, AGO and TRBP transgenic expression 

(Suk et al., 2011). Since at the time, the transformation procedure for P. tricornutum was 

not accessible, the use of the unicellular, experimentally validated, yeast heterologous 

expression system seemed ideal. However, the yeast system proved to be unstable by 

either losing integrated constructs after new rounds of transformation, or by losing RNAi 

capacity in positive clones. These observations are in agreement with the same stability 

problems encountered in other research groups (personal communication). Attempts to 

show DCR activity by hairpin-induced silencing of a homologous GFP transgene were 

unsuccessful. PtDCRb activity tested in combination with PtAGOb and ScAGO, did not 

result in the production of GFP sRNAs. These results suggest that either PtDCRb and 

PtAGOb a) are non-functional spliceoforms, or b) achieve other functions than RNA 

cleavage, or c) need co-factors absent in S. cerevisiae., or d) S. cerevisiae is an 

incompatible system to sustain diatom RNA silencing. 

In 2015 Pompey and coworkers reported the DCR-like activity of the single 

RNaseIII domain-containing DCR-like protein from E. hystolytica (EhRNS) in S. 

cerevisiae (Pompey et al., 2015a). In the same study, however, co-expression of EhRNS 

and E. hystolytica AGO (EhAGO) failed to trigger silencing. Silencing was effective only 

when EhRNS was co-expressed with S. castellii functional AGO (ScAGO). Yet, GFP 

silencing was incomplete and GFP derived sRNAs were found to be between 50-60nt. 
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Since ScAGO is expected to bind ScDCR-produced 23-34nt sRNAs, it is plausible that 

the longer EhRNS produced sRNA may be poorly effective in triggering ScAGO 

mediated silencing. Moreover, E. histolytica endogenous sRNAs have been shown to be 

around 27nt in length which suggest that EhDCR activity in yeast is altered. 

In addition to the yeast model, phenotypic complementation assays in N. 

benthamiana transgenic line KD for key endogenous DCR and ectopically expressing 

PtDCRb-c were unsuccessful. Based on our phylogenetic analysis, it is plausible that 

diatom DCR is too evolutionary distant to plants and thus its silencing genes are not able 

to complement a plant DCR homologue loss. Future studies employing heterologous 

expression systems should be addressed with host taxonomically closer to diatoms. 

Another and likely more straightforward approach would consist to analyze if the ectopic 

expression of PtDCR and PtAGO alternative spliceoforms in Pt DCR/AGO-KO lines 

could rescue the WT phenotype. 

 

Efficient generation of Pt KO mutants by inducing large deletions in PtDCR, PtAGO 

and PtRDR genes 

In 2016, two research groups independently developed CRISPR/Cas9 tools for 

targeted genome-mutagenesis in P. tricornutum (Hopes et al., 2016b; Nymark et al., 

2016b). In this study, for the first time, two pKSdiaCas9 vectors carrying each a different 

sgRNA were co-transformed in order to generate two distant dsDNA breaks. The targets 

of the two sgRNAs were in a distance of ~300 and ~500 bp, inducing the biggest so far 

genomic deletions in diatoms, whereas Hopes and coworkers (2016) were introducing a 

deletion of 37bp. Since the transformation method used was biolistic bombardment with 

a co-vector carrying antibiotic resistance, the number of introduced plasmids in P. 

tricornutum was raised at three integrative vectors per targeted gene. 

The results in this study show a high efficiency in the generation of biallelic 

homozygous KO mutants with deletions of up to 625 bp. In addition, numerous biallelic 

KO mutants either homozygous for smaller INDELs or heterozygous for various 

INDELS were produced. We went further and introduced five integrative vectors in P. 

tricornutum, targeting both PtDCR and PtAGO genes and generating the first 

PtDCR/AGO KO double mutants via this methodology. These KO mutant lines will 
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greatly facilitate further studies in diatom RNAi pathways, used as platforms for 

functional complementation assays and to investigate their transcriptome, epigenome and 

acclamatory response under environmental stress. Furthermore, PtDCR KO and PtAGO 

KO lines, in which transgene silencing is likely reduced, may represent stable and 

efficient algal chassis for the expression of heterologous protein of interest. 

 

A dispensable DCR gene in P. tricornutum? 

Elimination of PtDCR, PtAGO or PtRDR proteins doesn’t seem to be lethal in P. 

tricornutum under standard laboratory culture conditions. Thus, RNAi seems dispensable 

in P. tricornutum, at least under the conditions employed. This observation comes as a 

surprise considering that P. tricornutum presents a single DCR, AGO and RDR gene 

PtDCR KO mutants were also tested under NO3 starvation. Compared to WT, 

PtDCR-KO mutants presented a slower growth and reached a lower maximum cell 

density in stationary phase. It has been previously suggested that epigenetic modification 

and reactivation of TE may play a role in the acclamatory response to nitrate starvation 

(Maumus et al., 2009; Veluchamy et al., 2013, 2015). Since nitrate limitation often 

occurs in the ocean, it is likely that DCR is indispensable for diatom cells in their natural 

environment. 

On the other hand, exposure to UV radiation, known to induce DNA damage 

(Pattison and Davies, 2006) did not seem to affect PtDCR KO mutants much more that 

WT line. In the fungus Neurospora crassa, DNA damage has been shown to promote the 

generation of DCR-depended sRNA that interact with other proteins in order to inhibit 

rRNA biogenesis and protein synthesis (Lee et al., 2009a). In animals and plants dsDNA 

breaks induce DCR/DROSHA-dependent generation of sRNAs (Francia et al., 2012; Wei 

et al., 2012) that are assumed to guide a DNA repair machinery to the compromised DNA 

locus (Johanson et al., 2013). In diatoms, DCR function seems not likely to be involved 

in DNA repair. 

 

Modification of other sRNAs populations in the absence of PtDCR 

PtDCR KO mutant presents a drop in sRNA abundance and a shift in sRNA size 

distribution towards larger sizes. TE-derived sRNA, which are found on both strands of 
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the TE loci, dropped dramatically in DCR-KO. In contrast, the abundance sRNAs 

mapped to intergenic regions was comparable in WT and DCR-KO lines. This result is in 

agreement with the known enzymatic product of DCR, which is double stranded sRNAs. 

The enzyme(s) involved in the generation of the intergenic mono-strand sRNA await 

characterization. 

PtDCR KO presented a different size distribution in tRFs with an increase of the 

longer fragments ~31nt and a decrease of the smaller ~18 nt fragments derived from the 

same mature tRNA. Documentation on the role of DCR in the processing of tRFs in 

animals and plants is limited. We propose that the observed changes in tRFs size 

distribution in PtDCR-KO is more likely a stress response to Cas9 integration and 

activity, DNA damage induced during biolistic or the DCR absence. This type of 

response could include decreased levels of proteinosynthesis, as indicated from the 

altered tRNA modification and the downregulation of genes that are involved in 

translation, metabolic processes and oxidation reduction processes identified in the 

PtDCR-KO mRNA transcriptome. Accordingly, the proteomic analysis suggests that 

PtDCR KO mutant presents a lower protein abundance per cell compare to WT. 

 

TE expression in DCR KO mutant 

In the P. tricornutum genome, 75% of the repeat sequences correspond to TEs out 

of which 75% is suppressed carrying epigenetic marks of methylation and histone 

modifications (Maumus et al., 2009, 2011; Veluchamy et al., 2015). Analysis of P. 

tricornutum sRNA populations showed that the majority of sRNAs were 25-30nt long 

that map to repetitive and silenced TEs marked by DNA methylation, while some of them 

also target DNA methylated protein-coding genes (Rogato et al., 2014). The functional 

RNA silencing machinery in P. tricornutum (De Riso et al., 2009), driven by only one 

identified DCR protein, could therefore generate small RNAs capable of guiding DNA 

methylation in an RNA-dependent DNA methylation (RdDM) fashion (Wassenegger et 

al., 1994; Teixeira et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has been shown that more than half of the 

highly methylated genes that are differentially expressed under nitrate starvation are 

targeted by sRNAs (Veluchamy et al., 2013; Rogato et al., 2014), suggesting that RdDM 

may have a role in the regulation of transcription of a subset of genes in diatoms. In this 
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study, whole analysis of Pt DCR KO sRNA indicates that PtDCR plays a pivotal role in 

the generation of TE targeted sRNAs. 

Analysis of mRNA transcriptome in Pt DCR KO revealed an upregulation of a 

limited number of protein coding genes. Among the most upregulated transcripts were 

genes involved in TE expression and mobilization, like Reverse transcriptases, DNA 

integrases, Chomo-domain (Chromatin Organization Modifier) containing proteins and 

genes involved in transcription, DNA repair, as well as tRNA synthesis and modification. 

These results reinforce that DCR-dependent sRNAs are involved in TEs silencing. A 

recent analysis reported that reverse transcriptase encoding genes are prevalent in P. 

tricornutum genome (Rastogi et al., 2018). Their high abundance and active transcription 

suggest they may play an important role in diatom evolution and adaptation to 

contemporary environments (Lescot et al., 2016). 

In DCR KO mutant the total number of TE-derived sRNAs, mapping to both DNA 

strands, dropped dramatically. The fact that a small number of sRNAs still mapped to 

TEs in DCR KO mutant remains enigmatic. The presence of a MiniIII protein has not 

been reported so far to complement a DCR activity in other organisms. It would be 

interesting to analyze the level of DNA methylation and histone modification at TEs and 

highly methylated genes in PtDCR KO. The major decrease in TE-derived sRNA 

abundance was reflected in the highly upregulated expression of specific autonomous 

TEs. These results underline the major role of PtDCR in the production of sRNAs to 

maintain TE repression. Future analysis in functionally complemented DCR-KO mutant 

i.e. ectopically expressing a functional PtDCR copy would allow to pinpoint the possible 

role of DCR in the initiation of TE silencing via the RdDM pathway. 

Taken together, the results in this work indicate that the single and atypical DCR 

encoding gene present in P. tricornutum is involved in the generation of sRNAs 

repressing TE expression and may play a role in response to nitrate starvation. More 

work is needed to decipher the role of AGO and RDR in P. tricornutum and in other 

diatom species, in order to better understand the possible roles of RNAi in the evolution 

and acclamatory responses of these pivotal primary producers. 
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Introduction 

The ecological success and distinctive evolution of diatoms has driven scientific 

interest towards the study of their metabolism unveiling unique features that can be 

exploited in many potential biotechnological applications (Damsté et al., 2004; Kooistra 

et al., 2007; Bozarth et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2011; Obata et al., 2013). Their chimeric 

genetic background, product of endosymbiotic events and horizontal gene transfer, has 

provided diatoms a complex and flexible metabolism, exemplified by a broad diversity 

of metabolites including isoprenoids (Stonik and Stonik, 2015). 

Isoprenoids are secondary metabolites well-known for their biotechnological 

applications in pharmaceutical, cosmetics, food and biofuels. The anti-cancer drug taxol 

and the antimalarial agent artemisinin are two of the well known and well studied 

molecules (Tippmann et al., 2013; George et al., 2015). Due to their beneficial 

characteristics, studies are focusing on engineering heterologous isoprenoid production 

such as in microbial hosts (Ro et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2015; Meadows et al., 2016; 

Vickers et al., 2017; Ignea et al., 2018) and other platforms (Vavitsas et al., 2018; 

Lauersen, 2019). 

Isoprenoid biosynthesis 

All isoprenoids are produced by combinations of the same five-carbon atom 

precursors (C5), the two five-carbon isomers isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and 

dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP). IPP and DMAP are synthesized of these C5 via two 

biosynthetic pathways: the mevalonate (MVA) and the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) 

pathway. Combination of IPP and DMAPP precursors forms prenyl diphosphate 

molecules which are subsequently used as substrates for the synthesis of the different 

isoprenoid classes (geranyl diphosphate (GPP) for C10 monoterpenoids, farnesyl 

diphosphate (FPP) for C15 sesquiterpenoids, C30 triterpenoids and sterols; 

geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) for C20 diterpenoids and C40 carotenoids; etc.). 

Prenyltransferase-type enzymes are responsible for the catalysis of these condensation 

reactions that consist the central steps of the isoprenoid biosynthetic pathway (Figure 63). 

The next step comprises either the synthesis of squalene by FPP and GGPP leading 

to formation of sterols, or the synthesis of phytoene by FPP and GGPP leading to 
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formation of carotenoids, catalyzed by squalene/phytoene synthase-type enzymes 

(Vranová et al., 2012). In diatoms the presence of both MVA and MEP pathways has 

been reported (Cvejić and Rohmer, 2000; Massé et al., 2004b). 
 

Figure 63. Basic isoprenoid biosynthesis pathway. AACT; Acetyl-coa c-acetyltransferase, 

HMGS; hydroxy-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase, HMGR; hydroxyl-methylglutaryl-CoA 

reductase, MVK; mevalonate kinase, PMK; phosphomevalonate kinase, MVD; mevalonate 

disphosphate decarboxylase, DXS; 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase, DXR; 1- 

deoxy-Dxylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase, MCT; 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol-4- 

phosphate-cytidylyltransferase, CMK; 4-diphosphocytidyl-2c-methyl-d-erythritol kinase, 

MDS; 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4- cyclodiphosphate synthase, HDS; (E)-4-hydroxy-3- 

methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate synthase, HDR; hydroxymethylbutenyl diphosphate 

reductase, IDI; ispentenyl diphosphate isomerase, GPPS; geranyl diphosphate synthase, 

FPP; farnesyl diphosphate synthase, GGPP; geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase, SQS; 

squalene synthase, PSY; phytoene synthase (adapted by Athanasakoglou et al., 2019). 
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Isoprenoids in diatoms 

Compared to isoprenoids from terrestrial organisms, marine isoprenoids often 

present distinct characteristics (Stonik and Stonik, 2015). Among marine organisms, 

diatoms produce many isoprenoids with either conserved structures or consisting species- 

specific molecules. 

Fucoxanthin has a distinctive structure contributing to its anti-oxidant (Sachindra et 

al., 2007), anti-obesity (Maeda, 2015) and anti-inflammatory effects (Kim et al., 2010; 

Tan and Hou, 2014). Fucoxanthinol (deacetylated derivative of fucoxanthin), has been 

reported to show anti-cancer activity (Martin, 2015) and the other two diatom specific 

xanthophylls, diatoxanthin and diadinoxanthin may have potential bioactivities 

(Sathasivam and Ki, 2018). Sterols are present in all eukaryotes as structural membrane 

components (Dufourc, 2008) but diatoms present a high diversity of sterol content. 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum produces brassicasterol as the main sterol, but also ergosterol 

(typically found in fungi) as an intermediate compound (Fabris et al., 2014a), 

Cylindrotheca fusiformis and Nitzschia closterium produce cholesterol (typically found in 

animals) as their major sterol and other species produce different phytosterols, 

underlining the effect of their complex genetic background. Pseudo-nitzschia diatoms 

release the neurotoxin domoic acid when they form algal blooms. Studies on domoic acid 

biosynthesis aim to provide a better understanding, monitoring and prevention of those 

harmful blooms (Brunson et al., 2018). Specific diatom genera, like Haslea, 

Rhizosolenia, Pleurosigma, Navicula and Berkeleya have representatives species that 

produce Highly Branched Isoprenoids (HBIs) with unique chemical structure and 

potential for biotechnological applications. 

Recent progresses in genomic and transcriptomic NGS data (Keeling et al., 2014) 

has enabled the study of more diatom species. Considering the high diversity in diatoms, 

the identification of new isoprenoids is increasingly expected. 
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Highly Branched Isoprenoids (HBIs) in diatoms 

HBIs are usually encountered in structures of 25 or 30 carbon atoms and 1–6 

double bonds (Belt et al., 2000), but other monocyclic compounds, in addition to 

epoxides, alcohols, thiolanes and thiophenes, have also been found (Belt et al., 2000, 

2006; Massé et al., 2004b, 2004a). Based on their structure, their role as membrane 

components has been proposed but their exact biological role remains uknown. 

Applications 

HBIs have been extensively used in reconstructing paleoenvironmental climate. 

They are used as geochemical markers which, in combination to development of climate 

models, can reconstruct changes in sea-ice coverage, interpret past climate conditions and 

predict future climate states (Belt and Müller, 2013; Collins et al., 2013). Moreover, HBI 

branched structure and degree of saturation makes them good candidates for biofuel 

production. Some HBIs C25 (25 carbon atoms) have demonstrated in vitro cytostatic 

effects against human lung cancer cell lines (Rowland et al., 2001). 

Biosynthesis 

Diatoms have both MEP pathway and MVA route for IPP and DMAPP synthesis 

(Cvejić and Rohmer, 2000; Massé et al., 2004b, 2004a; Fabris et al., 2014b; Di Dato et 

al., 2015). By using isotopic precursor labelling experiments and inhibitors of the MVA 

and MEP pathway Masse and coworkers found that centric HBI-producing diatom 

species Rhizosolenia setigera synthesizes sterols and HBIs via the MVA pathway. 

Conversely, H. ostrearia synthesizes HBIs and β-sitosterol using precursors from the 

MEP pathway (Massé et al., 2004b, 2004a). Ferriols and coworkers proposed that in R. 

setigera two condensed FPP (C15) molecules in a headto-middle (1′-6′) orientation 

synthesize C30 HBIs, while the condensation of one FPP (C15) and one GPP (C10) 

molecule likely produce C25 isomers (Ferriols et al., 2015). Since other functionalized 

HBIs like epoxides and alcohols had been reported in H. ostrearia (Belt et al., 2006), 

other isoprenoid precursors may also be substrates (e.g. C10 linalool and C15 farnesol) or 

the addition of the functional groups could take place later. By in vivo inhibition of a 

characterized FPP synthase (AKH49589.1) in R. setigera the HBI synthesis was reduced, 

indicating that FPP would be one of the HBIs precursors (Ferriols et al., 2015). More 
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recently, identification of IDI and SQS transcripts in C30 HBI producing R. setigera 

strain and an IDI-SQS fusion in C25 HBI producing H. ostrearia and R. setigera strains 

has suggested that IDI-SQS gene fusion may be involved in the regulation of the 

GPP supply required for C25 but not for C30 HBIs (Ferriols et al., 2017). 

Although the enzymes involved in the initial steps of the MVA and MEP pathways 

in HBI-producing diatoms have been studied, the function, subcellular localization and 

regulation of prenyltransferases involved in the next steps remains elusive. Considering 

that synthesis of prenyl diphosphates determine the flux towards different isoprenoids, 

elucidation of the enzymes responsible for their synthesis and modifications would 

improve our understanding on HBI synthesis in diatoms. 

 

 

 

The aim of this project was to identify genes involved in isoprenoid and HBI 

biosynthesis in Haslea ostrearia. H. ostrearia is a cosmopolitan species known for the 

production of C25 HBIs. Haslea species also produce the blue pigment marennine, which 

is a water-soluble, blue-green pigment responsible for the greening of oysters. Genome 

and transcriptome sequencing analysis enabled the identification of six gene candidates. 

Functional characterization was carried out by heterologous expression in S. cerevisiae. 

Large scale cultures of H. ostrearia were attempted to provide sufficient biomass for a 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy analysis of the produced HBIs. 
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Diatom cultures 

Materials and Methods 

The H. ostrearia clone NCC 153.8 used in this study was a product of heterothallic 

reproduction between clones NCC 141 and NCC 171, both of which were isolated in 

2003 from natural populations of the oyster pond Lainard (La Barre de Monts). Clone 

NCC 153.8 was kindly provided by Dr Vona Medeler (University of Nantes) and cultured 

at the University of Crete Greece, in f/2 medium (Guillard, 1975) at 20°C under an 

irradiance of 50 μmol m-2 s-1 (12 h : 12 h light : dark cycle). 

ΗΒΙ analysis in H. ostrearia (in University of Laval, Quebec) 

Chemical extraction 

The production HBIs in the strain NCC 153.8 was confirmed by chemical 

extraction and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis according to a 

previously described mehodology (Goutte et al., 2013). H. ostrearia cells in log phase 

were harvested by filtration and were then saponified by incubation in a KOH solution 

(MeOH/ H2O, 80/20) for 2 hours at 80 °C. The non-saponifiable lipids were extracted 3 

times in hexane and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. Open column chromatography (50:1 

SiO2:NSLs (w/w)) were used for purification of the extract. 

GC/MS analysis 

The fraction containing HBIs was analyzed using an Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, 

USA) 7890A gas chromatograph (GC) fitted with a 30 m fused silica Agilent J&C GC 

column (0.25 mm i.d.,0.25 mm film) coupled to an Agilent 5975C Series mass selective 

detector (MSD). The GC oven temperature was programmed from 40 to 300 oC at 10 oC 

min-1 and held at the final temperature for 10 min. 

Genome sequencing 

Genome sequencing of H. ostrearia had already been performed in sequencing 

facilility of IMBB gDNA was extracted following CTAB based protocol. 

RNA sequencing 

RNA extraction, transcriptome sequencing and analysis were performed at the 

Institute of Applied Biosciences of the Centre for Research and Technology Hellas, 
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CERTH, Thessaloniki. Total RNA was extracted with SpectrumTM Plant Total RNA Kit 

(Sigma-Aldrich). Messenger RNA was isolated from total RNA using the NEBNext® 

Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module (New England Biolabs). Complementary 

DNA (cDNA) library was constructed using the NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA 

Library Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina NextSeq500 platform using the 

NextSeqTM 500/550 Mid Output Kit (2 9 150 cycles) (Illumina). Bioinformatics analysis 

involved removal of adaptors and low-quality sequence and de novo assembly of the 

reads using the TRINITY software suite (Grabherr et al., 2011) with default parameters. 

Gene identification and signal peptides prediction in their protein 

products 

Candidate genes involved in isopropanoid biosynthesis in H.ostrearia were 

identified based on homology with characterized and annotated homologues retrieved 

from the Genbank protein database (NCBI) and DiatomCyc database (Fabris et al., 2012). 

Protein subcellular localization was predicted by SignalP-5.0 

(www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP) and TargetP-2.0 (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/) 

for signal peptide and transmembrane domain prediction, respectively. 

Gene amplification and cloning 

Genomic DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol (described in 

chapter I). In order to optimize yield and quality of extracted DNA from H. ostrearia, the 

step of phenol:chloroform: isoamyl (25:24:1) was omitted, as it appeared to interfere with 

other compounds that induced DNA degradation. Gene candidates were initially 

amplified from genomic DNA with primers designed on the genome sequencing results. 

PCR products were gel-purified, quantified and cloned in pCRII-TOPO vectors (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) or in pGEM-Teasy vectors (Promega) after A-tailing with Taq 

(Minotech). Gene sequences were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 

Total RNA was extracted using Trizol, and cDNA was synthesized using 

SuperScript III RT (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and DNAseI (Roche Applied Biosystems) 

treatment. Both full-length and truncated variants of the selected genes were PCR 

amplified using KAPA HiFi (HighFidelity) DNA polymerase (KAPABiosystems) and 

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP)
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP)
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/)
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/)
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cDNA as template. PCR products were gel-purified, quantified and cloned in pCRII- 

TOPO vectors (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or in pGEM-Teasy vectors (Promega) after A- 

tailing with Taq (Minotech). Gene sequence was validated with Sanger sequencing. 

For yeast expression, candidate genes were cloned in yeast expression vectors 

pUTDH3myc and pWTDHmyc (Ignea et al., 2012), after digestion with the appropriate 

restriction enzymes and ligation with T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen). Final constructs were 

verified by sequencing. Primers used for cloning are listed in Table 20. 

 
Table 20. Primers used in this study. 

 

Primer name Sequence 
Primers for basic cloning of TpS genes 
HoTp 982 Fw AGATTGAATCCTTTTGTTTGACGCC 

HoTp 982 R AATTGGGGAACAATTGAGAGGCT 

HoTp 706 Fw AACTACGATGGTTCAGAGAGATG 

HoTp 706 R ATGCGACCTAAAGTGGCTATTG 

TpS 697 Fw2 GCTCGATAATGAGTTCGTTGGT 

TpS 697 R2 AGCTACATATTCCTGTCCCTAGA 

TpS 727 Fw2 AGTGAGATAATGTCAGGGAAGATT 

TpS 727 R2 TGATCCAGAAAATGTCCTCTTCTAT 

TpS 784 Fw2 TGTGTGTCATGTCAATGAATTCCAA 

TpS 784 R2 TCCCACCGAATGCCTTGATT 

TpS 144 Fw2 AGAAAATGACGGAGCCAAGC 

TpS 144 R2 TCACAGAGTCTTTTTCTTCAAACG 

Primers with restriction sites for cloning TpS genes in yeast vectors 

TpS 697-EcoRI Fw AGAATTCATGAGTTCGTTGGTCATCCCTG 

TpS 697-Sali Rv AAAGTCGACTTATTTGGATCGCTTGTAAATTTTG 

TpS 706-EcoRI Fw AGAATTCATGGTTCAGAGAGATGAATTGAAAC 

TpS 706 -SalI Rv AAAGTCGACTCAACTAAAGACAAGACTTGGAAAAG 

TpS 727-BamHI Fw AGGATCCATGTCAGGGAAGATTCTAGAGGG 

TpS 727-SalI Rv AAAGTCGACCTATATGTGCAATTTCGACACAGG 

TpS 982-BamHI Fw AGGATCCATGTTGAGAAAATGCAGCATGCAC 

TpS 982-NotI Rv AAAAGCGGCCGCACTATTGGTTTGTTCGAGATACAACTTTATG 

TpS 166-BglII Fw AAAAGATCTCAATTGATGTCAATGAATTCCAATAATACTAATAA 

TpS 166 - XhoI Rv ACTCGAGTTAGGTGGATTCTATACGCTCGG 

TpS 451-BamHI Fw AGGATCCATGCACTCTTTCAGCAAGGC 

TpS 451 -XhoI Rv ACTCGAGTTAGTTTTTACGGTTGATAATGTAG 

Primers for cloning TpS genes in yeast vectors without Signal Peptides 

TpS 451 pos21 -BamHI Fw AGGATCCATGTCCGTGAGTCCAACCTACCAACGCA 

TpS 697 pos16 -EcoRI Fw AGAATTCATGGCTAACTTGACCGACAAATTGGATGTGTTTG 

TpS 982 pos35 -BamHI Fw AGGATCCATGAGGTCAACATCCCCTGCAGGC 

TpS 706 pos37-EcoRI Fw AGAATTCATGTTCACCCACATCAACAATTCTGG 

TpS 706 pos44 -EcoRI Fw AGAATTCATGGGCGCCCAAACGCACTTG 
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Expression and product extraction in yeast 

The yeast strain AM94 (Ignea et al., 2012) was transformed with yeast expression 

vectors carrying the candidate genes. Yeast cells were cultured in complete minimal 

medium, composed of 0.13% (w/v) dropout powder (all essential amino acids minus 

auxotrophy markers) 0.67% (w/v) Yeast Nitrogen Base without amino acids (Y2025, US 

Biological Life Sciences) and 2% D-(+)-glucose monohydrate (16301, Sigma-Aldrich 

Co. St. Louis). Cultures and media preparation are described in chapter I. 

ΗΒΙ analysis in S.cerevisiae (in University of Crete and HCMR) 

Extraction 

For the detection of HBI intermediate products, yeast cells grown for three days in 

10 ml cultures with addition of 1ml dodecane were centrifuged at 3.400 rpm. The upper 

phase of dodecane was collected and cells pellets were disrupted with glass beads and 

extracted three times in hexane after saponification (described above). Samples were 

dried with Na2SO4 powder, the upper phase was collected after centrifugion, evaporated 

and finally eluted in 50 μλ Hexane. Internal control sclareol (diluted x1000 in hexane) 

was added in dodecane extracts and in cell pellet extract during the first hexane 

extraction. Both dodecane extracts and hexane extracts were analyzed in GC/MS. 

Individual compounds were identified by comparing their GC retention indices and mass 

spectra with those of internal standard sclareol. 

GC/MS analysis 

Dodecane extracts and hexane fraction wer analyzed using a Hewlett–Packard(HP) 

6890 Series GC coupled to a HP 5972 A MS. The GC oven temperature was programmed 

from 40 to 300 oC at 10 oC min-1 and held at the final temperature for 10 min. GC/MS 

analysis was performed by Dr.Mandalakis (HCMR). 
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Results and Discussion 

Production of HBIs in Haslea ostrearia 

The presence of C25 HBIs in H. ostrearia NCC 153.8 strain was confirmed during 

a visit at the laboratory of Dr. Massé TAKUVIK, in University of Laval, Quebec, within 

the frame of the Biovadia project (RISE) (Figure 64). Training in chemical extraction, 

characterization and quantification of HBIs by GC/MS in diatom was obtained. 
 

Figure 64. GC/MS profile of HBI analysis in Haslea ostrearia NCC 153.8 strain in 

comparison to a non-HBI-producing strain of Pleurosigma species (negative control). 
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Large-scale cultures of H. ostrearia 

The establishment of large-scale cultures of H. ostrearia was attempted in order to 

produce large quantities of biomass for extraction and purification of HBIs, aiming at 

their structural characterization. Large-scale cultures in flow-bioreactors at the Institute 

for Marine Biology, Biotechnology and Aquaculture, HCMR) proved to be unproductive 

due to the exclusively benthic life style of this organism. Thus, multiple medium-scale 

cultures in large square bioassay dishes were established in order to provide the larger 

possible surface for diatom growth. Cultures were let to grow for short periods of time 

due to the limited volume of media and the cells were harvested by centrifugion. The 

produced biomass is being currently analyzed for the chemical characterization of HBIs 

at dr. V. Roussis lab (in Department of Pharmacognosy and Natural Product Chemistry, 

Athens), within the frame of the ongoing CMBR project (ESFRI). 

Cloning of candidate biosynthetic genes 

HBI biosynthesis gene candidate genes were initially identified and cloned based 

on the data produced from genome sequencing. Names of gene candidates TpS*** 

correspond to “Terpene Synthases” and the last three numbers of the contig they were 

identified on. Amplified genes from genomic DNA were cloned and their sequences were 

validated by Sanger sequencing. Subsequently, gene amplification from cDNA followed 

with cloning and Sanger sequencing validation as well. Out of the seven gene candidates, 

six were amplified from cDNA and four of them were also amplified from genomic DNA 

(Table 21). A truncated sequence was amplified from genomic DNA of candidate 

TpS784 (indicated with an asterisk at Table 21) due to low quality sequencing data at this 

region in contig, while its trasncriptomic full length sequence was later identified. Gene 

candidate TpS144 could not be amplified from any template and was not analyzed 

further. 

RNA sequencing data validated the expression of all gene candidates and due to the 

high degree of sequence conservation among isoprenoid biosynthetic genes enabled the 

identification of new genes that putatively encode enzymes of the MVA and MEP 

pathways. Search for an IDI gene led to the identification a contig corresponding to a 

fusion of an IDI with a squalene synthase (HoIDI-SQS) that was initially reported as 

TpS144. 
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Sequence analysis of the identified gene candidates led to identification of two 

conserved aspartic acid-rich motifs DDxx(xx)D (First Aspartic acid-Rich Motif – FARM; 

and Second Aspartic acid-Rich Motif – SARM), that are involved in the binding of 

magnesium ions and are essential for prenyltransferase activity (PTS). The identification 

of intact motifs in the five candidate genes TpS697/706/982/784/451 suggested they 

likely encode PTSs active enzymes. 

In the present study, the functional characterization of the six aforementioned 

cloned candidates was attempted using S. cerevisiae strain AM94 as heterologous 

expression system (Ignea et al., 2012). 

Table 21. Genes identified and cloned in this study. 
 

Gene 

name 

Size in 

genDNA 

Size in 

cDNA 

Scaffold 

Genomic ID 

Transcriptome 

ID 
Putative name (best NCBI Hit) 

TpS 697 1.395bp 1.395bp scaffold17697 c18049_g1_i1 farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase 

TpS 706 1.718bp 1.718bp scaffold38706 c18223_g1_i1 farnesyl pyrophosphate/diphosphate synthase 

TpS 727 1.336 Kb 1.279bp scaffold37727 c15731_g1_i1 phytoene synthase 

TpS 982 1.519bp 1.519bp scaffold34982 c9848_g1_i2 geranylgeranyl diphosphate/pyrophosphate 

TpS 784 1.272bp* 1.017bp scaffold37784 c19166_g1_i1 

geranylgeranyl diphosphate/pyrophosphate 

synthase 

TpS 451 - 1014bp - c22451_g1_i1 
geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate synthase- 

farnesyltranstransferase 

TpS 144 x x scaffold9144 c14333_g1_i1 

Isopentenyl-diphosphate delta isomerase 

fused to squalene synthase 

 

Expression of candidate biosynthetic genes in S. cerevisiae 

TpS cDNA were sub-cloned in the yeast expression vectors pUTDH3myc and 

pWTDHmyc. Cloning each gene candidate to both vectors enabled the simultaneous 

transformation of two different constructs in yeast and the analysis of their combined 

expression. cDNA were expressed either alone or in all possible pairs. 

Cultures were grown in liquid media with an overlay of dodecane in order to trap 

secreted products. Cell pellet-derived fraction eluted in hexane and dodecane from each 

culture were analyzed for the presence of HBIs or compounds that could correspond to 

HBI  intermediate  products.  Since  yeast  cells  produce  isoprenoids,  yeast  strains 
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transformed with empty pUTDH3myc and/or pWTDHmyc were used as negative 

controls to distinguish this background from the products of candidate gene expression. 

Expression of one or combinations of two candidate genes was expected to produce new 

peaks in the GC/MS chromatogram, in comparison to the profile of negative control 

strains. Identification of compounds was based on comparison of accurate mass and 

retention time between reaction substrates/products and known standards (profile of 

known compounds). 

 

 Dodecane extract analysis 
 

 Negat. control  Tps 982 

Figure 65. Gas Chromatography profile of yeast extract in dodecane. Yeast strains 

transformed with candidate gene TpS982 or with empty vector (Negat.control) produce the 

same compounds. 

Yeast cells transformed with each gene candidate separately or in any possible 

combination of two genes did not produce any new compounds compared to the negative 

control from either dodecane supernatant or their cell extract (Figure 65). The only 

difference observed was the higher yield in farnesol production when TpS727 was 

present (Figure 66), indicating its efficient expression in yeast. The expression of only 

TpS727 gene candidate in yeast was validated also by western blot analysis (data not 

shown). 
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Cell pellet extract analysis 

 
 

Neg. 
Control 

Tps 982  TpS727  TpS 727 + TpS 982 

Figure 66. Gas Chromatography profile of yeast extract in hexane. Yeast strains 

transformed with candidate gene TpS982, TpS727, a combination of both genes or with 

empty vector (Negat.control) produce the same compounds, but a higher yield of farnesol is 

achieved when TpS727 gene is expressed. 

To investigate the possibility that HBI candidates carry signal/target peptides 

preventing their correct localization in yeast, a prediction of signal/target peptides was 

performed with online tools. Five gene candidates were predicted to have subcellular 

localization signal peptides (Table 22). Truncated genes lacking the predicted signal 

peptides were PCR amplified and cloned in pUTDH3myc and pWTDHmyc. 

 
Table 22. Prediction of signal peptides in produced proteins by SignalP. 

 

Gene 

name 

SignalP prediction 

of localization 

Position of target 

peptide in protein 

TpS 697 secretory 16aa 

TpS 706 plastid 37aa, 44aa 

TpS 727 - - 

TpS 982 mitochondrion 35aa 

TpS 784 secretory 32aa 

TpS 451 plastid 21aa 
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From this point on, the project was continued from members of Dr.Kampranis lab 

(Anastasia Athanasakoglou and Condruta Ignea) who performed expression experiments 

of the aforementioned and new gene candidates in yeast, bacteria and plants, along with a 

more advanced signal/target peptide prediction and phylogenetic analysis of the genes 

under study. These experiments confirmed that only TpS727 and the IDI-SQSfusion 

TpS144 could be expressed in yeast. The expression of the other five gene candidates 

was successful only in bacteria. The outcome of the functional characterization of the 

HBI candidate genes has been published in New Phytologist, 2018 (appendix). A 

summary of these results is presented below (Table 23). As mentioned before the 

chemical characterization of HBIs and other compounds from medium scale cultures of 

Haslea osteraria are currently analyzed with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy. 

 
Table 23. Final functional characterization of gene candidates summarized, from 

Athanasakoglou et al, 2018. 

 

Gene name in this study Characterized Gene name Characterized gene function 

Mevalonate pathway 

Tps144 HoIDISQ 
Isopentenyl-diphosphate delta- 
isomerase fused to squalene synthase 

Centarl steps 

Tps697 HoPTS1 Farnesyl diphosphate synthase 

Tps706 HoPTS2 Polyprenyl diphosphate synthase 

Tps784 HoPTS3 Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase 

Tps982 HoPTS4 Putative polyprenyl synthase 

Tps451 HoPTS5 Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase 

Tps727 HoPSY Phytoene synthase 
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Summary 

● Diatoms are eukaryotic, unicellular algae that are responsible for c. 20% of the Earth’s pri- 

mary production. Their dominance and success in contemporary oceans have prompted inves- 

tigations on their distinctive metabolism and physiology. One metabolic pathway that 

remains largely unexplored in diatoms is isoprenoid biosynthesis, which is responsible for the 

production of numerous molecules with unique features. 
● We selected the diatom species Haslea ostrearia because of its characteristic isoprenoid 

content and carried out a comprehensive transcriptomic analysis and functional characteriza- 

tion of the genes identified. 
● We functionally characterized one farnesyl diphosphate synthase, two geranylgeranyl 

diphosphate synthases, one short-chain polyprenyl synthase, one bifunctional isopentenyl 

diphosphate isomerase – squalene synthase, and one phytoene synthase. We inferred the 

phylogenetic origin of these genes and used a combination of functional analysis and subcel- 

lular localization predictions to propose their physiological roles. 
● Our results provide insight into isoprenoid biosynthesis in H. ostrearia and propose a model 

of the central steps of the pathway. This model will facilitate the study of metabolic pathways 

of important isoprenoids in diatoms, including carotenoids, sterols and highly branched 

isoprenoids. 

 

Introduction 

Diatoms (phylum Heterokontophyta, class Bacillariophyceae) are 
one of the most diverse and ecologically important groups of 
phytoplankton. With > 100 000 species that are widely dis- 
tributed in aquatic environments, it is estimated that they con- 
tribute to c. 20% of the global primary production. 
Consequently, they play central roles in aquatic food webs and in 
the biogeochemical cycling of nutrients (Nelson et al., 1995; 
Field et al., 1998; Falkowski, 2002). This profound ecological 
success has created great interest in distinctive physiological fea- 
tures of diatoms. Even though several studies have already investi- 
gated unique facets of their metabolism (Kroth et al., 2008; Ast 
et al., 2009; Gruber et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2011; Fabris et al., 
2012; Smith et al., 2012; Obata et al., 2013), there are still 
important gaps in our understanding of key biochemical path- 
ways. One such unexplored area is the biosynthesis of iso- 
prenoids, a large class of metabolites that have vital biological 
functions in all domains of life (Holstein & Hohl, 2004). 

Despite their structural diversity, all isoprenoids are assembled 
from the same five-carbon atom precursors, isopentenyl 

diphosphate (IPP) and its isomer dimethylallyl diphosphate 
(DMAPP). Two distinct biosynthetic routes are responsible for 
the synthesis of these five-carbon precursors: the mevalonate 
(MVA) pathway and the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) 
pathway. Beyond these early steps, IPP and DMAPP are con- 
densed to form prenyl diphosphate molecules of various lengths 
that serve as substrates for the synthesis of the different iso- 
prenoid classes (geranyl diphosphate (GPP) for C10 monoter- 
penoids; farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) for C15 sesquiterpenoids, 
C30 triterpenoids and sterols; geranylgeranyl diphosphate 
(GGPP) for C20 diterpenoids and C40 carotenoids; etc.). This set 
of condensation reactions comprises the central steps of the path- 
way and they are catalyzed by prenyltransferase-type enzymes. 
After this central part, synthesis of carotenoids and sterols pro- 
ceeds through the commitment of FPP and GGPP to squalene 
and phytoene, respectively, by squalene/phytoene synthase-type 
enzymes (Supporting Information Fig. S1) (Vranov´a et al., 
2012). 

Initial work using feeding experiments with labelled precursors 
and specific pathway inhibitors has shown that both the MVA 
and MEP pathways are present in diatoms (Cveji´c & Rohmer, 
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2000; Mass´e et al., 2004). Following the genomic sequencing of 
model diatom species Thalassiosira pseudonana (Armbrust et al., 
2004) and Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Bowler et al., 2008), the 
focus of investigation has moved towards the final steps of the 
pathway; that is, the carotenoid biosynthetic branch that provides 
important light-harvesting and photoprotective molecules (Coe- 
sel et al., 2008; Dambek et al., 2012; Eilers et al., 2016) and the 
synthesis of sterols, which serve as membrane structural compo- 
nents (Fabris et al., 2014). An additional branch of isoprenoid 
biosynthesis that has attracted special interest is that of the highly 
branched isoprenoids (HBIs). HBIs are only synthesized by a 
limited number of diatom species. They are extensively used as 
geochemical and paleoenvironmental markers (Mass´e et al., 
2011; Belt & Mu€ller, 2013) and show potential for use as phar- 
maceuticals and as an alternative form of fuels (Rowland et al., 
2001; Ferriols et al., 2015, 2017). 

Nevertheless, the central steps of the isoprenoid pathway 
are less well explored, and there is limited understanding on 
the function, subcellular localization and regulation of 
prenyltransferases from diatoms. Considering that the synthe- 
sis of prenyl diphosphates is a key regulatory step in the 
pathway that determines the flux towards different branches, 
a thorough investigation of the central steps will significantly 
improve our overall understanding of isoprenoid biosynthesis 
in diatoms. To this end, we selected the diatom species 
Haslea ostrearia for further studies, as this species is also able 
to synthesize HBIs (Wraige et al., 1999) (Fig. S2), thus pro- 
viding a more comprehensive model to study isoprenoid 
biosynthesis. Through transcriptomic analysis, we in silico 
reconstructed the MVA and MEP pathways and confirmed 
the expression of five putative prenyltransferases and two 
putative phytoene/squalene synthases. We cloned six of these 
genes and characterized their function in a heterologous host 
or in vitro. By the combination of phylogenetic analysis, 
subcellular localization prediction and functional characteriza- 
tion, we proposed a model of the isoprenoid pathway in 
H. ostrearia. This model will serve as a basis for the elucida- 
tion of the biosynthesis of HBIs or other useful isoprenoids 
from diatoms. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Diatom cultures 

The H. ostrearia clone NCC 153.8 used in this study was a pro- 
duct of heterothallic reproduction between clones NCC 141 and 
NCC 171, both of which were isolated in 2003 from natural 
populations of the oyster pond Lainard (La Barre de Monts 
46°53'33''N, 02°07'59''W). Clone NCC 153.8 was kindly pro- 
vided by Dr Vona Medeler (University of Nantes) and cultured 
at the University of Crete Greece, in f/2 medium (Guillard, 
1975) at 20°C under an irradiance of 50 lmol m—2 s—1 
(12 h : 12 h light : dark cycle) before analysis. The ability of the 
strain NCC 153.8 to synthesize HBIs was confirmed by extrac- 
tion and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) anal- 
ysis (Methods S1; Fig. S3). 

RNA extraction and transcriptome sequencing 

Total RNA was extracted with SpectrumTM Plant Total RNA 
Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) and quantified using the QubitTM RNA BR 
Assay Kit (Invitrogen). Messenger RNA (mRNA) was isolated 
from total RNA using the NEBNext® Poly(A) mRNA 
Magnetic Isolation Module (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, 
MA, USA). Complementary DNA (cDNA) library was con- 
structed using the NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Kit 
for Illumina (New England Biolabs), according to the manufac- 
turer’s instructions. Library quantification was conducted with 
the Kapa Library Quantification kit for Illumina sequencing plat- 
forms (Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA) on a Rotor- 
Gene Q thermocycler (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Sequencing 
was performed at the Institute of Applied Biosciences of the 
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas, on an Illumina 
NextSeq500 platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) 
using the NextSeqTM 500/550 Mid Output Kit (2 9 150 cycles) 
(Illumina). 

 

Transcriptome analysis 

The overall bioinformatics strategy included the following steps: 
first, trim and clean-up of the sequencing reads using the trim 
galore wrapper (https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore) 
with default parameters, except for -length 40 and the -fastqc 
option, so as to remove adaptors and low-quality sequences; sec- 
ond, de novo assembly of the read using the TRINITY software suite 
(Grabherr et al., 2011) with default parameters. All the analysis 
was implemented on a Linux-based HPC cluster assigning one 
node with 32 cores and 256 GB RAM. 

 

Gene identification, sequence and phylogenetic analysis 

Identification of candidate biosynthetic genes from H. ostrearia 
was based on homology with characterized and annotated homo- 
logues from red and green algae and heterokonts retrieved from 
the Genbank protein database (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 
2017) and DiatomCyc database (Fabris et al., 2012). For the 
phylogenetic analysis, all diatom homologues were retrieved from 
the Marine Microbial Eukaryote Transcriptome Sequencing Pro- 
ject (MMETSP; Keeling et al., 2014) database using BLAST 

search. The species names and corresponding MMETSP ID 
numbers are listed in Table S1. Sequences from other 
heterokonts, red algae, green algae, land plants, cyanobacteria, 
bacteria, archaea, fungi and metazoa were retrieved from 
GenBank protein database (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 
2017). Sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW (Larkin et al., 
2007), and alignments were manually edited by exclusion of 
ambiguously aligned regions. Phylogenies were inferred using the 
maximum likelihood method (Whelan & Goldman, 2001) and 
JTT matrix-based model in MEGA v.7 (Kumar et al., 2016). All 
positions with < 85% site coverage were eliminated. Branch 
support was generated using nonparametric bootstrap analysis 
with 100 replicates. Conserved motifs in the selected sequences 
were identified using an NCBI conserved domain search 
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(Marchler-Bauer et al., 2015). Prediction of subcellular localiza- 
tion was carried out through ASAFIND (Gruber et al., 2015) and 
HECTAR (Gschloessl et al., 2008) in combination with SIGNALP 
3.0 (Bendtsen et al., 2004) and TMHMM v.2.0 (Krogh et al., 
2001) for signal peptide and transmembrane domain prediction, 
respectively. 

 

Gene amplification and cloning 

Basic sequence analysis and design of primers (Table S2) was 
performed using CLC Workbench (Qiagen). Total RNA was 
extracted using Trizol, and cDNA was synthesized using 
SuperScript III RT (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Ger- 
many) and DNAseI (Roche Applied Biosystems, Nutley, NJ, 
USA) treatment. Both full-length and truncated variants of 
the selected genes were PCR amplified using Phusion High- 
Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) and cDNA 
as template. PCR products were gel purified, A-overhangs 
were added using MyTaq Polymerase (Bioline Reagents Ltd, 
London, UK) and the products were subsequently cloned 
into vector pCRII-TOPO using a TOPO TA cloning kit 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). After digestion with the appropri- 
ate restriction enzymes, the digests were ligated to bacterial 
and yeast expression vectors. For bacterial expression, pRSET 
(N-terminal 6xHis tag) or pET102-His (C-terminal 6xHis 
tag) or pET102-Trx-His (N-terminal thireodoxin and C- 
terminal 6xHis tag) plasmid backbones, digested with the 
same restriction enzymes, were used. For yeast expression, 
vectors pUTDH3myc, pWTDHmyc and pHTDH3myc 
(Ignea et al., 2012) were used. Final constructs were verified 
by sequencing. Gene expression in bacteria and yeast and 
protein purification protocols are described in Methods S1. 

 

In vitro enzymatic assays 

For the characterization of the prenyltransferases, 200 ll 
enzymatic assays were carried out in glass vials. The reaction 
mixture contained 10 mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.0), 5 mM 

magnesium chloride, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mg ml—1 BSA, 
100 lΜ prenyl diphosphate substrate. The substrates used 
were dimethylallyl diphosphate (D4287; Sigma-Aldrich), 
isopentenyl diphosphate (I0503; Sigma-Aldrich), geranyl 
diphosphate (G6772; Sigma-Aldrich), farnesyl diphosphate 
(F6892; Sigma-Aldrich), and geranylgeranyl diphosphate 
(G6025; Sigma-Aldrich). The reactions were initiated by 
addition of 50 ng of purified enzyme. After 16 h incubation 
at 25°C, the reactions were terminated by addition of an 
equal volume of 2 M hydrochloric acid in 83% ethanol and 
after 20 min incubation they were neutralized with 0.14 ml 
of 10% sodium hydroxide. The hydrolyzed diphosphates 
were extracted three times using 300 ll of hexane. The hex- 
ane extracts were concentrated to a final volume of 50 ll, 
and 1 ll of each reaction was used for GC–MS analysis 
(Methods S1). Individual compounds were identified by com- 
paring their GC retention indices and mass spectra with 
those of authentic standards. 

Data availability 

All sequences from H. ostrearia mentioned in this study have 
been submitted to the GenBank database (www.ncbi.nlm. 
nih.gov); accession numbers are provided in Table 1. Transcrip- 
tomic data have been submitted to the European Nucleotide 
Archive database under experiment accession no. ERX2834706 
and Run accession no. ERR2827962. 

 

Results 

Transcriptomic analysis and identification of candidate 
biosynthetic genes 

Haslea ostrearia NCC 153.8 strain was cultured and its ability to 
produce HBIs was confirmed (Fig. S3) before RNA extraction, 
library construction and sequencing on an Illumina platform. 
After quality filtering and trimming, a total of 38 631 556 pair- 
end reads were de novo assembled into contigs using the TRINITY 

suite (Haas et al., 2013). A total of 45 508 contigs were obtained. 
We screened the assembled transcriptome to identify genes 
that putatively encode enzymes of the MVA and MEP pathways. 
Exploiting the high degree of sequence conservation among genes 
of isoprenoid biosynthesis, we based our screening on other char- 
acterized or annotated algal sequences (see the Materials and 
Methods section). A pairwise alignment between the queries and 
the contigs obtained from the transcriptome assembly was per- 
formed with the MASSBLAST tool (Ver´ıssimo et al., 2017). 
Through this analysis, we identified seven contigs corresponding 
to full-length protein sequences with high similarities to enzymes 
that catalyze the seven steps of the MEP pathway. We addition- 

ally identified six contigs with homology to genes involved in the 
conversion of acetyl coenzyme A (CoA) to IPP, through the 
MVA route. The last step of the MVA pathway involves the 
isomerization of IPP to DMAPP by isopentenyl diphosphate iso- 
merase (IDI) (Berthelot et al., 2012). Searching for an IDI, we 
were only able to identify a contig that corresponds to a fusion of 
an IDI with a squalene synthase (HoIDI-SQS). Squalene syn- 
thases catalyze dimerization of two farnesyl diphosphate 
molecules to form squalene, the precursor of all sterols (Spanova 
& Daum, 2011). It was not possible to identify independent 
transcripts of IDI or SQS in our sequencing data, and we con- 
cluded that only the fusion of the two genes was expressed under 
the specific conditions. 

We continued our analysis focusing on the central steps, which 
are catalyzed by prenyltransferase-type enzymes. Mining our 
assembled transcriptome, we were able to retrieve five contigs 
with similarity to annotated trans-prenyltransferases (PTSs). 
These included one putative farnesyl diphosphate synthase, shar- 
ing 57% sequence similarity at the amino acid level, with a func- 
tionally characterized homologue from Rhizosolenia setigera 
(Ferriols et al., 2015) (from now on referred to as HoPTS1) and 
four other putative polyprenyl diphosphate synthases (named 
HoPTS2–5) that exhibited similarities to other diatom and algal 
prenyltransferases (Fig. 1a; Table 1). We investigated whether 
this set of the five PTSs is conserved among different diatom 
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Table 1 Candidate isoprenoid biosynthetic genes, their closest homologues, their evolutionary origin, and subcellular localization as indicated by analysis in 
this study. 

 

 
Gene name 

GenBank 

ID 

Closest homologue 

(percentage similarity) 

Evolutionary 

origin 

Subcellular localization 

prediction 

Methylerythritol phosphate pathway 
    

1-Deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase (DXS) MH731010 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Red algae Chloroplast 
  XP_002176386.1 (83%)   

1-Deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase (DXR) MH731011 Thalassiosira pseudonana Red algae Chloroplast 

2-C-Methyl-D-erythritol-4-phosphate-cytidylyltransferase MH731012 

XP_002295597.1 (84%) 

Fistulifera solaris GAX13480.1 Red algae Chloroplast 

(MCT)  (78%)   

4-Diphosphocytidyl-2c-methyl-d-erythritol kinase (CMK) MH731013 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Green algae Chloroplast 

2-C-Methyl-D-erythritol 2,4-cyclodiphosphate synthase MH731014 

XP_002178363.1 (77%) 

Phaeodactylum tricornutum Algae Chloroplast 

(MDS)  XP_002180038.1 (76%)   

(E)-4-Hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate synthase 

(HDS) 

MH731015 Fragilariopsis cylindrus 

OEU20628.1 (77%) 

Green algae Chloroplast 

4-Hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate reductase MH731016 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Algae Chloroplast 

(HDR)  XP_002178617 (73%)   

Mevalonate pathway     

Acetyl-CoA C-acetyltransferase 1 (AACT) MH731017 Phaeodactylum tricornutum  Cytosol 

Hydroxy-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase (HMGS) MH731018 

XP_002185228.1 (69%) 

Fragilariopsis cylindrus 

 

Cytosol 
  OEU16767.1 (73%)   

Hydroxyl-methylglutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGR) MH731019 Fragilariopsis cylindrus 

OEU16221.1 (82%) 
 Cytosol 

Mevalonate kinase (MVK) MH731020 Thalassiosira pseudonana  Cytosol 
  XP_002287787.1 (73%)   

Phospho-mevalonate kinase (PMK) MH731021 Fragilariopsis cylindrus 

OEU13939.1 (49%) 
 Cytosol 

Mevalonate diphosphate decarboxylase (MVD) MH731022 Fragilariopsis cylindrus  Cytosol 
  OEU17781.1 (69%)   

Isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-isomerase fused to squalene 

synthase (HoIDISQS) 

MH720297 Fistulifera solaris GAX27897.1 

(63%) 

Green algae Cytosol 

Central steps     

Farnesyl diphosphate synthase (HoPTS1) MH720291 Rhizosolenia setigera Not traced ER or PPC 
  AKH49589.1 (56%)   

Polyprenyl diphosphate synthase (HoPTS2) MH720292 Thalassiosira oceanica 

EJK71722.1 (75%) 

Algae Chloroplast 

Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase (HoPTS3) MH720293 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Heterotrophic Cytosol 
  XP_002181666.1 (74%) host  

Putative polyprenyl synthase (HoPTS4) MH720294 Phaeodactylum tricornutum 

XP_002185039.1 (70%) 

Algae Mitochondria 

Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase (HoPTS5) MH720295 Phaeodactylum tricornutum Red algae Chloroplast 
  XP_002178555.1 (75%)   

Phytoene synthase (HoPSY) MH720296 Phaeodactylum tricornutum 

XP_002178776.1 (69%) 

Red algae Chloroplast 

 

ER, endoplasmic reticulum; PPC, periplastidial compartment. 

species by examining the publicly available diatom transcrip- 
tomes in the MMETSP database (Keeling et al., 2014). Based on 
homology searches, HoPTS1, HoPTS2, and HoPTS4 orthologues 
are present in all diatom species investigated (a total of 26 species, 
representing both centric and pennate diatoms). An HoPTS5 
orthologue seems to be missing only in one species (Skeletonema 
menzelii), while a HoPTS3 orthologue seems to be absent from 
seven diatom species (Table S3; Fig. S4). Among the selected 
transcripts, HoPTS5 showed significantly high expression levels 
(Fig. S5). 

Sequence analysis of the identified prenyltranserases, led to 
identification of conserved polyprenyl synthase domains (Fig. 1b) 

 
and conserved motifs. Among them, the two aspartic acid-rich 
motifs DDxx(xx)D (First Aspartic acid-Rich Motif – FARM; and 
Second Aspartic acid-Rich Motif – SARM), found in character- 
ized prenyltransferases from all domains of life. These motifs are 
involved in the binding of magnesium ions and are essential for 
prenyltransferase activity. The identification of intact motifs in 
all five PTSs suggested that these genes likely encode active 
enzymes. Conserved amino acids were also observed at positions 
4 and 5 upstream of FARM. It has previously been shown that 
these residues are involved in the regulation of the product chain 
length (Tarshis et al., 1996; Wang & Ohnuma, 1999; Liang 
et al., 2002). In HoPTS1, like in other characterized FPP 
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Fig. 1 (a) Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the selected sequences and their closest homologues. Numbers on the branches indicate bootstrap support 

values from 1000 trees; values under 70 were removed. (b) Protein domain structure of selected sequences. BSP, bipartite signal peptide; MSP, 

mitochondrial signal peptide; TD, transmembrane domain. 

 

synthases, this region contains aromatic residues that are bulkier 
and block further chain elongation (Fig. S6a). By contrast, 
smaller residues are observed at this region in the remaining four 
PTSs, suggesting that these likely synthesize longer chain prod- 
ucts (Fig. S6b). 

The prenyl diphosphates synthesized in the central steps are 
allocated to different branches of the pathway for the synthesis of 
final isoprenoid products, with sterol and carotenoid pathways 
being the main ones. Specific enzymes commit FPP and GGPP 
to these pathways. As already described, we identified a squalene 
synthase, N-terminally fused to an IDI (HoIDI-SQS). In the 
absence of additional SQS transcripts, this bifunctional protein 
could be involved in committing FPP to the synthesis of sterols. 
We also identified a single transcript, termed HoPSY, that shares 
72% similarity with a characterized phytoene synthase from 
P. tricornutum (Dambek et al., 2012) and could catalyze the first 
committed step of carotenoid biosynthesis in H. ostrearia. Both 
HoIDI-SQS and HoPSY were found to contain the conserved 
phytoene/squalene synthase domain (Fig. 1b). 

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

Diatoms have a distinctive evolutionary history. Red and green 
algae, as well as glaucophytes, evolved after a primary endosymbi- 
otic event, when a heterotrophic eukaryote engulfed a cyanobac- 
terial cell (McFadden, 2001; Rodr´ıguez-Ezpeleta et al., 2005). 
Diatoms arose from secondary endosymbiosis, during which a 
different heterotrophic eukaryote captured a cell of red algal 
origin (Yoon et al., 2004; Prihoda et al., 2012). After incorpora- 
tion, the engulfed cell was transformed into the plastid organelle 
(Bhattacharya et al., 2007), lost its mitochondria and nucleus, 
and genetic information was transferred into the nucleus of the 

heterotrophic host, in a process termed endosymbiotic gene 
transfer (Timmis et al., 2004). The evolutionary linkage between 
diatoms and red algae is usually observed in phylogenetic surveys 
(Armbrust et al., 2004; Bowler et al., 2008; Frommolt et al., 
2008). However, such surveys have also revealed a green phyloge- 
netic signal. It has been proposed that this is due to a cryptic 
endosymbiotic event that involved a green algal cell, which was 
later replaced by the red algal endosymbiont (Moustafa et al., 
2009; Chan et al., 2011). Alternatively, the green related genes 
could have been acquired through repeated horizontal gene trans- 
fer events from green algae, early after the evolution of the first 
diatoms (Oborn´ık & Green, 2005; Dorrell & Smith, 2011). This 
multisourced genetic background has created unique, chimeric 
metabolic pathways that combine features from multiple 
lineages. 

To investigate how this is reflected on isoprenoid biosynthesis, 
we inferred the phylogenetic origin for each of the candidate 
biosynthetic genes. Three different possibilities were distinguished: 
(1) genes that originated from the secondary heterotrophic host, 
(2) genes that originated from the red algal endosymbiont, and (3) 
genes that originated from a green algal cell, and have been 
acquired either through endosymbiotic or horizontal gene transfer. 
It is evident that the MEP pathway genes can only have algal 

origin, as only the autotrophic cells involved in the evolution of 
diatoms had the plastidial route of isoprenoid biosynthesis. Tak- 

ing this into account, we set out to investigate whether it was a 
red or a green algal cell that mediated each of the MEP pathway 
gene transfers to diatoms (Fig. S7). According to our analysis, 1- 
deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase, 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 
5-phosphate reductoisomerase, and 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol- 
4-phosphate-cytidylyltransferase (Fig. S7a–c) were transferred 
from the red algal endosymbiont. This is evident from the highly 
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supported clustering of diatom and red algal proteins. By con- 
trast, the 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methyl-D-erythritol kinase 
and (E )-4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate synthase 
(Fig. S7d,f ) genes were transferred from a green algal related 
cell. For the remaining two, 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4- 
cyclodiphosphate synthase and 4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl 
diphosphate reductase (Fig. S7e,g), diatom proteins form well- 
separated clades, in distance from their algal homologues. This 
topology suggests that the corresponding genes have diverged, so 
that their origin cannot be traced. 

Prenyltransferases and phytoene/squalene synthases could have 
been acquired from any of the cells involved. The poorly sup- 
ported branching patterns obtained for HoPTS1 and its homo- 
logues did not allow us to trace its exact evolutionary origin 
(Fig. S8a). HoPTS3 clusters closely to prenyltransferases from 
opisthokonts (fungi/metazoa), whereas other algal and cyanobac- 
terial homologues are branching separately (Fig. S8c). This topol- 
ogy suggests heterotrophic host origin. By contrast, the 
topologies obtained for the rest of the prenyltransferases, as well 
as the phytoene/squalene synthases, are suggestive of algal origin. 
For HoPTS5 and HoPSY this is the red algal endosymbiont, as 
diatom and red algal proteins form well-supported branches 
together (Fig. S8e,f). The HoIDI-SQS gene is only conserved 
among heterokonts, haptophytes, and dinoflagellates, so it is 
likely that the fusion occurred in the common ancestor of these 
groups (Davies et al., 2015). We investigated the evolutionary 
origin of each domain separately, and both for IDI and SQS the 
inferred phylogenies indicate green algal origin. Whereas for SQS 
the corresponding cluster is poorly supported, branching is more 
robust for IDI (Fig. S8g,h). HoPTS2 and HoPTS4 have also been 
acquired from an algal cell; however, owing to divergence, it was 
not possible to pinpoint their exact origin (Fig. S8b,d). 

This divergence could alternatively be explained by gene dupli- 
cation events. To resolve this, we examined three other diatom 
species (P. tricornutum, T. pseudonana and Fragilariopsis cylindrus) 
that had their genomes sequenced. We obtained the homologues 
of the H. ostrearia genes with nonresolved origin and we identified 
their localization in the respective genome. In all cases, those genes 
are localized in different genomic regions (Table S4), indicating 
that they have been likely independently acquired. 

For genes of the MVA pathway, see the extended discussion 
on the phylogenetic analysis that is included in Notes S1. 

 

Prediction of subcellular localization 

To facilitate analysis of the physiological roles of the genes identi- 
fied, we investigated the presence of signal/target peptides and 
obtained insight into the subcellular localization of the encoded 
proteins. The different endosymbiotic events provided diatoms 
with secondary plastids surrounded by four membranes (Kroth & 
Strotmann, 1999). As a result, nuclear encoded diatom proteins 
targeted to the chloroplast contain a bipartite N-terminal prese- 
quence, consisting of a signal peptide with a conserved motif at its 
cleavage site (ASAFAP motif), followed by a chloroplast transit 
peptide. These presequences are essential for efficient transporta- 
tion through all of the four membranes (Gruber et al., 2007). 

Two independent computational tools, ASAFIND (Gruber et al., 
2015) and HECTAR (Gschloessl et al., 2008), developed for identi- 
fication of such presequences, were used in our study. A different 
tool that is used to predict transmembrane domains in protein 
sequences (TMHMM SERVER v.2.0; Krogh et al., 2001) was included 
to further support this analysis. The results are summarized in 
Table S5. As expected, enzymes of the MEP pathway are predicted 
to be targeted to the chloroplast and those of the MVA to the 
cytosol. HoPTS1 was found to contain a type II signal anchor, 
and analysis with TMHMM suggested a strong possibility for the 
presence of a transmembrane domain at the N-terminal region. 
Taken together, these results suggest that HoPTS1 is likely local- 
ized on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane. The ER 
membrane is continuous with the outermost chloroplastic mem- 
brane, so the possibility that HoPTS1 is related to the 
periplastidial compartment (PPC; the space between the second 
and third outermost membranes) cannot be ruled out. For 
HoPTS3 and HoIDI-SQS, no target or signal peptides were pre- 
dicted, indicating cytosolic localization. HoPTS2, HoPTS5, and 
HoPSY were predicted to be targeted to the chloroplast, and 
HoPTS4 to the mitochondria. 

 

Functional characterization of prenyltransferases 

Since the subcellular compartmentalization analysis revealed the 
presence of signal/target peptides for the majority of the 

 
Table 2 Functionally characterized enzymes in this study. 

 

 Full-length 

ORF 

Variants 

studied 

Accepted 

substrates 
 

Products 

HoPTS1 1299 bp Full length No activity — 
  Ser73–end DMAPP + IPP GPP, FPP 
   GPP + IPP FPP 
  Val89–end DMAPP + IPP GPP, FPP 

   GPP + IPP FPP 

HoPTS2 1584 bp Full length No activity — 

  Arg45–end 

 
Gly140–end 

FPP + IPP 

GGPP + IPP 

No activity 

C20–C30 PPP 

C25–C30 PPP 

No activity 

HoPTS3 1014 bp Full length GPP + IPP FPP, GGPP 

   FPP + IPP GGPP 

HoPTS4 1416 bp Full length No activity — 

  Leu121–end No activity  

HoTPS5 1011 bp Full length No activity — 
  Ser36–end DMAPP + IPP GPP, FPP, 
    GGPP 
   GPP + IPP FPP, GGPP 

   FPP + IPP GGPP 

HoPSY 1485 bp Full length Not tested — 

  Ser78–end GGPP + GGPP Phytoene 

HoIDISQS 2277 bp Full length FPP + FPP Squalene 

ORF, open reading frame; DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; IPP, 

isopentenyl diphosphate; GPP, geranyl diphosphate; FPP, farnesyl 

diphosphate; GGPP, geranylgeranyl diphosphate; PPP, polyprenyl 

diphosphate. 
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prenyltransferases identified, both the full-length and different 
truncated variants of the enzymes (Table 2) were cloned into bac- 
terial vectors, in-frame with a C- or N-terminal 6xHis-tag. This 
allowed the purification of the expressed proteins and the assess- 
ment of their activity in in vitro enzymatic reactions with prenyl 
diphosphate substrates. IPP was always used as the homoallylic 
substrate, whereas DMAPP, GPP, FPP, and GGPP were used as 
the allylic substrates. Control reactions with cells transformed 
with empty vectors and subjected to the same purification steps 
were run in parallel. Following acid hydrolysis that facilitated the 
removal of diphosphates from the substrates and products, all 
reactions were extracted and analyzed by GC–MS. Compound 
identification was based on combination of accurate mass and 
retention time comparisons between reaction products and acid 
hydrolysis products of authentic standards. 

To characterize HoPTS1, the full-length enzyme was initially 
incubated with DMAPP or GPP and IPP. As no activity was 
detected, two truncated variants, HoPTS1(Ser73–end) and 
HoPTS1(Val89–end), were tested with the same substrates. Anal- 
ysis of the reaction extracts resulted in the identification of 
linalool (LOH) and nerolidol (NOH), the acid hydrolysis prod- 
ucts of GPP and FPP, respectively (Fig. 2a). In the presence of 
DMAPP and IPP, both alcohols were detected, whereas in the 
presence of GPP and IPP the only product identified was NOH. 
No other substrate combination resulted in new product forma- 
tion, demonstrating that HoPTS1 is an FPP synthase. 

Initial expression of full-length and truncated versions of 
HoPTS2 resulted in formation of inclusion bodies. To obtain sol- 
uble proteins, the variants were subcloned in frame with thiore- 
doxin at the N-terminus and a C-terminal 6xHis-tag. Soluble 
HoPTS2 fusions were obtained and purified. The activities of the 
full-length enzyme and HoPTS2(Gly140–end) variant were 
tested with all substrate combinations but no new product was 
formed. However, variant HoPTS2(Arg45–end) was active and 
gave a range of C20–C30 prenyl diphosphates in the presence of 
FPP and IPP and C25–C30 prenyl diphosphates when GGPP and 
IPP were used as reaction substrates. We were able to identify 
these products only after hydrolysis treatment and formation of 
the corresponding prenyl alcohols (Fig. 2b). The fact that the 
variant HoPTS2(Gly140–end) was inactive indicates the presence 
of a functionally important region between amino acids 45 and 
140. Taken together, these results suggest that HoPTS2 is likely a 
short-chain polyprenyl synthase. 

As there was no prediction for the presence of any signal/target 
peptide in HoPTS3, the full-length enzyme was expressed, puri- 
fied, and tested with different substrates. In the presence of 
DMAPP and IPP, there was no formation of new products. How- 
ever, when GPP and IPP were used as reaction substrates, GGPP 
was produced, detected as its acid hydrolysis product geranyl- 
LOH. The same product was formed when the enzyme was incu- 
bated with FPP and IPP (Fig. 2c). These results, in combination 
with the lack of a signal peptide predicted for HoPTS3, suggest 
that HoPTS3 is possibly a cytosolic GGPP synthase in H. ostrearia. 
Efforts to characterize HoPTS4 were unsuccessful, as there was 
no activity detected in any reaction extract analyzed, either when 
using the full-length protein or the truncated variant HoPTS4 

(Leu121–end). The prediction of a mitochondrial target peptide 
at the N-terminal region suggests that this, possibly, affects the 
catalytic activity of HoPTS4, and more truncated variants should 
be tested to identify the optimal cleavage position for obtaining 
an active enzyme. 

Finally, full-length HoPTS5 and one truncated variant, 
HoPTS5(Ser36–end), were tested with different substrate combi- 
nations. Even though the full-length enzyme was inactive, the 
truncated variant HoPTS5(Ser36–end) produced GGPP as the 
main product. This was detectable by the formation of geranyl- 
LOH after acid hydrolysis of the reaction products. Minor peaks 
of LOH and NOH were detected when DMAPP and IPP were 
used as substrates, whereas NOH could be detected when GPP 
and IPP were used instead, indicating that the formation of 
GGPP proceeds via GPP and FPP (Fig. 2d). Taken together with 
the prediction of a chloroplastic target peptide in its N-terminus, 
these results suggest that HoPTS5 is possibly a GGPP synthase, 
likely functioning in the chloroplast providing the substrates for 
carotenoid and phytol biosynthesis. 

 

Functional characterization of the squalene/phytoene 
synthase family members 

IDI and SQS are enzymes that catalyze two nonconsecutive reac- 
tions. IDI isomerizes IPP to DMAPP, whereas SQS catalyzes the 
formation of squalene using two FPP molecules. In order to char- 
acterize the HoIDISQS fusion, we studied the two domains sepa- 
rately. Initially, we evaluated the functionality of the SQS 
domain by introducing the full-length gene into a Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae strain engineered to produce high amounts of FPP 
(Ignea et al., 2012). Analysis of the nonsaponifiable lipid extract 
of yeast cells expressing the fusion showed production of higher 
amounts of squalene when HoIDISQS was expressed, compared 
with the levels of squalene produced by the endogenous yeast 
squalene synthase (Fig. 3a). This suggests that the SQS domain 
of HoIDISQS likely contains a functional synthase. 

The functionality of the IDI domain was assessed both in the 
fusion (HoIDISQS) and as a separately cloned IDI domain 
(HoIDI). These two enzymes were coexpressed with a monoter- 
pene synthase from Salvia fruticosa, 1,8-cineole synthase 
(SfCinS1) (Kampranis et al., 2007), in a yeast strain engineered 
to produce GPP (Ignea et al., 2012). By catalyzing the isomeriza- 
tion of IPP to DMAPP, IDI provides substrates to the endoge- 
nous yeast enzyme, Erg20p, which produces GPP. It has been 
shown that functional IDI expression in this strain increased syn- 
thesis of 1,8-cineole by SfCinS1 (Ignea et al., 2011). We used the 
endogenous yeast IDI (ScIDI) as positive control. We sampled 
the head space of all yeast cell cultures expressing the different 
combinations with solid-phase microextraction. Their analysis 
showed that, when HoIDISQS, HoIDI, or ScIDI was expressed, 
significantly higher amounts of 1,8-cineole were produced 
(Fig. 3a), indicating that the IDI domain is functional both indi- 
vidually and in the fusion. 

We also employed the yeast expression system for the charac- 
terization of the candidate phytoene synthase, HoPSY. During 
our signal/target peptide analysis, HoPSY was predicted to have a 
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Fig. 2 Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry profile of (a) HoPTS1(Ser73–end), (b) HoPTS2(Arg45–end), (c) HoPTS3, (d) HoPTS5(Ser36–end) in vitro 

reaction products using different prenyl diphosphates as substrates. Identification of compounds was based on comparison of accurate mass and retention 

time between reaction substrates/products and acid hydrolysis products of authentic standards (bottom panels within a, c, d). Ions m/z 137, 205, 273, 341 

and 409 are derived from precursor ions (m/z 154, 222, 290, 358 and 426, respectively) by loss of water in positive ion mode. 

 

chloroplastic signal peptide. Taking into account the cleavage 
position predictions, we introduced the truncated variant HoPSY 
(Ser78–end) into a yeast expression vector. In order to evaluate 
the functionality of the variant, we employed an in vivo chro- 
mogenic assay. In this assay, the candidate phytoene synthase is 

coexpressed with a GGPP synthase and a phytoene desaturase. 
The GGPP synthase provides the substrate for phytoene biosyn- 
thesis. If the examined enzyme is functional and produces phy- 
toene, the desaturase will take it up to produce lycopene 
(Fig. 3c). As yeast colonies that accumulate lycopene become 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 3 Functional characterization of squalene/phytoene synthase family members. (a) Expression of HoIDISQS in the yeast strain AM94 resulted in high 

accumulation of squalene (upper panel). TIC, total ion chromatogram. Coexpression of HoIDISQS with SfCinS1 resulted in high accumulation of 1,8- 

cineole (lower panel). Ho, Haslea ostrearia; Sf, Salvia fruticosa; Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (b) Yeast colonies coexpressing Erg20p(Y95A), crtI, and 

HoPSY(Ser78–end) (upper panel) in comparison with the control colonies that carry an empty vector instead of a phytoene synthase (lower panel). 
(c) Lycopene biosynthetic pathway. 

 

orange colored, this assay provides a quick and reliable means for 
the evaluation of phytoene synthase activity. We used the yeast 
strain AM94, which is engineered for the efficient production of 
isoprenoids (Ignea et al., 2012), and introduced HoPSY(Ser78– 

end) together with Erg20p(Y95A), an engineered GGPP synthase 
(Ignea et al., 2015), and crtI, a phytoene desaturase from 
Xanthophyllomyces dendrorhous (Verwaal et al., 2007). Whereas 
control cells that were transformed with an empty vector, instead 
of HoPSY(Ser78–end), did not develop any color, coexpression 
of the three genes resulted in orange-colored yeast colonies, con- 
firming the ability of HoPSY to synthesize phytoene (Fig. 3b). 

 

Discussion 

Aiming to shed light on isoprenoid biosynthesis in diatoms, we 
investigated different aspects of the pathway in the species 
H. ostrearia. By combining transcriptomic analysis with func- 
tional characterization of enzyme activities and predictions for 
the subcellular localization of the corresponding proteins, we can 
propose a model of isoprenoid biosynthesis in H. ostrearia that is 
summarized in Fig. 4 and discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Haslea ostrearia retains a functional cytosolic MVA pathway 
and a functional plastidial MEP pathway. The majority of the 
sequenced diatom species investigated to date have both routes 
for IPP and DMAPP synthesis. However, these precursors seem 
to be differentially allocated towards the final isoprenoid prod- 
ucts across different species. A plant-like dichotomy has been 
observed in P. tricornutum, Nitzschia ovalis and R. setigera. 
Accordingly, sterols are synthesized using precursors from the 
MVA route, whereas the biosynthesis of carotenoids and the 

diterpenoid phytol proceeds via MEP-generated precursors in the 
chloroplast (Cvejí c & Rohmer, 2000; Mass´e et al., 2004). On the 
contrary, H. ostrearia uses chloroplast-derived precursors to syn- 
thesize its main sterol (24-ethylcholest-5-en-3-ol) (Mass´e et al., 
2004). Contribution of the MEP pathway to sterol (24-methyl- 
cholesta-5,24(28)-dien-3b-ol) biosynthesis is also observed in the 
centric species T. pseudonana under fast-growing, nitrogen- 
replete culture conditions (Zhang et al., 2009). Similar 
differentiations were shown for HBI biosynthesis, with R. setigera 
incorporating C5 precursors derived from the MVA route and 
H. ostrearia synthesizing HBIs with precursors generated via the 
MEP pathway (Mass´e et al., 2004). These different patterns on 
precursor partitioning indicate different regulation mechanisms 
that, in addition to being responsive to external conditions (e.g. 
nutrient availability), also possibly involve precursor transporta- 
tion between cytosol and chloroplast. MVA and MEP pathway 
crosstalk has already been reported in some plants (Bick & Lange, 
2003; Hemmerlin et al., 2003a). Even though there are substan- 
tial differences between the organization of the primary plastids 
of plants and the secondary plastids of diatoms, the four mem- 
branes of diatoms’ plastids were previously shown to be perme- 
able through specific transporters (Ast et al., 2009). 

The first key step towards prenyl diphosphate synthesis is the 
isomerization of IPP to DMAPP by IDI. Photosynthetic 
heterokonts, including diatoms and brown algae, haptophytes, 
and dinoflagellates, are characterized by the expression of a 
bifunctional protein fusion between IDI and SQS that catalyzes 
the dimerization of FPP towards sterol synthesis. In H. ostrearia 
this enzyme fusion does not appear to have any target peptide, 
whereas it is predicted to contain a pair of transmembrane helices 
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Fig. 4 A model for isoprenoid biosynthesis in Haslea ostrearia. Isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethyl allyl diphosphate (DMAPP) are synthesized via 

the mevalonate and methylerythritol phosphate pathways in the cytosol and plastid. Each of these precursor pools is used for the synthesis of prenyl 

diphosphates by prenyltransferases in different subcellular compartments. HoPTS1 is responsible for farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) synthesis at the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER), in close proximity to HoIDISQS. HoPTS3 mediates synthesis of geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) in the cytosol. In the 

chloroplast HoPTS2 and HoPTS5 synthesize precursors for polyprenol and carotenoid synthesis. The first committed step of carotenoid biosynthesis is 

catalyzed by HoPSY. HoPTS4 likely mediates prenyl diphosphate synthesis in mitochondria. Dashed arrows indicate possible precursor transportation 

between cytosol and plastids. OPP, diphosphate. 

 

at the C-terminal part, suggesting ER localization. No other con- 
tig encoding for an IDI could be identified in our transcriptomic 
data. Analysis of 33 diatom species by Ferriols et al. (2017) 
showed that all but one specific strain of R. setigera express an 
IDI-SQS fusion, and 19 of them additionally express an indepen- 
dent IDI. Many of these fall within the same phylogenetic clade 
with the independent IDI from R. setigera that contains a putative 
chloroplast-targeting peptide. A growing body of evidence 
recently supports the occurrence of alternative splicing in diatoms 
(Rastogi et al., 2018). Thus, the possibility that diatoms that only 
contain the IDI-SQS fusion gene may also produce an alterna- 
tively spliced form producing only the IDI protein cannot be 
ruled out. 

The intermediate step between the reactions catalyzed by IDI 
and SQS is FPP synthesis, and according to our functional char- 
acterization is likely catalyzed by HoPTS1. Sequence analysis of 
HoPTS1 suggested the presence of a type II signal anchor. This is 
responsible to anchor the enzyme to a membrane. It is reasonable 
to assume that this is the ER membrane, which is continuous 
with the outermost chloroplastic membrane in diatoms. Since 
HoPTS1 and HoIDISQS catalyze consecutive reactions, we can 
speculate that they might also physically interact, forming an 
enzymatic complex that is localized at the ER. Previous studies 
showed that H. ostrearia’s main sterol, 24-ethylcholest-5-en-3-ol, 
incorporates precursors generated from the plastid localized MEP 
pathway (Mass´e et al., 2004). Taken together, these results indi- 
cate again precursor transportation from the chloroplastic stroma 
to the cytosol. The mechanism and the exact regulation of such 

events are unknown. Recently, a novel isoprenoid regulatory 
mechanism that possibly involves precursor transportation 
between subcellular compartments has been described in plants. 
According to this, a cytosolic isopentenyl phosphate kinase and 
specific Nudix hydrolases regulate IPP supply to the pathway by 
active phosphorylation–dephosphorylation of IP/IPP. Perturba- 
tion of IP supply in Nicotiana tabacum was shown to affect both 
MVA- and MEP-derived isopenoids, revealing a connection with 
precursor transportation (Henry et al., 2015, 2018). Mining the 
transcriptome of H. ostrearia for similar genes, we were able to 
identify homologues of isopentenyl phosphate kinase and Nudix 
hydrolase (candidate sequences can be found in Notes S2) that 
are also present in transcriptomes of other sequenced diatom 
species. Whether a similar regulatory mechanism is present in 
diatoms and how this controls IP/IPP supply and/or transporta- 
tion are open questions that remain to be answered. 

Our model suggests that HoPTS5 acts in the plastids to gener- 
ate the GGPP that is essential for carotenoid synthesis. The high 
relative expression levels of HoPTS5 (Fig. S5) probably reflect the 
high demand for carotenoids and phytol under the specific 
growth conditions. The first committed step towards carotenoids 
is catalyzed by the phytoene synthase HoPSY. Both of these 
enzymes were acquired from the red algal endosymbiont, a fact 
that corroborates their predicted targeting to the chloroplast. 
HoPTS2, which was also predicted to have chloroplastic localiza- 
tion, showed activity as a short-chain polyprenyl synthase. The 
lack of detailed information on the isoprenoid content of diatoms 
prevents us from assigning a role to HoPTS2. It is possible that 
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this enzyme synthesizes polyprenyl diphosphates or the corre- 
sponding alcohols in vivo. In plants these compounds have been 
shown to be incorporated in thylakoid membranes and modulate 
their fluidity, influencing the overall photosynthetic performance 
(Bajda et al., 2009; Surmacz & Swiezewska, 2011; Akhtar et al., 
2017). 

We propose that cytosolic isoprenoid biosynthesis is sup- 
ported by precursors generated by the MVA pathway and 
prenyl diphosphates synthesized by HoPTS3. Our analysis 
showed that this is probably the only enzyme that is not con- 
served among different diatom species. In H. ostrearia, the 
HoPTS3 gene likely originates from the heterotrophic host of 
secondary endosymbiosis. 

Although it was not possible to characterize the activity of 
HoPTS4, we presume that this enzyme likely acts as a prenyl 
transferase in the mitochondria. As there was no other prenyl- 
transferase predicted to be targeted to mitochondria, HoPTS4 
probably uses substrates transported from the cytosol or chloro- 
plast. Crosstalk between mitochondria and chloroplast in 
diatoms has been previously proposed for other metabolic pro- 
cesses (Prihoda et al., 2012). 

Even though the majority of prenyltransferases catalyze the 
linear, head-to-tail or head-to-head, condensation of prenyl 
diphosphates, there are examples where these enzymes are 
involved in the synthesis of irregular isoprenoids (Rivera et al., 
2001; Demissie et al., 2013). A characteristic example is an 
FPP synthase in Artemisia tridentata that, among other reac- 
tions, catalyzes the head-to-middle linkage of two DMAPP 
molecules to produce the branched isoprenoid lavandulyl 
diphosphate (Hemmerlin et al., 2003b). It is thus likely that 
HBI biosynthesis also involves prenyltransferase-type enzymes. 
Furthermore, different HBI-producing diatom species were 
shown to use different precursors for the synthesis of these 
molecules (Mass´e et al., 2004), suggesting that the pathway is 
regulated differently among species. By providing here a 
model of the isoprenoid pathway in H. ostrearia that illustrates 
the subcellular distribution of different prenyltransferases, we 
believe that we provide a basis for future HBI biosynthetic 
studies that will test the currently identified or different 
enzymes, substrates, and/or conditions. 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, our investigation has significantly contributed to 
our understanding of isoprenoid biosynthesis in diatoms. At least 
five prenyltransferases mediate the prenyl diphosphate synthesis 
and provide substrates to downstream branches of the pathway. 
It is likely that precursors are transported from the plastids to the 
cytosol. Further studies that will confirm the localization of the 
enzymes in vivo and explore the regulatory mechanisms and 
crosstalk between the MVA and MEP pathways are essential for a 
thorough elucidation of the mechanisms involved. Our phyloge- 
netic analysis provided an insight into the multisourced genetic 
background of diatoms that is reflected clearly on isoprenoid 
biosynthesis. Although there is still a general debate on the extent 
of the contribution of each lineage (red and green) to the 

genomes of diatoms (Dagan & Martin, 2009; Burki et al., 2012; 
Deschamps & Moreira, 2012), it is commonly accepted that 
these events have armed diatoms with the genetic potential and 
the metabolic plasticity to succeed in contemporary oceans. 
Finally, our results provide the blueprint for the elucidation of 
the biosynthetic pathways leading to unique diatom isoprenoids, 
such as HBIs. 
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